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McNamara
Reassures

Europe

By TOM OCHILTREE
PARIS (AP)—Defense Secretary Robert S. McNamara said
today the awesome might of the
growing U.S. atomic arsenal
could destroy Russian society if
the West ever was subjected to
a nuclear surprise attack.
He also said the North Atlantic Alliance is strong enough to
fight a t conventional war with
the Soviet Union without plunging the world immediately into
a nuclear conflict.

WALL TO BE OPENED . " . - .'. This is a
view of Potsdamer Platz from West Berlin
side showing Communist East Berlin wall and
tank traps on the other side. West Berlin
officials announced today they and East German authorities have signed an agreement

Victims of
Dam Burst
To Be Aided

LOS ANGELES (AP) — Victims of the Baldwin Hills Reservoir disaster got a word of encouragement—and a promise of
money — from Mayor Samuel
Yorty.
"It's obvious these victims
are not responsible for the damage," Yorty said Monday.
"They will be compensated
and we will help them file
claims against the department
of water and power and the
city," Yorty said.

opening the wall for West Berliners to visit
relatives in East Berlin over the Christmas
season. Photograph in foreground was set
up by West Berlin authorities showing Potsdamer Platz in 1932 when it was Berlin 's most
frequented square. (AP Photofax)

East , West Berlin
Agree to Open
Wall at Christmas

BERLIN (AP)—West Berlin
and East German authorities
have signed an. agreement
opening the wall for West Berliners to visit relatives in East
Berlin over the Christmas season , Western officials announced today.
Western officials said details
of the agreement would be announced later today .
The agreement was reached
today after six days of tough ,
Damage from Saturday 's dev- touch-and-go negotiations.
astating flood could run to more
than $10 million dollars , offi- ! It opens the Bed wall to West
I Berliners who have relatives in
cials estimate.
¦ the East for the first time since
Yorty's promise of help came the wall was built more than
as residents and businessmen i two years ago to stop the espicked through the mud-slick I cape of refugees.
rubble below the now-empty
Western officials ' estimated
reservoir.
that
about 400,000 West Berlini
Nearly 300 million gallons of • ers will be eligible to cross into
water roared through a break the Soviet sector.
in the earth-filled structure Sat- !• The agreement was signed by
urday afternoon, crashing down Horse Korber , an official of the
on the homes below and sweep- West Berlin city government ,
ing at least three persons to and Erich Wendt, East German
their death.
: deputy cultural affairs minister.
Sixty-four homes were deIssuance of permits' will bestroyed , and 82 homes and 55
apartment buildings received gin Wednesday at 12 points in
major damage. At least 27 per- |West Berlin with officials of the
sons were injured.
' East German post office hand-

ling the applications.
The East Germans had wanted West Berlin Mayor Willy
Brandt to sign the agreement ,
but he refused , fearing this
might imply Western recognition of the East German regime.
The Communists then said
Korber could sign but his signature would have to show specifically that he was signing for
the West Berlin city government.

Blonde Admits
S54.889Split

With Baker

WASHINGTON (AP.) — A
blonde widow told Senate investigators today that she and
her husband split a $54 ,889 stock
profit with Robert G. Baker
even though the former Senate
aide invested no money of his
own.
Mrs. Gertrude C. (Trudy)
Novak testified about the transaction as the Senate Rules Committee opened public hearings
in its investigation of the outside business dealings of Baker ,
who resigned Oct. 7 as secretary to the Senate's Democratic
majority .
She said that in February
1960 , Baker told her and her
i broke his arm and cut him bad- husband, the late Alfred S.
iy.
Novak , that "he knew of a stock
|
) "I "know I was lucky, " he being available that could be
said.
,
pood and asked if we had any
money to invest. "
•! Nine men were, working in the
Baker said he was "so short
j east shaft and said they didn 't of cash" that he didn 't have any
I hear the explosion,
money to invest in the stock
"We've been told that the himself , Mrs . Novak related.
mine was a model mine in the But , she said , he proposed that
west ," Diamanti said. "Every the Novaks put up the money,
! safety precaution was taken , he would get the stock and they
There hasn 't been a trace of would share in any profit.
gas in the area for many, many
The arrangement Was agreed
months. I just can 't explain it. " to, Mrs. Novak said , and "we
I Diamanti said the nine vic- put up ¦ $12 ,000" that was paid
; tims were drilling at the face of over to Baker for the purchase
the west shaft and theori zed i of stock in the Mortgage Guardrill bit may have exposed and anty Insurance Co. of Milwauignited a pocket of methane.
! kee.

Nine Miners
Dead in Blast

HELPER , Utah .(AP) - Nine
coal miners were killed and another injured Monday in an explosion in what was descri'ied
as a "model mine in the West. '
The blast occurred at the
face , or end , of one of t'vo
shafts which branch out from
the end of a 2 ,800-foot tunnel
into the side of a mountain near
this centra l Ulah community.
"They never knew what hit
them , " said James Diamanli ,
mine co-owner. "They fell right.
where they were working. They
must have hit a pocket of gas. "
Slate Industrial Commission
officials at the scene theorized
the blast was caused by either
coal dust or methane gas.
It was the second major mine
disaster in Utah this year.
Eighteen men were killed Aug.
27 in a potash mine explosion
at Moab , about 100 miles south
of Helper ,
Jesus Nunez , 45, was near the
entrance to the west shaft , ahout
2,000 feet fro m the explosion ,
The blast hurled him 200 feet ,

Secretary of State Dean Rusk
spoke in forceful terms of the
political and military advantages of Washington's proposal
for a mixed-manned, Polarisarmed surface fleet — a pet
project of the late President
Kennedy.
Earlier , Rusk had urged the
alliance to support the Soviet
Union in its "fundamental and
far-reaching split with Communist China. "
Rusk told the North Atlantic
T r e a t y (NATO ) Ministerial
Council Monday :
"In the quarrel between Chinese militancy and Russia 's
peaceful coexistence, our interest is to see that Moscow prevails....We must not allow militancy to pay dividends. "
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Save Future
Main Plea
By DOUGLAS B. CORNELX
UNITED NATIONS, N.Y.
(AP)—President Johnson today
called for an end of the cold
war for all time and offered to
join in a worldwide crusade to
conquer hunger, disease and ignorance.
He got a quick pat on the
back from Soviet Delegate Nilolai T. Fedorenko, -who met Iiim
after the speech was delivered
in the great blue and gold lall
of the U.N. General Assemhly,

PRESIDENT AT U. N. . . . . Secretary
General IT Thant , right, greets President and
Mrs. Lyndon B. Johnson at the United Na-

YOUTHFUL FUGITIVES CAMUHEI)
. . . Law officers surrounded a small home
near Huckholts , Texas Monday and four young
desperadoes , accused of killing : an Alnhama
man , binding his wife and dumping her into n

toins in New York today. The President was
there to address the U. N. General Assembly.
(AP PhotofaxO

well with the body of her husband , surrendered meekly, The accused youths , left to
right , nr«: John Lokos , 2(i , Harold Leon Edwards; ".'A , Clarence Cecil Coon , 24 , and Gerald Eaton , 27, (AP Photofax )

The Soviet di p l o m a t expressed satisfaction with the
speech and the two exchanged
hopes that the United States
and the Soviet Union can work
together toward peace.
The speech was Johnson's
first appearance before an international gathering since he
took over after the death of
John F. Kennedy Nov. 22.

Johnson was given a standing
ovation as he e n t e r e d the
jammed chamber from wlich
the public had been excluded
for security reasons.
He quickly launched into his
speech in which he pledged continued U.S. support to the United Nations and made an ""unswerving commitment to the
keeping and the strengthening
of peace."
Johnson drew a burst of apseemed to be a good chance pause when he referred to the
that final passage would have dedication of the United States
to be put off until next year. to the pace of the world and the
As the House was voting 249- betterment of mankind.
135 to hold spending for economMrs. Johnson listened to her
ic and military assistance to
$2.8 billion—$1.7 billion below husband's speech from the front
what the late President John F. row of a special seating section
Kennedy requested — Johnson on the side of the assembly hall.
Speaking from the rostrum
issued a sharply worded statewhere K e n n e d y had stood
ment.
Johnson used as a vehicle for on Sept. 20 to address the same
his criticism the foreign aid au- group, the President decLared
thorization bill which puts re- that he had "come here tcday
strictions on the program and to make it unmistakably clear
fixes a spending ceiling of $3.6 that the assassin's bullet which
took his life did not alter this
billion.
nation 's purpose."
In his statement after signing
And he outlined the U.S. obthe measure, Johnson made
jectives
by saying the United
clear that he considers $3.6 billion "a dangerous reduction in States wants to:
See the cold war end, once
funds " and that anything less
would represent "a policy of and for all.
Prevent the dissemination of
weakness and retreat. "
In word s similar to those once nuclear weapons to nations not
spoken by his predecessor , now possessing them.
Press on with arms control
Johnson said tartly "we cannot
and
reduction.
oppose the spread of commuCooperate with all U.N. memnism and promote the growth
of freedom by giving speech- bers "to conquer everywhere
the ancient enemies of mankind
es. "
— hunger, disease and ignorance."
Two-State Vote
"The United States wants sanWASHINGTON W - The ity, security, and peace for all
and above all ," he said .
roll call vote by which the
House passed 249-135 a $2.8
He offered no specific probillion foreign aid appropriposals or major policy proation Monday included:
Minnesota: Blatnik , Fras- nouncements beyond these brief
er , Karth , Olson , MacGreg- aims,
He did suggest in generalities
or , Quie , all for ; Nelsen rethat a modern New Deal could
corded for. Lnngen against.
,
Wisconsin: Johnson , Kas- build a better world that it is
time
for
a
peaceful
revolution
tenmeier , Reuss and Zaon
a
universal
scale
to
improve
,
blocki all for ; O'Konski ,
Schadeberg, T h o m p s o n , human welfare and dignity.
"Peace is a journey of 1,000
against. Recorded for but
(Continued on Page 13 Col. 4)
not voting Laird , against
but not voting Van Pelt.
JOHNSON

House Jo lts Johnson
Wi th Foreign A id Cut
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
foreign aid battle has cost President Johnson his first setback
on Capitol Hill since becoming
chief executive , and with stinging criticism of Congress he
looked hopefully to the Senate
to recapture some, of the losses.
The House dealt the administration a double j olt Monday,

upholding an $800-million cut in
foreign aid appropriations and
adding a surprise amendment
prohibiting t h e government
from guaranteeing private financing of wheat sales to the
Communist bloc.

It added up to another obstacle in the path of the battered aid measure and there

Bolivians Free
Four Americans

LA PAZ , Bolivia (AP)-Four
U.S. citizens held hostage for
10 days in a tin mining center
by Communist-led miners returned by plane today to La
Paz , Bolivia 's capital. They
were freed and moved to the
Andean city of Oruro Monday

Mcintosh City
Building Burns

All-Night Drinking Party

GOODFELLOWS

U Special Christmas Hours |

I kmi. \

Keep Peace,

night.
The Americans and 15 olher
hostages got their freedom after a noisy, tense meeting of 4,000 miners approved an agreement between the government
and dissident Vice President
Juan Lechin , boss of the mine
workers' federation.
The Americans, three members of the U.S. Embassy staff
FEDERAL FORECAST
in La Paz and a Peace Corps
WINONA AND VICINITY volunteer were found in good
Clearing and colder tonight with
health but in a highl y nervous
low of 10-18 below. Increasing
state by mine company doctors .
cloudiness and continued cold
The other hostages—a West
Wednesday
with
occasional
MCINTOSH , Minn. Ml - German , a Dutchman and 13
light snow by evening. High The Fire Department and sev- Bolivians — returned to their
zero to 5 above.
eral ohter municipal establish- families and jobs in Catavi ,
ments including police head- where they had been held.
LOCAL WKATHER
Official observations for the quarters and the village Liquor
The Americans were brought
24 hours ending at 12 m. today: Store were burned out Monday i by a jeep convoy over 30 rniles
Maximum , 12; minimum , —4 ; when flames destroyed the Mc- of treacherou s mountain road
noon , 9; precip itation , 1 inch intosh City Hall,
through pouring rain to Oruro ,
snow.
Ruins within the standing hub city for this Andean mining
AIRPORT WEATHER
brick walls of the old structure area. U.S. Ambassador Douglas
(North Central Observations) built in 1899 continued to burn Henderson greeted them and
Max. temp. 11 at noon today, today while municipal offices arranged for a flight to La Pay .
min. — 3 at 7 a.m., sky over- I scattered over the small com- today, although the rain threatcast at 2 ,000 feet , visibility 2 I munity of about 750 to take up ened to delay takeoff.
miles with light snow , wind [ business In temporary quarters.
calm , barometer 30.!!0 and fall- I lMdntosh is in Polk County,
! about 40 miles cast of Crooking, humidity 71 percent.
! ston.
Although he conceded the
NATO allies were a long way
from resolving differences with
Russia, he said : "We in the
West should let Moscow know
that we are interested in peaceful coexistence. "

ij JJmS' ?'
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Johnson Stands
For U.N.Support

McNamara told the ministerial meeting of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization that
new appraisals of Eastern and
Western m i l i t a r y strength
showed that the West is able to
take care of itself in any war ,
little or big.
McNamara challenged the
conventional picture of a world
in which the West was so hopelessly outnumbered and outgunned by hordes of Communists that Western military leaders would have to f all back at
once on nuclear weapons in case
of attack.
In his speech, relayed to correspondents by briefing officers ,
McNamara put the American
case for a multitude of possible
Western responses to Communists, ranging all the way from
small local engagements to nuclear war.
McNamara stressed that this
was not the moment for the Atlantic Alliance to slacken its efforts to build up conventional
military strength. With a bit
more effort , he said, the deficiencies in NATO strength could
be made good now.
For years NATO has maintained a target of 30 battleready, divisions deployed in Europe, but has never been able
to reach this figure. The alliance's strength now amounts to
about 23 divisions.

I APT* j k .

Madison Freshman Slain

Previously listed .. $2,185
MADISON , Wis. W — Police the detective to take off his
25
' 2 Friend s
continued an invest igation today jacket and drop his service reIMonVI Itailrond Show
.13 ! into the shooting of a University volver.
and Open House ... ,
15 of Wisconsin freshman whose!
Sandy Baker
The detective comp lied and
John H. iMauor
5 body was found in a hotel room
Over
began taking handftils of
0. It
5 after nn nll-ni pht drinking bout
sedatives , saying that he was
with
two
friends.
Friend
2
The body of Mai F. Hellman , going to commit suicide. Daley
The Future Teachers of
of Jamaica , N.Y., was found finally talked Over into giving
19,
Amnion Club of
Monday by a police detective up the gun. Over was rushed
Winona Senior High
who
went to the room in answer to a hospital whore he was reSC IH HI I
25
to a complaint by the hotel mali- ported in fair condition.
Officers and employes
The chief said Johns left the
nger. The three men had run
of Winona National
hotel room shortly after the
& Savings ltnnk .... 100 up a room service bill of $74.
shooting and went to police with
5
I'aul Libera
Police Chief Wilbur Kmery this story:
Nov. William
said that if the story told by one
Over invited Johns and Hell.Morgan Hull
5 ' of the three men in the part y
man
to his room Sunday night
In Memory of
was true Hellmnn 's death was and ordered drinks and food.
Aunt Julia
2
accidental. The other men in the
The three men drank most of
From Spring Grove ,
party with llcllmun were Wil- the nig lit and went, to bed early
IMinn ,
1 liam Over , 24,
of Chicago , and Monday. They awok e about 11
Anonymous
5 Richard Johns
, 19, of Madison. a.m.
M I K . IVI . II. W h i t e . . .
25
Detective E d w a r d Daley
Over then took a .311 caliber
found Hellmnn 's body on the police revolver from a holster
.1IIH
Total tn dale
S2.
floor , covered by a bl anket ,
and handed it to Hellman and
Mr. & Mrs. Fmil Anderson ,
Over then pulled a revolver , asked him if he knew how to
clothing.
according to Daley, and ordered fire It.

Hellman tried unsuccessfully
two or three times to fire the
pistol but it would not go off ,
Johns related.
Over then told Hellman the
firing mechanism was faulty
and the gun had to be cocked
by hand , Again Hellman tried
to fire it , and according to
Johns, he said , "Hell , this is no
good."
Hellman then put the gun to
his head and tried to fire it
again. This time the gun went
off. '
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Council OKs
Old Hospital
Site Zoning
By unanimous vote, the City
Council Monday night amended
the zoning code to permit construction of three 11-unit apartment buildings on the old Winona General Hospital site.
No one appeared to contest
the action, which was sought by
Harold Streater , attorney for
the Jay Investment Corp., Minneapolis. The corporation will
assume possession of the old
hospital and nurses's home,
raze both buildings and start
work on the proposed apartments next year , according to
present plans.
Under terms of the hospital's
wrecking contract the east wing
already has been removed, but
the west wing remains . This
contract, which will be assumed
by Jay, does not include wrecking of the nurses' home, but it
will be removed.
The amendment changes the
section relating to community
development projects. In R-2
zones, the minimum area now
required for community development is one acre. The old
hospital property is just over
one acre in size. The code previously called for a five-acre
minimum.
When an area qualifies as a
community development project , provisions for construction
types, setbacks, occupancy and
the like, are subject to approval
by the City Planning Commission. In this way , some departures from prevailing zoning
regulations are possible , at the
commission's discretion, without
altering the basic zoning classification of the parcel of land.

Railroad Case

Settled in

Fillmore Co.

PRESTON, Minn. - A civil
case was settled in , District
Court for Fillmore County Monday, sentence was imposed in
a criminal action, and another
criminal case was started this
morning before a jury.
Judge Leo F. Murphy, Winona, was here to preside in the
$50,000 damage case brought by
Clarence W. Haupt, Sumner,
Iowa , against the Chicago Great
Western Railway Co.
At the close of a three-hour
pre-trial conference the case
was settled and jury , was dismissed until today. William E.
Kalar , Minneapolis, represented
the plaintiff , who received a
permanent back injury while
working for the company during
floodwater. Harry S. Stearns,
Jr ,. St. Paul , represented the
company . The case had been
carried over from the spring
calendar.
In court Tuesday afternoon ,
Judge A. C. Richardson sentenced Robert Scrabeck , about
40, Lanesboro, to a year in the
county jail on a carnal knowledge charge on which a jury
had found him guilty Oct. 29.
The second six months was suspended ; he will be on probation.
J. F. Herrick , Lanesboro, county attorney, prosecuted. Serabeck' s attorney was David
Joerg, Preston.
Judge Murphy Is presiding
this morning in a paternity action brought against Curtis Rustad , Rush ford. He will close the
jury calendar here this week
and preside at the special term
in Winona County Monday.
The final jury case is expected to open Wednesday. Gordon
Broadwater , plainti ff , is suing
Carroll Funk for an alleged bite
by his dog.

Wo Progress Made
On Osseo Group 's
Phone Proposal
OSSKO . Wis. — A meeting of
O.s.sen businessmen with officials of General Telephone Co.
of Wisconsin at Madison Monday in an effort toward purchasing the company was unsuccessful.
No figures were given by the
company nnd no progress was
made by the businessmen toward further negotiations.
John Ward , city attorney, was
lo meet this afternoon with Robert Prosscr , Turtle Lake , to discuss purchase of the Reef River
Valley Telephone Co. This company has indicnted that it would
sell to a third party. Prosscr
is vice president of the Beef
River company.

NOTICE
G00DVIEW
BARBER SHOP
4040 - W. 6th St.
will be closed

MONDAYS

inttead of Wednesday*
effectivo immediately
Tel. 8-1078

Should City Have
Kennedy Street?
Should the city J oin in the national movement to memorialize its recently assassinated President, John T. Kennedy, by naming a street for him?
J|lty • Council members , asked Monday night "by Aid.
Jim Mohan to do so, said they would seek public reaction
to the suggestion.
Aid. Mohan proposed that one of the numbered eastwest streets north of Broadway be 'named after the martyred
President. Aid. Mrs. Muriel Ollom suggested the street leading to the city's new airport industrial park could be designated Kennedy Drive, since it still has not been named.
Aid. Henry Parks , noting that there are four city streets
incorporating "Lak e" in their names, suggested th at Lake
Boulevard be renamed Kennedy Boulevard . Action was deferred, by common consent , to a later meeting.

Patrolman Discovers

Suspicion Justified
An alert police officer spotted
a suspicious looking car on Gilniore Avenue early this morning; he was right : It had been
stolen .
Chief of Police George Savord
said that the officer saw a car
at 2:;25 a.m. which was occupied by a group of youths and
had no hub caps.
THE PATROLMAN followed
for a short distance, then attempted to stop the car. However, the driver of the car incr eased his speed and attempted to make a right turn into a
service station at Orrin Street
and Gilmore.
The car was traveling too fast ,

Coin Toss Decides
City Gas Contract
Faced with two identical
bids for sale of g asoline to
the city for 1964, the. City
Council solved the problem
Monday night about the way
anyone else would. They flipped a coin.
Winner of the toss was
the Mobil Oil Co., which had
submitted a bid of $7,507.50
for 55,000 gallons , exactly
the same as that of the only
other bidder , Standard Oil
Co. Price per gallon will be
13.65- cents.
With due solemnity, Acting
Mayor Harold Briesath tossed a haLfdollar in the air.
Representing Mobil Oil, Aid.
Henry Parks called for tails,
the winning side.

No Charges in
Death of Girl

skidded out of control and came
to rest on a Christmas tree rack
at the service station. The patrolman ordered the ypuths out
of the car and called for assistance.
Later it was found¦ that the car
had bees stolen early Monday
evening at Rochester f r o m
Francis Lee .
Driver was a 17-year-old boy
from Dodge Center, Minn, Passengers in the car were two 16year-old girls living in Kasson
and two Kasson boys, ages 17
and 18.
Beer was found in the car and
Roger Dickson, Kasson Rt. 1,
the 18-year-old. was charged
with being a minor with beer
in his possession.
Dickson pleaded guilty to the
charge in municipal court this
morning and was sentenced to
pay a fine of $35 or to serve
12 days. He was making arrangements to pay the fine.
CHIEF SAVORD said that
Dickson would be released if he
pays the fine. The juveniles
from Kasson are being held for
Dodge County juv enile authorities and the Dodge Center youth
for Rochester police.
The driver of the car admitted
that he stole the car and said
the others did not know it was
stolen, Savord said. The other
youths also said they knew nothing about the car being stolen.
Statements given by t h e
youths showed that the Dodge
Center youtli picked up the four
Kasson youths at a drive-in between Kasson and Rochester
mid-evening Monday . They purchased the beer in Wisconsin ,
Savord said.

Post Office
Cards Down,
Packages Up
The Christmas mailing rush
at the Winona post office has
begun to pick up speed , according to John Eifealdt , assistant
superintendent of mails, but
cancellations are down about
60,000 from this time last year.
Eifealdt said that while the
number of cards and letters
handled here has decreased , the
number of parcels has increased , "and that constitutes the
bulk of our work here at the
window."
HE EXPLAINED that more
work is involved in weighing,
stamping and otherwise handling packages than in selling
stamps for letters, so that post
office clerks have ceen kept
busy despite the drop in total
number of cancellations.
He also pointed out that an
increasing number of business
firms are using postage meters,
so that even though a letter is
not canceled at the post off ice
— and so would not be included
in the figures referred to above
— it still must be handled by
workers here.
For example, 45,700 pieces of
meter - canceled mail went
through the Winona post office
Monday. In addition to that, the
post office handled 75,000 pieces
of machine-canceled mail (mail
canceled at the post office).
The Christmas rush here
started officiall y on Saturday .
Dec. 7. A comparison between
days since then and comparable
days last year (the post office
works in days of the week rather thari in dates) follows:
1962
1963
Monday .... 30,70* 26,100
Tuesday .... 31,300 26 ,100
Wednesday . 38.400 26,000
Thursday ... 48,200 34,900
Friday . . . . . 53,400 36.400
Saturday ... 52,100 47.900
39.200 29 300
Sunday
Monday ... -88,500 75.000
Meanwhile , in anticipation of
the last-minute mailing rush to
come , Postmaster John Dug an
urged Wnonans to mail their
cards early — or , since it really
isn 't possible to be early any
more — at least to mail them
before it's too late.
Dugan reminded those -with
Christmas cards still to be sent ,
that air m ail can provide nextday delivery at points up to
2,000 miles from Winona. Another good emergency measure
is air parcel post, Dugan pointed out to anyone who might
have ignored his earlier warnings about mailing early.

Watkins Names
Chief of Police George Savord today said that
no
c h a r g e s have been brought Currier to Post
Policeman Quits
against N o r m a n C. Meska, Craig C. Currier Monday was
driver of a car in which Susan named assistant general sales
Aoin Kaehler , 15, 251 E. Waba- manager, city division , at Watsha St., was killed Sunday kins Products, Inc. He will as- Post With City

morning.
Savord said that police are
continuing their investigation
and that, no new evidence ha^
been found.
Meska says that he fell asleep
at the wheel of his car about
6 :05 a.m. Sunday while driving east on Lake Boulevard.
His car , in which the girl was
sleeping, struck a telephone
pole.
She seemed alive at the accident scene , but was dead on
arrival at Community Memorial Hospital. Death was caused
by chest and head injuries.
The accident followed an evening ride in Meska 's car. Miss
Kaehler 's boyfriend and another youth were present in the
car until late Saturday evening.
Meska says that Miss Kaehler did not want to go to her
parent's home and that she
slept in the front seat of the
car while he drove around the
area. He says he did not know
the girl.
The accident occurred about
a block west of Sugar Loaf
Road. It b rought W inona 's traffic death toll to five this year.
Three women died as a result of a car-train accident at
the Milwaukee Ra ilroad' s Winona Street crossing May 2.1. A
pedestrian was struck by a car
on Mankato Avenue Feb. 17 and
was fatally injured.

sist John Fedders, general sales 1 The resignation of Sgt. Gormanager.
i don Cooper, a policeman for alI
Currier returns to Winona most 10 years, was received by
from Denver , Colo., where he Chief of Police George Sa"vord
has been region- this morning. It was effective
al sales manager immediately.
since Jan. 1 of Chief Savord said that Cooper
this year. He had submitted his resignation for
b e e n appointed personal reasons. Cooper said
Rocky Mountain that he had been thinking ahout
division
m a n - leaving the police force for
ager at Denver some time and that he finally
in Dec e m b e r made his decision. He said he
simply did not want to continue
1960.
He started with in the department.
the city sales de- Cooper , 171 St. Charles St., an
partment in May Air Force veteran who entered
Currier
1956 as an ad- the police department Jan. 15,
ministrative trainee. He sold 1954, is married and has eight
Watkins products while attend- children.
ing college. He was graduated
He is a graduate of NorthTraffic
from Winona State College June western
University
5, 1957, and was transferred to Course for policemen , the MinAtlanta , Ga,, five days later. He nesota Bureau of Criminal Apalso was an administrative prehension police science course
trainee there .
and the Intermediate Command
Currier was appointed assist- Course.
ant division manager in Winona
This morning Savord said that
in December 1959 nnd served he has the highest regard for
in that capacity until his trans- Sgt. Cooper and his abilities as
fer to Denver.
a police su pervisor, lie also said
He and his wife , the former he regretfully accepted the resAnita Ask , have two children , ignation.
a boy and a girl.
Detective Ronald Richler has
Another former Winonan , Tom boon temporarily moved into
Franklin , lias been appointed to Cooper 's spot in the department.
Currier 's job in Denver. He Cooper has been working the
previously was Rocky Mountain 3 to 11 p.m. shift most recently.
west division manager.

PONT Call Santa Claus

Or Maybe Mr.

Bell

Disconnected Phone

About 7O0 children took advantage of the Winona Jaycces'
"Call Santa" project Sunday
afternoon , .Ion Christenscn , project chairman , reported.
A weary Daily News staff
member added th»t "about 1100"
children c alled Santa Monday ,
and this morning started out
the same way.
Santa was kept busy Sunday.
He got requests from children
ranging in age from 2 to 21.
The usual presents were mentioned—thi ngs like dolls , trucks ,
pupp ies, bicycles , Rims and
clothes.
There were other requests nof
quite so usual—a boar trap, do|{
biscuits , a "new mother " and
a two-pieco bathing suit.

.Some chi ldren added requests
for others , and a few wished
Santa and his reindeer a merry
Christmas,
But Santa has returned to the
North Pole . He has lo touch up
the stripes on his lxist batch of
cuncly canes, and , of course, the
reindeer harnesses must he pollishcd befo re Christmas Eve.
Santa is no longei taking
phone calls at Sunday ' s number . The c losest thing to Santa
that you could reach at that
number now would fee tbo Daily
News Sant a Claus editor , and
he 's been stuck in the chim ney
since Labor Day.
So if you didn 't get to talk
with Santa Claus Sunday, write
him a letter.
Please.

Navy to Keep
Rickover After
Retirement Age
NEW YORK (AP )-Prcs idcnt
Johnson nominated Vice Arlm.
Hyman G. Rickover today for
retirement at his present thrccstar rank . But the Navy is going to kee p its contro versial nuclear reactor expert on the job.
Johnson also formal l y nominated Thomas C. Mann , now
ambassador to Mexico , to be
assistant secretary of state for
inter-American affairs , an apanpointment p r e v i o u s l y
nounced.
Itickovcr , who fought for nuclear power ih the fleet, is
ca lled the father or I he nuc lear
submarine,
White House officials said he
reached retirement age of <yl on
Jan. 27, 1 952, but was retained
on active duty for two more
years. Under existing law , he
must retire Feb , 1. Hut he still
can bo recalled to active duty,
and this will be done.

Plans for 10-Block Holiday Inn
Mankato Job Asked Option OKed

A ONE-BLOCK bottleneck, it is 85 feet; from 3rd to Mark
from Mark to Belleview Street, Street, 95 feet; from Mark to
will be widened to accommodate i Belleview Street, 66 feet , and
the more spacious street. City- ! from Belleview to Sarnia , 96
owned right of way there at ' feet, widening to 200 at the
With one negative vote , the
'
present is 66
' intersection.
City
Council Monday night apAlthough state aids probably
feet wide, ac/¦»• ¦
proved
the form of an option to
will be higher because of this
c o r d i n g to
v»lty
be
offered
prospective buyers
year
gasoline
tax
raise
of
one
's
C i t y Engin.
of
land
for
a
Holiday Inn
eer J a m e s r OMn ri | ¦i cent , they may not quite pay the on the south shore of Lakemotel
Wil
IPUrlCl
,
full
cost
Baird
said.
He
est;
B a i r d , and {
i mated the 19S4 aids may total nona.
not enough to
The Council had voted to give
provide for additional boule- $120,000 and added:
the option at its meeting two
vard space needed. Baird said 1 "WE PROBABLY can 't do the ¦weeks ago. Monday night , aldera right of way of 90 to 100 feet jlO -block job for $12,000 a block, men agreed on exact language
is desirable for the 64-foot ilt will be close*"_ but we always of the 150-day option to purchase
street width.
sweat a little blood on these asked by owners of the Holiday
At present, the engineer said ' cases."
Inn franchise for this area. Hartoday, right of way widths are
It appeared, from early cal- old Streater , attorney, reprevaried. From 2nd to 3rd Street culations , that a short stretch sented the franchise holders,
of Franklin Street rebuilding Perry Philips and Sidney Ne ate,
rnay . be deferred for a year be- Columbia , Mo. The land in quescause of insufficient funds. This tion is 4.4 acres, just west of
project would entail replace- Huff Street at its intersection
ment of brick paving between ¦with Highway 61.
4th and 2nd streets and that on CASTING THE lone v o t e
City Council business was 2nd from Franklin to Market
against the form of the option
transacted Monday night under Street , a" distance of one block. was Aid. Clarence Tribell , who
The Franklin Street project also voted againsf the original
the guidance of 4th Ward Aid.
has
generally been coupled with offer. Not voting was Aid. A.
James Stoltman , taking his
the Mankato Avenue plans in Del Schneider ,
Carl M. Opsahl , who has serv- first turn at the helm since he previous Council discussions.
^
~,
ed as Goodview 's elected treas- was named council vice presi- Aid. Henry Parks said the city who was out of
the
city.
City
urer since the incorporation of dent last spring.
would get a more favorable con- A i t h ough
the village in 1946, was ap- Aid. Stoltman took over the tract if it concentrated first on
formal public m rx ..nr \\
pointed to the post by the vil- throttle from
the full Mankato Avenue job , hearings a r e (
V -OUIlvll
lage council Monday night.
then went to Franklin later. n o t required
1st Ward Aid.
-,.
,
The village a year ago ,adopt- Harold BrieSome thought had been given to until developers apply for a
V.lty
ed the Plan A method of mu- s a t h, council
dividing the contract to combine zoning variance, accompanying
n i c i p a l government, under
only
the six blocks of Mankato the request with detailed plans,
/¦
p
r
e
s
i
d
e
n
t.
t_
#»:|
^l
which the clerk , treasurer and
V-PUnCH
Avenue between Sarnia Street the Council listened to several
assessor are appointed by the Aid. Briesath [
and Broadway with the Frank' citizens who appeared to procouncil, rather than being elect- moved t e m lin Street job. Baird
he test the proposed sale.
ed. OpsahTs appointment came porarily into the higher (but agreed with Parks and said
that the
nonvoting)
post
of
mayor
in
the
James Carlson , architect;
at. the end of his elective
Franklin Street work could be Mrs. Si-dney Hughes, 727 Witerm , which expires Dec. -31. absence of Mayor R. K. Ellings, contracted along
with, some oth- nona St., and W. G. Framen,
Opsahl, -4210 7th St., is sec- who was out of the city.
miscellaneous short stretches 1124 W. Broadway, maintained
retary, assistant treasurer and
Also absent from Monday 's er
of street construction.
terms of the option were too
auditor for WMC, Inc.
meeting was 3rd Ward Aid. A.
Del Schneider.
TRAFFIC COUNTS h a v e vague, that developers were not
THE COUNCIL decided last
really required to build substannight that all bonds for village At the close of the 3V2-hour shown much heavier densities tially, that the price was too
moving
straight
north
and
south
officers should be due Jan. 1 meeting. A c t i n g Presiden t
low, and that the location should
of each year. In the past, the Stoltman thanked his colleagues along Mankato Avenue arid the be elsewhere. They also asked
Mankato
Avenue
dike
road
than
bonds had different expiration for their cooperation. Acting
whether the prospective builders
Mayor Briesath wished them a from the dike road to Sarnia planned any filling along the
dates.
Street
,
Baird
said.
The
interThe council voted to pay for merry Christmas.
change at Mankat o Avenue and Iakeshore.
tetanus shots for the 36 memSarnia Street now is built to
STREATER SAID the 150
bers of thp village 's volunteer
accommodate
Sarnia S t r e e t days would give time to make
fire department . The cost will
(State Highway 43 city route ) applications for zoning varibe 50 cents apiece, according
but
this actually is the less- ances and schedule the requirto Village Clerk Henry C. Ehmctraveled route, the engineer ed public hearings. One hearing
ke. Firemen received the shots
said.
must be held before the Board
Dec, 4 at the village hall.
State Highway Department of Zoning Appeals and a later
No action was taken on the
constitution and bylaws of the Approximately $450 damage , engineers have recognized this one before the City Council befire department , which were but no injuries resulted from a and readily admit the inter- fore the variances can be
presented to the council for two-car accident on County change should be rebuilt to faci- granted- He said detailed plans
consideration last night.
State Aid Highway 8, about four litate Mankato Avenue through and cost figures would be presented and would furnish the
miles south of Ridgeway, at traffic , Baird said.
A SPECIAL council meeting 5:30 p.m. Monday .
Aid. Bambenek said he would basis for whatever action may
will be held Jan. 6, when newly
try to negotiate with property be taken.
elected officers will be sworn Sheriff George Fort said cars owners between Mark and Belle- The option would be given exdriven
by
Diane
R.
Johnson
,
24,
in and wages for the coming
view streets for purchase of ad- clusively to the Holiday Itm deyear will be established for vil- Witok a, and Robert W, Koby, ditional right of way. The alter- velopers,- he said, and would
La
Crosse,
collided
nearly
headlage employes.
native to a 64-foot street , with not bind the city automatically
All trustees but one were on on a hill.
parking lanes, would be a 44-foot to rezone any area or any munipresent for the Monday night Deputies investigating the ac- street without parking, he said. cipal departmen t to issue any
meeting, which was presided cident said that Miss Johnson
When the engineer concluded permits. If construction is not
over by Mayor Rex A. John- was driving west up the hill his summary of the Mankato completed in two years, title to
son. The exception was Trustee and Koby east down the hill. Avenue situation . Aid. Mrs. the land would revert to the
Norman Nelson , who was un- They were rounding a sharp Muriel Ollom asked if the city, he said.
able to attend.
curve.
Broadway project now is com- There may be some filling
Deputies said that conditions plete, Baird said it was, ex- along the Iakeshore, Streater
were slippery and that neither cept for removal of some "hide- said , to square off the area beDog Mauls Child
driver could stop or avoid the ous" guard rail posts near tween a point of land and the
At- Lake City; Dad
crash. Both cars remained on Junction Street.
Huff Street dike. Installation of
utilities would be one of the
the
highway
following
the
acciNearl y Shot in Woods dent.
things subject to negotiation ,
he said.
LAKE CITY , Minn. - The1 Damage was about $300 to
Jack Thorson family here had Miss Johnson 's car and about
ALD. Clarence Tribell, unique
two frightening experiences re- $150 to Koby 's.
among his colleagues, saw a
cently.
parallel to the recent sale of
Three-year-old Janet was
park property for the new post
mauled by a big white dog
LAKE CITY , Minn. - A Lake office building and the city 's inwhile she, and her playmate ,
City man has been elected to vestment in service installations
Jan Wittenborg, were pulling
the board of governors to the at. Wincrest Addition. He asked
each other on a sled. The dog
National Association of Small Streater whether he merely
pulled Janet off the sled and
Parker W. Smith , 19, Brook- Business Investment Compan- represented a client or whether
was tossing her back and forth lyn , N. Y., St. Mary 's College ies.
the attorney was acting also "in
with his teeth and at the same student , pleaded guilty in muThomas K. Scallen , president the best interest of the city."
time , pawing at her with his nicipal court today to a charge of the Lake City State Bank and
Streater said that , in his 10
foot when neighbors came by of driving without a driver 's of the First Continental Capital years as city attorney, he had
and rescued her.
license.
Corp., a small business invest- been concerned with the large
She escaped with torn clothSmith , who was in court to- ment company headquartered amounts of publicly owned land
ing, bruises around her neck day after a bench warrant was in Minneapolis , was elected to a within the city. Some way
from the snow suit pulling, and issued Monday for his arrest , two-year term at a meeting in should be found to get some of
the loss of wads of hair , which was sentenced to pay a fine New York City last week . Also it onto tax rolls , he said. If the
the dog pulled off.
of $15 or to serve five days. vice president of the Midwest proposed motel is attractive , he
• While hunting deer in Wiscon- He paid the fine.
•Reg ional Association , Scallen be- said , it will be an asset on land
sin with friends, Thorson took
He was arrested by police at comes one of 29 governors di- he now considers "marginal and
a shot at a deer that suddenly 3rd ,and Main streets Dec. 1 recting the activities of the not of any use at present . "
darted into the water near following a traffic accident. He SBIC industry trade association
In the final draft of the opthem. Thorson , who was in the appeared in court Dec. 9, said of over 400 members in all parts tion . City Attorney George M.
lead , killed the deer. A hunter he had a New York driver 's of the U. S.
Robertson Jr. added two major
back of him apparently became license and would send for it.
The national association re- conditions: That tho motel speexcited and shot , too. He fired Judge John D. McGill postpon- presents the majority of all li- cifically be "Holiday Inn-franover Thorson 's shoulder . The ed the case one week and is- censed associations and over chised" and that it be at least
muzzle blast broke his ear sued the bench warrant when three-quarters of the $700 million 100 units in size.
drum.
Smith failed to appear.
committed to the program.
By FRANK UHLIG
Daily News Staff Writer
Plans and specifications for
widening of Mankato Avenue ,
from Sarnia Street to 2nd Street ,
were ordered Mond ay night by
the City Council.
Aid. Daniel Bambenek authored the motion calling for a 64foot street, with most of the construction work eligible for state
aid funds. The exception is the
single block between 2nd and
3rd streets. Aldermen agreed
that this segment should be included , with the city paying
the full cost in this block.
The width — 64 feet — is the
same as Broadway, west as far
as Sioux.

After Protest

Goodview Counc.il Stoltman Presides
At Council Meet
Appoints Opsahl
As Treasurer

________

Damage $450
Near Ridgeway

Brooklyn Youth
Pays Fine Here

Name Lake Citian
To Investment
Associati on Board

Temperature May Stay
Under Zero Wednesday
Clearing and colder weather ,
following today 's light snow , is
predicted for Winona and vicinity tonight .
Lows of 10 to in below are
forecast with clearing skies.
Increasing cloudiness and continued cold is the predicted fare
Wednesday when the high for
the day may not be more than
zero to 5 above.
OCCASIONAL light snow Is
forecast for late Wednesday afternoon or evening, Mostl y fair
and continued cold is the outlook for Thursday.
Starting Monday with a shivering temperature of 10 below ,
the Winona thermometer rose
lo 12 above in tho afternoon ,
dropped (o -4 in the early evening, was :i above at 7 a.m. with
a light snow falling across the
area nnd at noon stood at 0. By
noon tho .snow had amounted to
one inch.

The light snnw , polished by
traffic , made cross walks and
intersections slippery . No real
trouble was encountered on are a
highways whero most of the
snow was blown off by passing traffic ,
A YKAR AGO today the Winona high was 37 and the low
2:t. Only a trace of snow remained on the ground at that
time. All-time high for Dec. L7
was 5lt in 1950 nnd the low -21
in I!):i2. Mean for the past 24
hours was 4 above. Normal for
this time of the year Is 20.
Temperatures in Minnesota
this morning ranged down to -10
at International Falls , lowest in
the nation , Rochester had a low
of -5 nftcr n Monday high of
(i above nnd La Crosse posted
figures of -4 and 10 ubovc for
the same times. Light snow was
reported during the forenoon at

Jack Frost Out Early

Jack Frost XIV , Arnold Stenehjem , made an early-morning
appearance today and distributed four scrolls to loyal Winter
Carnival subjects. He appeared
at 7 a.m. at Central Lutheran
Church 's Fellowshi p Hall , where
the Centra l Lutheran Brotherhood was holding a breakfast
most Minnesota points. It was meeting. His immediate predecessor , T. Charles Green, was
-7 at Minneapolis.
With temperatures In the one of the cooks .
neighborhood of zero , snow
spread across all of WISCONSIN, too.
Mid-morning readings ranged
from three below at Rhinelander to six above at Madison
nnd Beloit. The snowfall started in the northwestern part of
the state after midnight nnd
moved rap idl y southeastward.
Racine had a low of zero during the night , but all other readings were below 7.cro. Lone
Rock reported -13, Eau Claire
had -10, Milwaukee -9, and Wausau -0.
•
FOR MILWAUKEE it was
(ho coldest weather this season.
More subzero weather apparently Is on the way for tonight.
FRANK O'lAUGHUN
adjacent states
High for the
Plumbing & Heating Co.
Monday was ^75 at Miami
207 E. 3rd St. Phone 3701
Beach , Flu.
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They'll Do It Every Time

By Jimmy Hatlo

9L PCapp&wcLJkit TUgkL

Be a Nobody
And Be Happy

truth.
REMEMBERED Q U O T E :
Winona DAILY News "To live happily out in the
[ country one must have the soul
TUESDAV , DECEMBER 17, 1963
i of a poet , the mind of a p hiloVOLUME loerNQ. n
good station
Published dally except Saturday and holl- | sopher — and a
days by Republican and Herald Publhh- j wagon ." Mound (Minn.) Pilot.
Winona,
Franklin
St.,
Ins Company. 601
EARL'S PEARLS: One local
Minn .
i
^_ __
(writes H. E. "Youngs) indad
RATES
SUBSCRIPTION
Slnglt Copy - 10c Dally. 15c Sunday
tends to assemble a Christmas
Delivered by Carrier—Per week SO cent« . toy this year using nothing but
U weeks S12.7S
i7 weeks J25.50
the parts he had left over from
By mall t) rlctl y In edvancei paper ilop- i
assembling last year 's toys.
..
ped on expiration date.
Comic Dave Astor announced
In Plllmora, Houston, Olmsted, Winona, I
Wabasha, Buffalo, Jackson, Pepin and that
Henry Ford was in the
Trempealeau counties:
Blue Angels audience, then add~
1 year . . . t\7.00 3 months . . . ». 50
4 months . . S6.50 I month . . . SI .35 , ed, "Well , I thought Mr. Ford
'
; was here — there s a car outAll other mail subscriptions .:
1 year . . . J1500 1 month . . . jl .«0 side
with his name on it. "
i months . . - $8.00 3 months
»«.25!
That 's earl, brother.

Tal yor Gets Better
[Telephone Se rvice

CF.VTRAL SCHOOL GIFTS
.STRUM. Wis. - Several magazines , plus books , have been
presented
lo
Onlr.il High
School library by Mr. and M i s .
Charles W F.hilv . L.'iGnuige .
III. Mrs
F.hdy, formerly of
NUmdovi . has relatives at F.leva (
] and Osseo. She is a graduate
of Luther Hos p ital School of

¦•¦ MO 1
^3 if

MI

'Nursing. ' Eau Claire.

graoo

JI

ENDS WED .
Matinee 2:15
2S<-50f.65e

*^^ *V ^^aW ' j 3mt ^B X*

N ile 7:00-9:15

25e-50c-85e
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TAB HUNrER FRANKIE AVA LOM
SCOn BRADY -JIM BACKUS i
THIS YEAR

GIVE CHRISTMAS GIFT
TICKETS TO THE
WINONA THEATRE
5 <or $J,50
1 0 for $5.00

¦
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„,i., ¦¦» „
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.

VAN

RITA

JAMES

HEFUW - MORENO « Mac^KTWlf«*
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THURSDAY

An hour of farm labor today
produces more than five times
as much food and other crops
as it did in the period of 1919-

,

Ptrsonally Conducted by
Dr. B«rt E. Burn* ,
Mankato St»t» Col l*g»,

Ifftf - :'l
^L^l
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JUNE 12 thro JULY 2»
Visiting England , Holland ,
Germany, Italy and France

$1,091

FROM MONTREAL
Includes transportation ,
meals, hotels, tips ,
sightseeing, etc.!
COLLEGI CREDIT! AVAILAILI
For Furth«r inftrmatlon lee

T. CHARLES GREEN'S

WINONA
TRAVEL AGENCY

Phono 8-3669

44 E. 4th St.

1921.

Cold Opening
iso understood that state warSubzero weather threw a blan- dens along the river have takket of ice over most of the en similar action. .
main channel of the Mississippi
Beaver and otter , not too
River , pushed edgy ice up toward the dam , and kept the plentiful a l o n g the river ,
are real animal attractions
majority of ice fishermen off
the ice over the weekend. It for the increasing number
of boat tourists and campwas cold—a line exposed to the
air a minute became ice coat- ers in the area each season .
ed.

van
""v ' -^ '
~ ¦
YOU
~C
Identify
%\

Beaver Sea.ion Closed
'
Mississippi River counties In
Wisconsin will be closed to beaver and otter trapping next
spring. At least that was the
re«iommend ation made by trappers and game managers nt an
right count y meeting held at
L'i Crosse last week.

A similar recommendwtion
, was made some weeks ago by
| the U pper Mississippi Wild Life
and Fish Itcfuge to both the
Minnesota and Wisconsin conservation dep.'irlment.s. 11 In ul-

STEAK SHOP
NOON I EVENING

DINNERS
85c-95c

Choiro of soup or juice mr/it
or fish. ( "Tinier oi potatoes.
Choice of snlnd or vopotnhlr or
je llo.
Ilnnioiiimlc
rolls
or
bread, (' offro or I on,

TRY OUR
P«cfln Pit , Homemnda Brtakfrt»t Roll* and Donutl.

SAVE UP TO 50%
During Our Annual Christmas

Gruen Watch Sale

j
j

,

.. -

17 JEWEL

[

r
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As to catches made, after the fish were found the
cold weather did not seem
to stop them from hitting.
Small minnows were getting big crappie
Sunnies
were slow , even (or fishermen using houses. The total number of fishermen on
the ice was low Saturday
and Sunday. The sun Monday nruide it look warm but
it wasn 't.

Boundaries of tho closed
area would include all or
parts of Pierce, Tepin , Butfalo , Trempealeau , .lackson , Monroe . La Crosse nnd
Vonion count ies. St ate game
managers staled that the
br aver in those counties
need additional protection .

nfiRrvflifl^^^

and back olive green , and
as our station , is on the
window sill and we were at
lunch only a few feet away,
we could observe it sever;- 1
minutes. It is a large bird
of the grosbeak species,
about the size of a robin.
Its habitat is in the south,
up to southern Illinois , according to our bird book,
and is r arely seen close up
for any length of time.

Blue Grosbeak
Theodore Buehler , Alma ,.Wis.,
probably one of the foremost
'Then yesterday, just tor a
bird observers in this area, is few moments, a small flock of
the writer of the following letabout eight blue grosbeaks,
ter. It explains itself:
male and female , were fee-ling
at our bird station. Would like
' I t may interest other
to know if others in this area
bird watchers in this area
got to see them."
to know that we have had
the rare opportunity to see
The Nubians plan to resettle
a southern bird, the blue
on the Atbara River close to
grosbeak , on our feeding
the Sudanese-Ethiopian border
station the past few days.
when Egypt 's Aswan High Dam
The first day came just one
will go north to the Kom Ombo
bird , the female , the breast
region.

However , it has made the
ice strong and safe over mosfc
of the popular fishing places.
Fishing shacks in some areas
were being towed on the ice
by light cars . Most fishermen
wore still a little wary, testing
the ice as they advanced , fearful of those hazardous air pockets.

TAYLOR. Wis. — Telephone
services have been improved
from here to Black River Falls
by installing new circuits.
General Telephone Co. of WisEnd* Tonite
consin made the improvement
"Wall of Neite " at 7:00
when Taylor subscribers said
'The CastUian " at 9:05
on a questionniare they would
i rather pay a 20-cent increase
on their telep hone bill than pay
Starts Wednesday
a toll , which they have the last
several years.
On a BEACHHEAD or I The Tay lor exchange is now
back in the area telephone diin a BEACH HOUSE... |rectory. General Telephone Co.
also is improving service in
these
^
^ f ^L Rlack River Falls ;ind service
wSNKr *D& to Mcrrillan and M illston.

By JAMES BACON
HOLLYWOOD (AP ) - Richard Burton is free today to marry Elizabeth Taylor , who may
be free any day now to marry
him.
Thus, the world's most publiitalized in
cized lovers are halfway to the 8 Hosp
altar , a trek that took two years Truck-Train Crash
and $40 million to accomplish.
CLOVIS, N.M. (AP)—A truckThe love affair started when
Burton played Marc Antony to train collision Monday derailed
10 cars of the San Francisco
Liz 's Cleopatra.
Chief. Eight persons remained
Sybil--Burton, long - suffering hospitalized today.
wife of the swinging Welshman , The injured included the farm
got a Mexican divorce Monday
truck driver, Warren J. Neill ,
and a reported settlement of
18, Portales, N.M. A Santa Fe
$1:5 million. She also got cusRailway spokesman said the
tody of the couple's two young
train was traveling about 75
daughters.
miles per hour; Neill suffered
Next step calls for singer Edonly minor head lacerations
die Fisher to institute Mexican
and bruises.
divorce proceedings against the
raven-haired star he married
after Mj ke Todd's death.
Anything Liz wants, she can
STUDENT TOUR
get from Eddie. "I will do anything to make Elizabeth happy ,
OF EUROPE
I wish her only the best ," he
1964
told a newsman.
j Elizabeth's lawyer is in New
j York now discussing settlement
I terms with Eddie 's lawyer. A
j settlement is expected momentarily. Then the lawyer — not
Eddie—will go to Mexico and
obtain the divorce by proxy.
Once the pre-trial formalities
are ironed out , the actual courtroom proceedings take about 15
minutes.
Fisher, informed of Mrs. Burton 's divorce Monday, said:
"Marvelous ! Bravo!"
Insiders believ e that the Bur ton-Taylor nuptials will take
place almost immediately after
the settlement between the actress and Fisher .

Even the dog got cold
and humped up on the ice
in the picture of fishermen
on Crooked Slough at big
stump Sunday. The ice there
was eight to ten inches
thick. The insert picture
shows fish frozen stiff before the hook could be removed with gloved hands.

Send ehanoa of address notices, un-leiiu- j
¦
•red cooles, lubicrlotlon orders end «th«r ,
mail Items to Wnona Dally News. Bo» 95.
Winona, Minn.
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I] Voice of the Outdoors
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side we have some resemSOME OF the girl fans are blance.
It 's, our spontanaiety,
so overcome when they see our vivacity,
we both have red
Gary Grant or Burt Lancaster i hair, we bot h love life , and it
that their eyes, voices and shows!"
brains go out of focus and they
gasp "It's HIM. IT'S HIM!" ! Vivian Blaine gets another
A common one is for a 75-year- ! one that's tough to field.
" 'I thought you were just
old rather tottering gentleman
to greet Joan Crawford and ;i wonderful , " they tell her , 'as
6ay, "Miss Crawford. I've been Scarlett O'Hara in 'Gone With
your fan since I was a little the . Wind. ' "
boy, and — ."
"I AM usually very tactful,"
Joan , a glamour queen every i says Vivian Blaine. "I generalsecond, can handle those. The ly tell them , 'Well , of course,
newer celebrities , like Rod Tay- I was born then , but I was
lor, have their problems at ce- still
of
going to
school ,
lebrity cocktail parties where course. ' "
they sometimes discover that The solution ^or this is just
just everybody doesn 't know not to go around getting famous.
them.
Don 't let anybody force you in"What do you do?" one man, to it. Be a nobody and be hapa doctor asked him . . . "Ac- pytor, " he said . . . "Any good?"
TODAY'S BEST
LAUGH :
. . . "MANf , I'M A STAR!" he You just can 't figure women.
said.
Henry Stampler ga-ve his wife
YOU MIGHT take those girls a gift certificate for Christmas
and she exchanged it.
with sound-alike names :
Janet Blair, now at the Wal- WISH I'D SAID THAT : When
some women wear those tight
dorf Empire Room.
ski
pants, they 're stretching the
Janis Paige, starring in;

Second clest postape paid al Winona .

¦^B^iMPtfwM

VA.NDENBERG AIR FORCE
BASE , Calif. (AP ) —The Air
Force says a Titan II Intercontinental ballistics missile was
launched down the Pacific missile range, '. the seventh "Titan
launch from this aerospace cen'
¦ .¦ ¦ L^L^B -•*< ti^L^L^L^LH
ter.
v
Monday's launch of wie Air ^H % i^i^i^B"
Force's most powerful ICBM
tested the total weapons system, a spokesman explained.
¦

Liz Taylor

By EARL WILSON
NEW YORK — "Famous ," remarked a lady I know , "I'm
glad I ain't. "
She was quite right. Today it' s smart to be a nonentity, a
nobody. It's chic to have your name not mentioned in those
horrid columns. You don 't think Henry Ford's happy at having
his romantic future speculated about in the papers , do you?
By living on or near Page One for 20 years, Frank Sinatra became a kidnapers ' target.
Some big stars privately admit it 's a great bore having
everyone with a pencil wanting
your autograph and everybody "Here 's Love;"
with a tape recorder wanting j¦ Janet. Leigh , the Hollywood
your audiograph , which is the star .
new thing.
Vivien Leigh, now in London.
Kirk Douglas, starring in Vivian Blaine, starring in
"One Flew Over the Cuckoo 's "Enter Laughing. "
Nest," never told me this him- 1 ¦ ¦ " 'Janet' is one of the most
self. Butj used and abused names," says
One night a bubbling-over Janet Blair: "I must be getting
lady fan squealed :
' better known lately ; hardly
"There 's my favorite man, | anybody has told me they loved
Douglas Fairbanks Jr . Gimme me in 'Pajama Game,' when
your autograph , Mr. Fair- they meant Janis Paige. But 1
banks!"
do get told I'm Vivian Blaine
"The name, " Kirk Douglas and they saw me in 'Guys and
replied, through clenched teeth , Dolls. ' I say, 'Sure ,' I answer
"is Douglassss."
.
to everything. "
"Yeah, like I said ." panted
"And." says Vivian Blaine ,
the fan. "Douglas — Douglas "I get called Janet Blaire , oftFairbanks Jr.!"
jen! I guess if we stood side
1 by

Seventh Titan
Missile Fired

Burton Free
To Marry

J
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Homeward Steps at the entrair.-e of a house immediately
exemplily the owner as a person of smart , stylish and
practical tastes.
These to p quality Steps nave proven themselves lo lie a wise investment because they need no ordinary
maintenance , even alter years nnd years of wear. They 're
constructed lo n full 2" thick reinforced concrete . This is
important i to von because there are some " ssimpy " steps
now on the market that are only a little over half as thick
'and naturally can ' t lie expected to last ;is lonj ! nor he ns
strong.
Homeward Steps nre easier to Install , too . becaii.se t hey fire
separate sectional const met inn instead of a cumbersome ,
awkward entire unit to wrestle int o place.
It is important
(o remember that should a step lw damaged ' perhaps a truck
hncks into i| or someone• drops n heavy object on i t ' it is
praclic.il to replace ONLY the Maiiingc'd section .\'()T Tilt ;
WHOLE EXPENSIVE UNIT!
Throufih extensive testing nnd nationwide research It has been
found that Homeward 6-Midi risers are the best w alking nnd
climbing height for elderly people and children
, w ith
patented non-skid surfaces for iiu-reased s a f e t y .
INSIST o\
THE FINEST
insist on t ' nion-Made H O M E WA R D STEPS.
THEY COST NO M O N K*
Phone n-lf>33 for a Free estimate.
VMnAAMVM/WVVUVWVWMAAAAAAA
IMPORTANT — No Sail or io-c»ll«d lc«
Rt moveri thould ever be used on Homeward Stepi or *ny othtr concrete product.
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• Anti-Magnetic
• Nite Glo Dial
• Unbreakable Mainspring
• Chroma Plate Top
• Stain less Steel Back
• Shock & Dust
Proof Crown
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STEP COMPANY

1635 W««t Fifth Straat

Phono 8-1533

LOOK AT YOUR STEPS . . . EVERYONE ELSE DOESI
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pins tax
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or yellow gold. 17 j«w«li.
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C07 QQ
JC.I mOO
plus tax

• GRUEN FLEET AUTO-WIND
Re 9 , 559.50

CJ(\ QQ
JJifmOO ;
plus tax
'
C4Q QQ
}HKFBOO ;¦
plus t ax

• GRUEN MAJESTIC AUTO-WIND
25-Je^el. Reg. $75.00

IORDER YOUR 1
H Give extension service,
¦Princess phones , Bell
BJ chime , Home InterH phone , other useful
¦
TELE-GI FTS.

• GRUEN CALENDAR WATCH
Re fl . J49.7S

[
;

LADIES' WATCHES
m GRUEN VERA

Reg. SI9.95

<P*r QQ

4>13>00
Jilns tax

• GRUEN SONATA
Reg. $71 .SO

Q-%Q QQ
$30*00
plus lax

« GRUEN NORMA
Reg. H9.7S

*<% * oft
.pCrt.OO
plus tnx

10% Down Hold* Any Watch 'til Chrii»m«i
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MEN'S WATCHES
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H FREE ! Ask for I
H Family Event
to Booklet
record
^m —handy
BJ Christmas carp's sent
H and receiver! (or 5
H
i years. Includes sec^B tlons for birthdays ,
^M anniversaries and
^m clothing sizes.

¦
BJ
BJ
BJ
BJ
H
H
H

¦
For TcLE-GIFTS or
H Family Event Booklet ,
call our business
I
office
HJ or
ask any Northwest^m
BJ em Bell employee.

¦
¦
I
H
H

H •• T*f * * * * * ¦

¦
Nortriwestern Bell I
H in Minnesota I
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I WINONA,MINN., DAILY NEWS ; Badge r Creamery 25 Teamster Union members a reinstated in their jobs follow- !START YOl/R^total of $179,720 in back pay. ing a strike that began June
ORDER COUPON
Jra!
Trial Examiner Samuel Ross 22, 1958, and that they are en- CAR
,
Owes $179 720
Fil out this coupon and mail with $2 to:

j

THE TORCH IS PASSED

#
¦

Send me
Passed" Book.

j
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POST OFFICE BOX 350
POUGHKEEPSIE, NEW YORK
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Enclosed is $ . . . . . . . . . . . . Make checks, money
orders payable to THE ASSOCIATED PRESS.

i
j

Name

i

Address ., .
City
'

:
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(Be sure to mail to Poughkeepsie, N. Y.)
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The World Today

Honeymoon With
Congress Is Over

DOERER'S
PHONE 2314

Radio-DISDMched Equtpmen'

ately with a statement — that
this kind of cut would "put our
foreign policy in a straitjacket."
Johnson still had hopes, although perhaps slim, that the
full House, when it voted , would
be more generous than the
Passman committee's recommendation. The recommendation wasn't final but the House
vote would be.
Bnt Monday, j ust abou t the
time Johnson was signing the
authorizing bill with its ceiling
of $3.6 billion, the House voted,
upheld Passman's committee,
and decided $2.8 billion was
plenty.
This was a terrible jolt but
even this action "by the House
wasn't the last word . The Senate hadn 't voted yet .
And Johnson could hope that
the Senate w o u l d approve
spending at or near the $3.6billion ceiling and then, in a
compromise between House and
Senate, the final spending figure would be higher than that
of the House even though lower
than that of the Senate.
But—the House hadn 't been
content with just cutting money
from foreign aid. It added an
amendment to prevent this
country from giving Russia
credit on the wheat it wants to
buy from the United States. This
was a deep wound.
Johnson fought back with another statement, saying "we
cannot oppose the spread of
communism and promote the
growth of freedom by giving
speeches." But this in its own
way was just a speech. It probably won 't change a single Senate vote.
Now it's up to Johnson to perform. He knows as he tries that
the Congress and the country
will be watching him. It' s his
first big test.
¦
Whales do not spout fountains
of water from their nostrils.
What appears to be a stream
of water is moisture from the
whale's breath condensing as it
meets the cooler , outside air.
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Any daddy who efiooses "TV Signed" service as a famil y gift thhi
VISION" right into your ho me.

Not j ust one or two stations lik«

your old rooftop antenna, but 10 channels — educational, independent,' all networks, color television, background m usic and
weatherscan.

I;

entertainment with "TV Signal."

And it costs a lot less than
Would you believe it?

just 16c
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Only $5.00 per month — that's
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ertterlainment equaled nowhere else in the world.
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THE

BEST

GIFT
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per

day for family
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has "TV Signal" here's a gift sug" your famil y* already
gestion costing less than 4f per d a y — ad d a second outlet
your
so
family can operate two sets at the same time.
(You'd be surprised, fathers , how this frees a TV set for

1
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you to watch your favorite sports progra ms that always

n

seem to be on at excictly the same time as the popular

k

<
¦
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Ele ven of the 12 numbers on your dial afford

Phone 3306 Tomorrow For Your "TV
Signal" Installation For Christmas

A. R. (Art ) Knapp

^

year fliVM ,he wor,d~be-cous8 '" brings the "WORID OF TEIE'

10mo gifts dads buy their young ones.
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• AUTHENTIC STYLING
• CORRECT FITTING
• INPORTEO and DOMESTIC
WOOLENS

106 We st Third — First Floor
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By JAMES MARLOW
WASHINGTON CAP) ¦- President Johnson's honeymoon with
Congress, where he served 23
years, has come to a sickening
stop. He is faced , after less
than a month in office, with the
same challenge President John
F. Kennedy never mastered.
It's how to get this dawdling
Congress, the laziest in at least
a generation, to do what he
asks. The House didn't give
him much time to ponder his
dilemma. It has just hit his foreign aid program with a meat
ax.
This action, even the tinning,
was a brutal end to the quiet
spell Congress let Johnson have
after Kennedy's assassination
while he tried to get used to his
new job.
Johnson may soon reveal
whether he's going to follow the
Kennedy method of soft talk
with Congress, or whether he's
capable of a much tougher policy that m i g h t get results
where Kennedy couldn't.
Just last week the two houses
had authorized a ceiling of $3.6
billion for foreign aid , a figure
Johnson was willing to accept.
Congress finally reached this
action after months of wrangling within itself and with Kennedy.
That figure was $1.3 billion
less than Kennedy had originally asked and $900 million less
than he had finally set as a bottom figure. But the ceiling always winds up less than a president's minimum figure anyway.
So watching Congress set a
spending limit of $3.6 billion
was endurable. But the ceiling
is only just that. After the ceiling Congress still has to vote
the actual money to be spent.
And that , in turn , usually winds
up less than the ceiling.
This week the House, acting
before the Senate , was to vote
on the spending money. To try
to forestall too big a cut , Johnson called in the greatest antagonist of foreign aid in the
House. Rep. Otto E. Passman,
Louisiana Democrat.
Passman is chairman of a
House subcommittee w h i c h
passes on the money to be spent
for foreign aid. Johnson , who
had a magical method of getting
things done his way when he
was in Congress, talked to him.
Passman listened , went hack
to the Capitol , nnd his committee promptly made a joke of
the Johnson-Passman conversation .
It decided foreign aid should
get only $2.8 billion , or $800 million less than the ceiling permitted , and $1.7 billion less than
Kennedy 's final minimum req uest.
Johnson responded immedi-

In Back Wages

WASHINGTON f*>-A trial examiner , of the National Labor
i Relations Board held today
i that the Rice Lake Creamery
,
i Co. of Rice Lake Wis., owes

copies of "The Torch Is

"

>
described his finding as "anoth- titled to reinstatement.
er step in an already protracted The back pay specified gen- !
history of litigation" between erally covers a period from the
the creamery and Local 662, end of the strike to July and
General Drivers and Helpers August of 1962.
Union, International Brother- Ross said Otto Fetkenheurer
hood of Teamsters , Chauffers, was entitled to $13,563 for the
Warehousemen and Helpers of period. Five other workers, he
America.
|said, were entitled to back pay
Ross said the 25 had not been i in five figures.
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Good Economic V
Outlook for 1964
THE YEAR 1963 i* ending urnM indications that the rise in business activity,
already almost three years old , ¦will continue in 1964.. Such a sustained economic
upswing in time of peace is as welcome
as it is tare.
The conclusion above is based on indicators selected \>y the National Burea u
of Economic Research as the most significant of the many that economists use in
making business forecasts. Of the 12 socalled "leading indicators" — that is , those
which generally give an advance hint of
shifts in the economic trend — all but one
are judged either good or fair to neutral.
Only one, the hiring rate in industry , is
judged bad.
New orders for durable goods are up,
the average work -week in manufacturing
is up, housing starts are up, common stock
prices are up, industrial raw materials
prices are rising, corporation profits are
up. All these things suggest a continuing
rise in the economy. Other indicators , those
that generally move up or down with the
economy and those that lag behind the general economic trend , also indicate a rise.
Li ke every economic forecast , this one
is subject to a cautionary -word: The economists are not always righ t about what is
coming. Still , the signs appear so good now
that any reversal of the present upward
trend would be a startling upset.
THIS JUSTIFIES optimum, but not th.
rose-colored spectacles that conceal anything dark in the picture. The one bad spot
mentioned , the hiring rate in manufacturing, cannot be ignored. It must be regarded as a warning signal that says to intelligent men: The problem of automation
and technol ogical unempl oyment is still
with us. Though the nation 's economic status is good, it will be much better when
that problem has been mastered.

Devasta ting Indictment
Of Cigarette Smoking

•
THE MOST sweeping study yet made

of the effects of tobacco on health , was
reported by Dr. E. Cuyler Hammond, chief
biostatistician of the American Cancer Society to the American Medical Association
meeting at Portland , Ore. rt contained the
most devastating indictment of cigarette
smoking ever made.
It showed that death rates for cigarette
smokers were more than double those of
nonsmokers: heavy cigarette smokers
were hospitalized half again as often as
nonsmokers; for every ncnsmoker who
died of lung cancer , nine cigarett e smokers died of the disease: death rates climbed with the number of cigarettes smoked
daily and skyrocketed with the depth of
inhalation; pipe and cigar s m o k i n g is
"practical ly innocuous" since inhalation is
low; death rates for men who started
smoking in their teens were much higher
than those who took up the habit later in
life; if a person starts smoking early, he
will gradually smoke more cigarettes dail y
over the years and inhale more ; death
rates for those who have kicked the habit
five years or more come close to those for
nonsmokers; the higher the degree of education the lower the amou nt of smoking;
and there seems to be no relationship between the amount of nervousness and the
amount of smoking.
THE EVIDENCE accumulates with every scientific survey... This one .studied the
death certificates , medical records and
personal questionna ires of 422,094 men
aged 40 to 80 in 25 states.
With the U.S. Public Health report on
smoking due next month , with similar results expected , it is now clear that a major disruption in a huge agricultural industry, affecting hundreds of thousands of
persons and billions of dollars , in that and
allied industries , is in prospcel in years
ahead.
It may well be one of the most important domestic problems for the nation to
solve. — Rochester Post-Bulletin.

Try and Stop Me
By BENNETT CORF
The new minister was doing his darndost In ingratiate himself with lhe young
son of the congregation ' s ri chest member.
"Tell mo . my boy. " he purred , "how do
your parents rrward you when you ' ve been
a very good hoy ','" The :son answered ,
"They lot ino stay home from Sunday
School "
¦
Ye shall know the truth , an<l H IP (ruth shall
make you free. John 8 :32.
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Deterioration

GOP Regulars

Of UM. Cited

Cool to Lodge

. By 'WILLIAM S. ' WHITE.
WASHINGTON—The extraordinarily eager
interest shown by Henry Cabot Lodge in former President Eisenhower's reported suggestion that he seek the Republican Presidential
nomination is troubling two very different
groups for very different reasons.
People in the administration , though far
from afraid of Mr. Lodge as a potential rival
to President Johnson in next year's campaign,
do not hide their concern at the ambassador's
open and wholly unexpected injection of himself into partisan politics in an arena of hot
war with Communist invaders.
MR. LODGE accepted President Kennedy 's
appointment as ambassador to South Viet Nam
for the precise purpose, on his side and on
Mr. Kennedy's < side, of keeping domestic politics strictly out of a war effort in which 18,000 American troops are involved alongside the
anti-Communist Vietnamese.
The regular Republicans , for their part , are
putting out for Mr. Lodge a mat upon which
the word "Unwelcome" is, in spirit , written
large. The ambassador, who lost his Senate
seat from Massachusetts to John F. Kennedy
and went on to represent President Eisenhower
at the United Nations , has been in the black
books of loyalist organization Republicans since
1949. He led an unsuccessful effort to oust the
laje Sen. Robert A. Taft of Ohio. "Mr. Republican ," as principal G.O.P. spokesman in the
Senate.
THEN HE burned the last bridge with the
orthodox Republicans by taking the lead in accusing Taft men of attempting to "steal" the
1952 Republican Presidential nomination from
General Eisenhower.
While nothing is impossible in politics—and
certainly not in the present state of aff airs
within the G.O.P.—serious talk of Mr. Lodge's
nomination is seen among the Republican regulars as akin to moon-madness. And it is far
from relished by the backers of Gov. Nelson
Rockefeller of New York, Sen. Barry Goldwater of Arizona , Gov. William Scranton of
Pennsylvania and Gov. George Romney of
Michigan.
THUS, MANY Republican professionals are
wistfully awaiting some signal that General
Eisenhower has not selected Lodge as his personal choice, but is—so they hope and believe "
—only trying to broaden the field of G.O.P.
possibilities, as he has before.
What Ambassador Lodge is doing is not at
all bothering the purely, political headquarters
of the Johnson Administration. That headquarters is in the hat of the President himself,
who intends for Cabinet associates just to get
on with their jobs and leave the politicking
to him—an intention that suits both sides.
Lodge 's ready "availability ," however, is
causing great concern to those in the Administration who must implement the President's
foreign and military policy—the State and Defense Departments. These departments , under
both President Kennedy and President Johnson , have been deliberately kept out of politics ,
under a career Secretary of State, Dean Rusk,
and a Secretary of Defense , Robert McNamara , who in private life was a big business
Republican. Within them there is now fear that
the diplomatic and military situation in South
Viet Nam . already a bit chancy in the aftermath of the revolt which destroyed the regime of President INgo Dinh Diem , might become dangerously bedeviled by d o m e s t i c
American politics.
THERE CAN be no doubt that if the present problem were only a political one—Would
Lodge be an especially dangerous opponent for
President Johnson next year ? — no one in the
White House would be running scared. The answer from there—sound or not , as it might
be—without question would be: "No; not very
dangerous. *'
Indeed , a widespread view , quite outside
the precincts of the White House and not confined to Democratic politician s, is that Mr.
Lodge's somewhat remote form of campaigning in 1960, as the "Vice Presidential nominee ,
was not of the greatest hel p to the top of
the ticket , Richard Nixon. There is also the
fact—to which anti-Lodge Republicans are already beginning to point —that Lodge is a twotime loser, first in the Senate race of 1952
and again in 1950 on the Nixon slate.

IN YEARS GONE BY
Ten Years Ago . . . 1953

Mrs. W. \V. Haesly and daughter Rachel Ann
who have been living at El Paso , Texas , returned to Winona with her parents , Mr. and
Mrs . Howard W. Clark. She will spend three
months here while her husband, a flight surgeon at Biggs Air Force Base, is on a flight
to (iuam. Mrs . Haesly is (lie former Shirley
Fae Van Vr;inken.
Mrs. A. B. Drelicr won first prize in the
Soroptimist Club doll dressing contest and second prize went to Miss Mabel Wa lker.

Twenty- F ive Year Ago . . . 1938

Mrs. Kdward Streuber was re-elected president of the VVcnonah Loyal Star Lodge No. 08
ill a meeting at the home of Mrs. Otto Maas.
St. Mary 's College opened a throe-day celebration of the 25th anniversary of the school' s
founding and was to pay honor to His Excellency, the Most Rev. John Hubert Pe.schges,
D.I) , bishop of Crookston. He was college president from 1!II8 to l!»:i:i.

Fifty Yea rs Ago . . . 1913

The general store, residence and barn belonging to II. P. Krog at La Crescent burned
to the ground while the family WHS in La
Cros.se.
Amond Olson , St. Charles , arrived here in
lhe discharge of his official duties as deputy
boiler inspector , havi ng been named to succeed
lhe late S. J. Bosworth.

Seventy- Five Years Ago . . . 1888

The tracklayers on the Winona and Southwestern began laying rails through the cut in
Bear Valley . They wi 11 continue until they cloe»
up the short distance of about a mile to complete the 20 miles of raid.
A pickeral weighing 24 pounds w&s caught
In Lake Pepin with hook and line. This la larger than any known to have been previously
caualit with hook and line in the lake.

One Hundred Years Ago . - . 1863
The county commissioners met at the courthouse nnd amon g other business it wnn derided
hi offer - a bounty of nt (cast £f>0 and possibl y
\n U each volunlcw.

TODAY IN WORLD AFFAIRS

THE WASHINGTON MERRY-GO-ROUND

Doctors' Spokesman
To Right of Louis X IV

By JACK ANDERSON
(Editor 's Note: Drew
Pearson 's column today is
written i?y his associate ,
Jack Anderson. )
WASHINGTON - The editors of the Congressional
Record were too kind to
Drew Pearson in going to
press the other day , and he
has asked me to set the
record straight. Reporting
a speech made by the
G-OP congressman from
Missouri, Dr. Durward Hall ,
in which the latter called
Pearson "Drew Poison , "
the editors of the Record
corrected this to read
"Drew Pearson ."
Pearson says he's delighted to be called "Poison "
by Dr. Hall , in view of the
latter 's political thinking.
Speaking in Kansas City
in 1961 over WDAF, the
congressman was asked
whether he was a member
of the John Birch Society.
He replied that the only reason he wasn 't was because
no one had asked him to
join.

HALL S "RECORD bears
this out. He has consistently attacked the United Nations , has called the Peace
Corps the "kiddie corps , "
and last year objected to
House consideration of a
memorial foundation for
Eleanor Roosevelt. Fellow
congressmen consider him
to the right of Louis XIV.
Dr. Hall , a vigorous , vocal , politically - m i n d e d
member of the American
Medical Association , was
elected to Congress by a
slender margin in a campaign to defeat the medicare bill , and has been
m nking speeches around tho
country to raise money for
the AMA's political action
fund. The fund has been
used to defeat congressmen
who vote for medicare.
Back in Springfield , Mo.,
Dr. Hall is a member of the
Smith - Glynn - Calloway
clinic , a group of doctors
who do a good job for their
patients but also conduct
the "Smith-Glynn-Calloway
Pharmacy " on the side.
This gives t horn the chnnco
of advertising the pharmacy, which is not unethical ,
without directly advertising
(he clinic , which would be
unethical. They also have
the advantage of a captive
subsidiary which sells medicine to fill the prescriptions of the clinic 's patients ,
CIIARLKV BROWN . DemOPINION-WISE

ocrat , Dr. Hall' s predecessor in Congress, was a
member of the House Small
Business Committee which
worked with the late Sen.
Estes Kefau-ver to lower
the price of drugs . Dr. Hall ,
a Republican , was so incensed that he ran for
Congress. Thanks to the
fact that this district is normally Republican, he man aged to defeat Brown .
Reason for his speech attacking Pearson was Drew's
recent column pointing out
that if the medicare bill had
not been blocked for three
years in the ways and
means committee, the 63
elderly people in the Fitchville. Ohio, nursing home
would not have burned to
death on Nov . 23. They
would have been able to
care for their own medical
needs instead of being
farmed out by relatives to
a cheap and unsafe nursing home.
Twenty fat cats, whose
incomes in 1959 exceeded
$500,000, found enough loopholes in the tax laws that
they got away without paying a penny in federal
taxes.
This startling commentary
on tax inequities has been
djrawn out of the Treasury
Department by Sen. Paul
Douglas, D-Ill., who is fighting a lonely battle to plug
the loopholes.

ONE TREASURY offi cial
has estimated that , if all
the special privileges for
special interests were eliminated , the tax rate could be
reduced to a flat 12 percent
for everyone. This would
cut the taxes for the most
ordinary people at least in
half .
Of the 20 who paid no
taxes, 35 made more than
SI .000,000, and five had incomes over $5,000,000. Their
share of the tax burden
had to be made up. of
course, by the low-income
people who enjoy no loopholes.
A $100-a-week worker
with two children must pay
a federal income tax of
about $456. Yet five men,
whose income was 1 ,000
times higher, didn 't have to
pay a cent.
In an unpublished letter
to Sen. Douglas, Secretary
of the Treasury Dillon explained that 16 of the 20
fat cats got out of their tax
obligations "because of the
unlimited charitable contribution provision."
"Most of these contributions, " wrote Dillon , "were
in the form of property,
usually in the form of
stock.
On the average,
untaxed
appreciation
in
value represented about
75 percent of the total contribution. "

Jhsi $JJllA.

"I may he old-fashioned , Marge , but no husband
of mine is going to hold down two jobs . "

By DAVID LAWRENCE
WASHINGTON — President Johnson has a significant
opportunity to raise the moral tone of the United Nations
when he addresses it next Tuesday in New York. For the
U.N. -has deteriorated into a political machine largely directed by Moscow with the aid of the so-called Afro-Asian
Bloc.
Instead of functioning as an organization dedicated to
the nolitical independence and self-determination of member states, the U.N. now
resoluactually
passes
Goa, the United Nations
tions interfering with the
failed to protest Goa, though
internal affairs of certain
the United States denounccountries
non-communist
ed the takeover. Nor did the
but refuses to apply equal
U.N. insist on sending its
treatment to governments •
investigating committee inwhich keep their peoples
to Hungary to get the facts
enslaved as the right of
about the Soviet military inself-determination is denied
vasion of that country and
them.
the imposition of measures
The largest example of the
that suppressed the free
political chicanery practiced
government in Budapest.
by th U.N. came at a time
In brief, the U.N ! has
when the peoples of the
been of no help in curbing
free world were absorbed in
Soviet colonialism, and it
studying the news of a
has acquiesced in the conchange in the presidency of
tinued domination by the
the United States and the
Moscow government over
aftereffects. It perhaps is
the captive peoples of East
not yet realized that the
Germany, Hungary, RuU.N. Security Council unanmania , Poland , Bulgaria ,
imously passed a few. days
Czechoslovakia,
Esthonia,
ago a resolution calling on
Lithuania and Latvia.
its members to impose an
Certainly the "apartheid"
embargo on the Republic
which
the Soviet governof South Africa just because
ment has established by its
that counry's racial policies
rule over peoples of many
are considered improper.
nationalities and races is
I m p 1 I c it
f.ar
more a threat to interin the renation al peace than the
solution are
separation of millions of unthreats of
civilized tribesmen in one
even strongSouth
Afri can country from
er action if
residence in areas where
South Afriwhite men and women and
ca fails to
their children happen to
conform its
live.
internal policies to the
THE U.N. today, unfortuU. N. denately, doesn't seem to be
mands.
concerned with the soverThe U.N.
eign rights of nations, as its
charter percharter requires. ApparentLawnnee
mits resoluly the U.N . political code
tions to embargo arms shipmeans catering to the new
ments when there is a
African go-vernments, whose
international
threat
to
naive and inexperienced
peace, but is can hardly be
leaders may some day find
persuasively contended that
tjhe U.N. intervening in their
the internal districting of
own affairs , too, just as
Isfegroes and whites in sepahappened in the Congo. Perrate residential areas — obhaps at that time Amerijectionable as it may be to
can taxpayers will not be
many people — is , by any
willing to pick up the tab
stretch of the imagination
for the expenses incurred in
or by any rule of internationtrying to maintain order as
al law a threat to world
they did for the U.N. milipeace.
tary operations in the Congo, to which the Soviet
The role the United States
took in this strange episode
Union hasn 't contributed a
— including a vote for the
single ruble.
resolution — is defended
here in the State DepartNA.MES AND FACES
ment as one of desirable
expediency. It is conceded
CANTON, Ohio «V-A rethat the U.N. is acting in a
cent wedding at First Chrisone-sided manner , but the
tian Church in this are a
c alled for considerable . conpoint is made that the Unitcentration on the part of the
ed States did succeed in its
Rev. Harold L. Davis. Ideneffort to keep the arms-emtical twins were wed to
bargo resolution voluntary
identical tvins.
rather than mandatory and
did succeed in preventing an
May Lou Van Voorhis of
oil embargo from being imWaynesburg. Ohio, married
posed also.
Larry Jay Wayble of Hartville, Ohio. Ker twin , Kay
A RULE of expediency Is
Sue , married Larry 's twin,
characteristic of political beGary Ray. In addition to the
havior , though it is often
rhyming names and identiunmoral. The United States
cal looks, the two girls hav e
in the past has proclaimed
been working in the same
some basic princi ples in givoffice and the two young
ing its support to the chartmen are mechanics at the
er of the United Nations.
same service station.
But , unfortunately , princiWedding gowns and cakes
ples now have been swept
were
identical , but one couaside, and the faction iii
ple went N orth for a honeythe U.N. which has gained
moon , and the other South.
by such tactics is the one
And they are residing in
that is closest to Moscow.
separate communities.,
Indeed , the whole plan for
imposing an arms embargo
was undoubtedly engineered
by the Kremlin as a means
of lining up allies for the
Soviet Union among the African nations. If the U.N.
is to be operated , however,
on the basis of what will
please the maximum num? -fe$ t>\
ber of governments, irre«TW
spective of their fidelity to
\ *v t>i
t -<
principle or their concern
itf
' j Oat
F*> J ' ' ' ^ML
for international law , then
the value of the organization
&-J
itself in future years will
<
>
HKBB
R
^Hifc^
stearily diminish.
The whole question is today being treated superfi cially in America. Many
thoughtful people, for instance, have suggested that
the time may have come
to consider American w ithdrawal from the U.N., , only
to be assailed as not interested in world peace. The
argument is advanced that
the U.N. is really a useful
force for international peace
and only incidentally a political tool of the Kremlin.

Meet Me
Face to Face

THE U.N. record In dealing with internal questions,
however , is neither consistent nor courageous. When
India deliberately took over
the Portuguese territory of
By Sakren
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DEAR ABBY:

¦Vote .W

On This One

.
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______________

By ABIGAIL VAN BUREN
DEAR ABBY: When 1 married "S" it was agreed that
•we would raise his two sons, f our and six. He and his wife
had a friendly divorce on grounds of incompatibility. Now
he wants to HIRE his ex-wife to come and live with us and
take care of the boys. I work out and make as much as he
does, and we hired a housekeeper who does a good job. I
don't want that woman in my house. My husband says
she isn't capable of working out, could use the money, knows
the boys and can handle them. He sees nothing wrong with
it! (He is 30, she is 42 and I am 28.) He claims he feels
nothing for her and she feels nothing for hbn . Is this possible?
We have been married for seven months and I am ready
to walk out.
READY TO LEAVE
DEAR READY: Don 't let the "nothing " they feel for each other mislead
you. If your husband, wants the boys'
mother to raise them , he should provide a separate home for them. Three is
a crowd.
DEAR ABBY: My husband bought me
a beautiful muskrat stole on our anniversary. Now every time
one of my friends
¦
¦
¦
sees it. the first thing she asks is , "What
kind of fur is it, and how much did it cost?"
I think this is very rude. What can I say to
LONG BEACH
Abhy
this person ?
DEAR LONG: Say, "It's muskrat" — and ignore
the second question.
DEAR ABBV: My mother is widowed and lives alone.
She gets very lonesome and is sometimes forgetful , so she
calls me quite a lot. I really don 't mind, but my husband
gets very irritated. I don 't want to hurt my mother 's feelings by asking her not to call me so much , but I can see
¦w here this annoys my husband because he gets some business
calls at home and he is the who answers the telephone.
Have you any suggestions? Please print your answer. My
husband opens all the mail and I don 't want a personal reply
MRS. IN BETWEEN
coming to the house.
DEAR MRS.: If it's to be your mother 's "feelings "
vs. your husband's peace of mind , you should be more
concerned with the latter. Tell her that in the evening
hours, "Don't call me. I'll call you."
What ' on your mind ? For a personal reply, send a selfaddressed, stamped envelope to Abby, Box 3365. Beverly
Hills. Calif.
_____

Wilkies Sponsor
Tool Exhibit
At World's Fair
The Wilkie Brothers Foundation , which has been a major
contributor to the Winona County
Historical Society , will sponsor
two exhibits at the New York
World 's Fair next April.
"Extension of the Hand" will
be housed in the Hall of Education at the fair. It will show
the role of machine tools in our
economy and the related role
of vocational education. The
American Vocational Association
is cooperating with the foundation in sponsoring this exhibit.
"The Tree of Economic Life"
will be housed in the Hall of
Tree Enterprise. It will be an
educational display showing
basic economics.
Dr. Lewis I. Younger, Winona
County Historical Society president, has been invited to a preview of the two exhibits to be
hel d in January.
The foundation and the AVA
is sponsoring a metalworking
contest for students in trade
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NEW YORK Wl - Out of
every 100 persons polled , an
average of 64 preferred President Johnson over the five leading possible Republican contenders in the 1964 presidential
race, a Newsweek magazine
poll showed today.
The 64-36 margin represented Johnson's lead over the combined average of the five Republicans.
The polL , conducted by Louis
Harris & Associates, gave Johnson a- 7-poant jump in popularity
over the past two weeks.

Our own private open wire circuit direct to a

The name of the capital of
Honduras, Tegucigalpa , means
"silver hill ." A large silver
mine is operated not far from
there.

leading brokerage firm offers many adva ntages.
With this wire we can:
' "A" Ma ke spfir second transmission of our buy and sell
orders . . .
"ft Receive instant reports on all executions

...

"£r Request up-to-the-minute quotes without charge or
delay . . .

i

"& Receive complete ma rket quotations throughout the
day . , .
"fr Receive morning and noon comments comp lete with
the latest Dow Jones averages and volumes . . .
¦fr Request and immediatel y receive special reports on
individual issues . . .
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Johnson Given
Edge in Poll
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and industrial education in connection wi th the machine tools
exhibit.
The Wilkie brothers are Winona natives. Their foundation
supports research throughout
the world.

BIG SALE!
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We will be happy to show you how this specia l open wire operates. Drop in after 10:30
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a.m. any day. Why not a lso make use of our investment libra ry. You can check on your
securities at leisure . . . all this available to you without charge.
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New "slimline " des ign thai features more portability and
more mobility.,.yet less weight. New high power motor
with specially engineered tools means (a ster , easier ,
moic ef ficient cleaning. Sec the new Two Thousand now !
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Phoenix Children
Like an Old Lion
By ROB WOOD
Associated Presi SUff Writer
PHOENIX, Ariz. (AP) - Leo
fa a derelict.
He's getting bald and his
teeth are cracked.
Leo still has a little of the old
fire—he growls and paces up
and down in mock anger—but
to be honest he's net much
when it comes to lions.
Nonetheless, 12 Phoenix girls
—8 to 13 yea\rs old-are determined to get Leo a chance to
start life anew as a real , scary
African lion.
Leo was abandoned near
Phoenix last year. His owner
left him cramped in a small
cage without food or water.

The owner never was found.
So the mangy old lion became s
ward of the Phoenix Zoo.
He's spent his time far back
in the holding compound because
there isn't a fancy outdoor enclosure for him. All the enclosures, built with funds donated
by individuals and firms, were
occupied,
The zoo decided to sell Leo
He was taking up space, and he
sure wasn't earning his . three
pounds of horsemeat a day .
The 12 little misses promptly
set up a howl. They insisted
they would collect the money $16,000—to get Leo his enclosure.

Phil Ham, senior steward ; La Crescent lodge.
Keith Jones, junior steward ; Following the installation, the
Wilmar Severson, tyler ; John lodge will serve its annual oysterfest. Members are urged to
Kathan , marshal , and the Rev. attend and visitors will be "welHomer Munson , chaplain.
come.
¦
LeRoy Harlos will be the inLA CRESCENT, Minn. - Stalling master ; Scoville , in- The cotton broadwoven fabrics
Morning Star Lodge 29, AF& stalling marshal, and A1 v i n industry employs 242,500 perAM , La Crescent, will install Braaten , installing chaplain. All sons with a yearly payroll of
officers at its final session of the three are past masters of the $722 million.
year tonight.
The worshipful master-elect
is Rudolph Newhouse, who succeeds Sid Scoville. Other elected
9 a.m. through JS p.m.
DR. C. R. KOLLOFSKI
officers are : Walter Huebner ,
Saturday 9 t« 12:30
senior warden; Thomas Elmer ,
DR. MAX L. DEBO LT
junior warden; Ralph Jones,
treasurer , and Walter Webster ,
Optometrists
secretary.
,
P HONE 6850 - 3631
THIRD AND M" AIN SIS.
Appointed officers include :
Ernest Peterson , senior deacon ; John Hill, junior deacon ;

Masons to Install
At La Crescent
(AP)-Po- Meeting Tonight
about 200

115 Young
Negroes Jailed

COLUMBIA, S.C.
lice jailed 115 of
young Negroes who paraded in
downtown Columbia Monday to
protest segregation.
Officers said one demonstrator, identified as T i m o t h y
Smith, tackled a detective as
the ¦officer dragged another
demonstrator into a police car
The demonstrators, m o s t l y
college and high school students, \yere charged with parading without a permit, dis »
derly conduct and refusing to
obey an officer. Police began
making arrests when the demonstrators got noisy.

Zoo officials surrendered after
the girls of the task
BOYLE'S COLUMN theywarning
faced .
Laela Bell , 12, was - wiper
turned.
"Who ever heard of a zoo
without a lion?" she said.
And Jacque Webster , 11, said,
"I'm just awfully afraid Leo
feels nobody cares
a thing
¦
about him. " "' ¦ - '
Jean Ann Bell , 9, admitted ,
By HAL BOYLE
"I've
never seen a real, live
NEW YORK (API-Things a
columnist might never know if lion and it's about time. I did."
The girls formed a club to
he didn 't open his mail:
Narcotics addiction is a factor help Leo.
In 25 per cent of U.S. crime.
First they staged a backyard
The albatross, the largest of circus. Total collections—$19.35.
all sea birds, often gorges it- "It was a beginning," said
self so on fish and mollusks Alava Bell, 13.
that it is unable to fly .
Next came an art show.
Someone has figured out that Working from school-out until
one of every 41,000 Americans dark for days , they set up a galowns a racehorse.
lery in 9-year-old Shelly SpringThe New Mexico penitentiary man 's back yard. Paintings,
in Santa Fe boasts it is the only needlework and ceramics were %ir
institution of its kind that has displayed on picnic tables.
a miniature golf course.
It cost 25 cents to make the
In rating the qualities they tour. The art was for sale; too.
want in a husband , most girls One young artist tagged this
place considerateness first , sin- note to her painting:
cerity second and a good in- "For sale—50 cents. $1 if you
come third.
have it. "
Geologists believe man has The show netted $153.02.
existed for only one two-thou- The girls are still at it—this
sandths of the earth's history. time selling homemade novel- ¦
Our quotab le notables: "What- ties.
ever reputation I have is due to "And just think , " said 12the fact that I never open my year-old Tina Ayers , "we just
mouth unless I have something need $15,827.63. "
to say "—George Bernard Shaw ,
A leaky faucet dripping a|
t
drop a second will drip 70O j
'
gallons in a year/'
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For stubborn
acid stomach
try

MOR

___*!

9
25
I_____ J1

The modern demulcent that
gives welcome 3-way relief:
1. Relieves acid distress.

Jhl
#

2. Coats and soothes acid
irritated stomach lining.

-•

3. Promotes natural healin_
of acid irritated areas.

Ask you r druggist

Taxes
Paid

! At th* End of L«faytHi St.

Narcotic s
Addiction
Crime Link

i^

J!

Of every 100/ people now 25
years old , only\64 wiLl still be
alive at 65', f iveNvjll still be on
the job , and only one ~ will be
wealthy.
"Being poor has its advantages ; the car keys are never
in your other pants" — the
Farmers' Almanac,
Folklore: One way to get rid
of a wart is to steal a dishcloth ,
rub the wart with it , Chen bury
the dishcloth. Another way is to
rub a snail on the wart. When
the snail dries up, the wart will
I
wither away, too.

Chimp Arrested
!n Speeding Car

TAMPA , FLa. (AP) — Robert
E. Stover, 41, and a girl named
Tammy were tooling down Interstate Highway 4 in his sports
car.
She was steering and he was
working the brakes and accelerator.
John McLeod saw them drive
through Lakeland Sunday and
called the highway patrol. They
were speeding. The patrol radio
barked , "Be on the lookout for
Few men want to change their j a sports car driven by a chimsex, but 65 per . cent of women ! panzee. "
say they 'd rather be men — if J Trooper Lamar M a j w e l 1
they had a choice.
i stopped the pair outside Tampa.
"When everyone agrees with Stover , a carnival showman
ou, it's time to recheck your who trained the chimp to steer ,
; was charged with reckless drivicts "—Arnold H. Glasow.
If you. are suffering front a! ing and having no driver 's liold, the, odds are 12 to 1 that ! cense.
ou didn 't catch it from a kiss. { "After following the chimp
It was Austin O'Malley who and watching her pass cars be-1
^served , "Show me a genuine j tween 60 and 70 miles an hour , |
sse of platonic friendshi p, and T am convinced that she is a
shall show you two old or better driver than many on the I
I road ," said Trooper Maxwell. I
Dmely faces . "
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Dress white shirts and colored shirts by Arrow in broadcloth , oxford cloth, Decton and
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ROBE & PAJAMA SETS $13.95
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McDonald and Holbrcok in
assorted solids, plaids, checks and
neat patterns. All the latest collar
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Automatic Timer Alarm Key Chain $3.95

Reminder for parking meter , for pills and medicine , business
an( soc a appointments . Giiarantet-d Swiss precision move'
' '
rt
mcnl ; on key chain.
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Swunk for hi gh fashio n.
Schrl cuff links , cuff and tie
•st'ls • ,i(> lacs ' cna '» s ar "1
"ia "y (>t lu>t " ilems '" 0llr gift
sot 'ti<> ,v
up
$1 and tax
Phis

TIES

Dmnon , t arholm . AmIms.sndor, Cavalier. Choose
s o l i d s , neats , re, ;imenl al
«"•"»"••
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SOCKS
1
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»y Esquire and Marum .
h 'in r),L'n, y '" cotton,
blonds , orlon and nylon,
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HANDKER CHIEFS

' wni , fancy or initialed cotIons and linens.
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VISIT OUR GIFT SECTION LOADED WITH ITEMS FOR THE
MAN WHO HAS HVERYTHINGI

WINONA'S LARGEST SHOE STORE
75 Wo»t Third St.

Buy >
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The Cen ter of Fashion in the Center of Tow n - NASH'S - Fourth at Center
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New Wheat
Legislation
Suggested
WASHINGTON (AP ) - Con. gress was urged Monday by
Herschel P. Newsom , master ot
the National Grange, to enact
new wheat legislation early
enough to give producers in all
parts of the country time to
take part in the program for
the 1964 crop.
Newsom recommended a voluntary program for the 1964
wheat crop at a hearing before
a House agriculture subcommittee. This should be coupled,
he said, with an acreage diversion program.
Wheat farmers turned down
in a referendum last May the
Kennedy administration program for tight, mandatory controls of wheat. Unless new legislation is enacted, wheat farmers in 1964 will have no restrictions on plantings.
However, the $2 a bushel
price supports for the 1963 crop
would drop to $1.25 a bushel in
1964 and everr this lower figure
would be available only to those
farmers who comply with acreage allotments.

64 Construction
Expected Good

By SAM DAWSON
AP Business News Analyst
NEW YORK (AP)-Demands
of a growing population and a
prospering economy are counted
upon to keep the seemingly endless construction boom goin^
strong in 1964.
An increasing number of
doubters have been wondering
out loud lately if a housing and
office surplus wasn 't in the
making. (Vacancies in new
apartment and office buildings
have been increasing in several
cities as available floor space
zoomed.

But those in the construction
business are confident the nation 's needs as a whole are still
not met in these, and especially
in some other, lines.
And the Commerce Department also forecasts that the industry will have a banner year
in 1964, helped along by a nig
gain in public projects.
Contractors insist that a growing population and the spread
from cities to suburbs have
built up a backlog of demand in
many areas for houses, streets,
schools, hospitals, churches, water and sewer systems, and
shopping centers. Some of this
will he satisfied by private investment, much of it by spending of local, state and federal
governments.

_ __

Regents State
Position on
_ffl_DM School Freedom

_

MINNEAPOLIS (AP) - University of Minnesota regents issued a statement Saturday say- j
ing the board was ''satisfied to
a very high degree " with faculty and administration contributions to academic freedom.
The board 's five-page statement answered recent criticism
but did not mention the dispute
or individuals involved.
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tions at the university, the
World Affairs Center and the
Student Peace Union .
Millon Rosen. St. Paul public
works commissioner , has called '
for the firing of Mulford Q. Sibley, ;m outspoken socialist , and !
political science professor.
The regents said they are sat- •
isfied that existing agencies for
preserving national safety are
adequate and that university officials are prepared to cooperale with them

m PROVIDE NOW for the high cost of

^/S

j
i

Minnesota Department of

"A frpf society calls for citizens well schooled in the
wisdom (radiiion to that society. " the regents ' statement
said. "It also calls for citizens
accust omed to grappling with
new ideas , to partici pating in
the give and take of public discussion , and to assuming public
responsibility for one 's own
thinking. . . "
The .statement brought nnolh
er blast from Rosen , who said
the report "is a disgrace to nil
the God-fearing people of our
slate. "
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LAZY BOY
SELF-PROPELLED

The housing boom t h a t
marked 1963 and brought some
worries of possible over-building
will continue, but at a slo-wer
rate of gain, the Commerce Department believes. It thinks
spending for nonfarm houses
and apartments will be up 3 per
cent next year to $26.5 billion,
with 1,580,000 private units being started. The increase this
year over last .was 8 per cent,
for a total o>f 1,545,000 units. To
this can be added about 25,000
farm houses and 35,000 public
housing units.

President Johnson is reported
to f avor a voluntary wheat program for next year. However ,
his specific recommendations
are not expected until some
time after his meeting Wednesday at the White House with the
heads of the major farm organizations.
Newsom said it is obvious that
the mandatory provisions were
the reason why farmers turned
The Commerce Department
down the 1964 program.
¦
puts «1S62 spending for construction at $58.8 billion. It rose by
7
6.6 per aent this year to $62 6
I
' Love You
billion. The department estiWritten in Snow
mates 1964 will see a 5 per cent
rise to $65.6 billion .
SA1INA, Kan. (AP) - Some- But government s share of
one walked on the snow-cover«.:d this spending will be a record
lawn of the Saline County $20.2 billion, a gain of 8 per cent
Courthouse and left this mes- over 1963. Most of the increase
sage stamped in the snow :
will be at the state and local
"Virginia, I love you. Ray." levels, with school construction
¦
i
up 9 pel cent to $3.3 billion , and
outlays for public hospitals and
2 Milwa ukee Men
other institutions up 17 per cent.
Dead in Accidents
Construction c o n t r a c t s
jumped
to a record $4.3 billion
MILWAUKEE , Wis. -/iB-Two ;
men were killed Monday when in October , F. W. Dodge Corp.,
heavy objects fell on them in construction news specialist, reseparate industrial accidents . ported. All major segments of
Donald E. Laabs, 30, a fork ' the industry were included in
lift operator at Ampco Metal the strong advance, putting the
Co., died when a 2,500-pouiid first 10 months of the year 10
metal ring fell backward on the per cent above the like period
lift , striking him on the head . of 1962.
Ernest Gross,. 58, a trucking
company employe, was killed
in nearby Waukesha when an
IB-ton metal pressing machin^
tipped and fell on him as it
was being moved from the plant
of Orbitronics, Inc.

1__i

HEART SAVER .. HEART
PLEASER!
«y

BUSINESS MIRROR

IT I l_ _V i iC I T> Thursday, Friday, Monday, Tuesday. — Organ Melodlo* b y Mrs. Orlowske
tllUV IWILll I . <¦>« Friday Night ~ The Winona High School Choir in Our Lobb y

Cathedral Parish
Senior Citizens
Attend Yule Party

Saddle Club
Elects New
1964 Officers

The Senior Citizens of the
Cathedral of the Sacred Heart
Winon a Valley Riders Saddle
were entertained at a Christ- Club's Christmas party Saturmas dessert party in the church day evening at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Syrus Johnson ,
hall Sunday afternoon.
The Rt. Rev. Msgr. Harold was highlighted by the election
of officers for 1964.
Dittman welcomed the guests Elected were Robert Przybyland thanked the women of the ski, president ; Reuben Sather ,
parish for their work with the vice president; Mrs. Leroy Jas;
senior citizens.
noch, secretary; and Mrs. B.
After the luncheon, the sec- W. Arenz, treasurer.
j
ond grade pupils of Cathedral [ The riders also elected a
Grade School , instructed by j queen , Mrs. Thomas Bauer , and
Sister M. Cabrini their teacher , I attendants , Misses Loretta Richgave a demonstration of the ter and Patricia Stein.
sacrifice of the Mass.
i Entertainment after the busiOther numbers on the pro- ness session included the showgram were music selections by ing of films by Fred Bauer , a
Charles Biesanz , and dancing skit by Miss Gwen Goetzman
and song selections by a group and Gordon Goetzman ; a panof his grandch ildren and their tomime stunt put on by Allen
friends.
Goetzman and James RichtGuests were given gifts of man.
colored vigil light holders which Gifts were exchanged and a
had been used , with Christmas
greens, as table decorations.
Those who provided transportation and acted as hostesses were Mmes. Hannibal
Choate , Bernard Snyder, Max
MR. AND MRS. DONALD VV. BAUER , 650 47th
Sfeinbauer and Richard Vickery
and Miss Margaret Stevenson.
Ave., Goodview, announce the engagement and
Members of the refreshments
coming marriage of their daughter , Miss Judith
committee were Mines. Ruth
Ann Bauer , to John Douglas Greenameyer, MinnHansen and Severt Tindal and
eapolis, son of Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Greenameyer
Miss Janet Tindal.
Sr., Austin, Minn. A January wedding is planned.
Belles and Beaux social committee members are Mmes .
Robert Horton , C. W. Rogers ,
BROWNIES TO CAROL
Blair Scout Director
James Schain and Miss MarLANESBORO , Minn. (Special ) garet Voelker.
At Board Meeting'
— Mrs . Roger Benson, Brownie
BLAIR , Wis. (Special)- Mrs. l e a d e r , will accompany the KELLOGG CONCERT
James R. Davies attended the Lanesboro Brownie troop Wed- KELLOGG , Minn. (Special)—
December meeting of the River- nesday after school when they The Kellogg Elementary School
land Girl Scouts board of diwill present a Christmas Choral
rectors Friday at St. John 's Re- go caroling. On Thursday a Concert , under the direction of
Christmas party will be held Robert Rubertc and the faculformed Church, La Crosse.
Following the meeting a tea at the Bethlehem Lutheran par- ty, Thursday in the Kellogg
was given for Mrs. La Verne ish house. The troop is spon- school auditorium , beginning at
Lewis who has been appointed sored by the women of that 8 p.m. The public is invited to
attend , free of charge.
to the professional staff of the church.
Riverland Council. Among her
many duties, Mrs. Lewis will __f '
¦
* _¦
-t-^-k.
serve as adviser to the NeighI
borhoods in Trempealeau County.
jBfjS^
>
I I
Mrs. Lewis was a guest at
^¦
the Neighborhood meeting in
JSSr
November at the home of Mrs .
I
Harold Utne.

Esther-N eomi circle will be
CIRCLE TO MEET
potluck buffet supper was serv- . Galesville Church
ARCADIA, Wis. ( Special) — held at the Palmer Kolstad
cd.
It was pointed out at the par- Women Hold Election The December meeting of the home Thursday evening.
ty that anyone interested in
joining the club is welcome GALESVILLE, Wis. ( Special )
to attend the meetings held at — The roster of new officers
Lake Park Lodge every sec- for 19€4 is completed for the
ond Thursday of the month at Galesville United Presbyterian
Women.
7:30 p.m.
¦
Mrs. William Spencer will
AWAY FOR WINTER
serve as president. Other offiBLAIR , Wis., (Special)—Mrs. cers are Mrs. Juan Vasquez ,
Ella Edwin has closed her home vice president: Mrs. Robert
here and has gone to Madison Jenks , recording secretary ;
to spend the winter with a Mrs. Lyman Olson, corresponddaughter. She also plans to be ing secretary ; Mrs. Norman E.with a daughter at Grand Rap- Anderson, ' treasurer. .
ids, Minn., part of the time. Mr.
Chairmen include Mmes. Troy
^^^YORLD'S FIRST AND ^^gt^Kgffi? ^ _P»
and Mrs. Iver Berg are at the Stellrecht, Darwin Congdon ,
&
ONLY ELECTRIC PORTABLE ^^^
home of a daughter at Phoenix, Alfred Anderson, Larry Collins ,
^ > JTW
^
Ariz. Mrs . Berg returned re- Price Hilton , Robert Docken ,
Let us show you why
^^^¦h^cently from a Madison hospi- John Williamson Sr., Norman
Smith-Corona can back the Coronet... ^^^^^
Anderson and William Spencer
tal.
•nd all of Its portables with a solid 5-YEAR guarantee,
and Misses Edna Bibby and
ENTERTAIN FACULTY
Blanche Tibbetts.
There are nine circles named
BLAIR , Wis., ( Special)—Mr.
and Mrs. James R. Davis en- after the countries which the
¦
"^
"_ j j ^ M KBI
Center
tertained the faculty and office groups will emphasize: ArgenM[^|imW^
tViMn
W
KUt
V
Street
force at Blair High School at tina , Australia , Burm a, Ghana ,
g^
coffee Thursday afternoon. Mr Nigeri a, Peru , Phillipines , Viet
I Nam and the West Indies.
Davis is guidance counselor.

GUARANTEED CHRISTMAS
AFTER CHRISTMAS AFTER
CHRISTMAS AFTER..,
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Leg ion Auxiliary
Holds Yule Party

-

RUSHFORD, Mlnii. (Special)
— American Legion Auxiliary
held its annual Christmas party
at th« American Legion Hall
recently.
Christmas carols were sung,
accompanied by Mrs. Myron
Forsythe. Margaret Marion , accompanied by Miss Myrta Widmoyer , sang several selections '
including "Silent Night" in Norwegian. Games were played,
gifts were exchanged and a potluck lunch served at the end !
of the evening.
j
Prizes were won by Mmes. 1
Ted Ukkestad and Foster i
Green, Mrs. Jack Keeler , pres- j
ident, and Mrs. Harold Jacob,_on , secretary, were hostesses . !
The American Legion Christmas Poultry Party will be Dec.
20, sponsored by the Murphy- j
Johnson Post, dedicated to
serving the veteran , communi- l
I
ty, state and nation.
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Lewiston , Area
Programs Set

Present Program

MONDOVI , Wis. (Special ) - j
Junior High School musicians
under the direction of Richard
Putzier will present a concert
for the public Wednesday from
2 to 3 p.m. at the school.
Selections will be presented
by the new seventh grade chorus, the eighth grade chorus
and the combined Junior High
School Chorus. Various solos,
ensembles and selections by the
Junior High School Band will
complete the program.
The program will include traditional carols, spirituals , and
Christmas songs and instrumental numbers by Schubert ,
Hayden and Von Weber.

MR. AND MRS. ELMER SWENSON , 623 E.
3rd St., announce the engagement and coming marriage of their daughter , Miss Eloyce Swenson, to
Byron Hock , Winona , son of the late Mr. and Mrs.
Holliver Hock. The wedding will be Feb. 8 at St.
Martin 's Lutheran Church. Both young persons are
graduates of Winona Senior High School. Miss Swenson works in the cost department at Watkins Products Inc. and her fiance is employed by Lake Center
Switch. (Edstrom Studio)

Holy Trinity School
Presents Program
ROLLINGSTONE , Minn. (Special ) — The annual Christmas
program of Holy Trinity School
was opened Sunday nigh t with
songs by the high school chorus.
Twelve senior girls had solo
parts in "The Twelve Days of
Christmas ."
Thomas Koetter played "0
Holy Night" as a trumpet solo.
Susan Walch and Linda Literski were soloists in "Greensleeves."
At the program presented in
the school auditorium the fourth
grade presented two playlets ,
with Frances Hill and Alan
Bush in the Nativity scene and
Daniel Speltz as the Archangel
Gabriel.
Paul Doran took the part of
St. Francis in the traditional
story of the first Nativity scene
in Italy, "'The Crib of G-recio ,"
presented by the second and
third grades. Larry Stoos played
the part of Brother Jupiter and
Faye Speltz and Joseph Kendrick were Mary and Joseph.

_^H_^_^_^_^_^_^_^_^_H IMK^V/U^^^H fi\^Kff __r______ vl ^_H_^__ v^_l^_^_^_^_^_^_^_^_^_fl

St. Agnes Council
Hold Yule Meeting Weaver WSCS's Yule
KELLOGG , Miim. (Special)- Party Is Wednesday

The St. Agnes Parish Council
met Thursday evening in the
church hall here for its Christmas party.
Parish Catholic Relief Service
Chairman , Mrs . Martin Kennebeck reported 860 lbs (32 boxes )
of clothing dona ted during the
Thanksgiving week clothing
drive were packed and shipped
to the . Pope's Storehouse for distribution to the needy in foreign
lands.
Mrs. John Hager was appointed to take charge of Christmas
gifts for patients at Buena Vista
Rest Home and St. Elizabeth
Hospital, Wabasha , Minn., and
cookies for local shut-ins!
Mrs. Clair Hall announced
that Unit 3 will sponsor a card
party and supper Jan. 12 in the
church hall for the public .
Mrs. Bernard Hager , Council
president , announced St. Agnes
Parish, Kellogg, Minn, will be
host to the quarterly meeting of
the Wabasha Deanery in January. Cards were played during
the social hour with prizes going to Mmse. Arthur Hager and
William Graner and Miss Rose
Hager.
Lunch served by serving committee with Mrs . Leigh Hartert
as chairman.

Rollingstone Groups
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ROLLINGSTONE, Minn. (Special) — St. Nicholas and St.
Theresa societies of Holy Trinity parish held their annual
Christmas party for juvenile
members Thursday night in the
school auditorium.
The children played games, a
group of high school girls sang
Christmas carols, and about !1
p.m., Santa arrived with stockings filled with gifts for the
children . Lunch was served.
j
A gift was presented to the
Rev. S. N. Majerus from the
societies.
j

WEAVER , Minn. (Special)The WSCS of Weaver Methodist Church will hold its annual
Christmas Party on Wednesday
at 2 p.m.
There will be an exchange of
gifts. A potluck lunch will be
served. There also will be boxes
packed for the elderly citizens
of the community and a package of gifts sent to the Children's Home in Berea , Ohio.

Mrs. Victor Chapel
Honored at Party
MONEY CREEK , Minn.. (Special — Mrs. Victor Chapel, nee
Paula Carlson , was guest of
honor at a parcel shower Tuesday evening in the Money Creek
Methodist Church social room.
A program was given, including a reading by Mrs. Beulah Carlson , two solos by Mrs.
David Jorde. accompanied by
Mrs. Ruby Fitting. The party
was attended by 80 friends and
relatives.
In charge of the arrangements
were Mmes. Charles Chapel ,
Jr. Henry Eaton , Merton Frauenkron, Earl Johnson, Maurice
Halliday, David Jorde , Jay
Summers, Dale Thomspon ,
Charles Rank and Mark Witt .
HEROLDS* ANNIVERSARY
FOUNTAIN CITY, Wis.-Mr.
and Mrs. Edward Herold , Waumandee , Wis., will celebrate
their 50th wedding anniversary
with an open house at the Fountain City Auditorium Dec. 29
from 1 to 5 p.m.

!

¦

Galesville Circles '
Dates Announced

¦_

GALESVILLE , Wis. ¦(Special)
— Circles of .United Presby- Ltf.
terian Church women, Galesville, will meet for the last
time in the groups to which t\
they were assigned two years Kt
ago. New Circle chairmen will
be elected to the new groups
before the January circle meetings.
Thursday, Korea circle will
meet at the home of Mrs . Russell Kopp at 1 p.m. for a picnic
lunch. At 2 p.m. on the same K?
date the Europe circle will
meet at the home of Mrs.
Frank Dahlgren. Women of the
Europe circle are to bring their
favorite
Christmas stories,
poems, recipes, prayers or Bible
verses for reading.
The Africa circle will meet
at the home of Mrs . Troy Stellrecht at 2 p.m. Thursday and
the India circle , of which Mrs.
S. A. Thomas is chairman , will
meet on the same day and at
the same time, for a Christ- £•
«
mas party.
Four circles will meet the g
day following Christmas at 2
p.m. Brazil circle will meet at
the home of Mrs. Neal Ballentine, Thailand circle will meet *
at 8 p.m. with Mrs. Larry Col- S
lins as hostess. The Hong Kong %
and Japan-Pakistan circles will
combine for the evening and
meet with Mrs. "William SpenW_
cer at 8 p.m.

IVY CHAPTER OES
WHITEHALL, Wis. (Special)
— Officers for the coming year
for Ivy Chapter U5, Order of
the Eastern Star, are as follows: Mrs. Tracy Rice, worthy
matron; Dr. Carl Webster, worthy patron ; Mrs. Charles Johnson, associate matron ; Walter
Reich , associate patron ; Mrs.
Walter Bensend, secretary ;
Miss Mabel Larson , treasurer ;
Mrs. Hiram Hegge, conductress; Mrs. John Brown, associate conductress ; Miss Marian
De Bow , trustee for three
years.

"CHRISTMAS SPECIAL! '

I

La Crescent Auxiliar y
Holds Yule Party

i

MERRY MAIDS MEET
LAKE CITY, Minn-. (Special)
— The Merry Maid's Birthday
Club held its regular meeting
and annual Christmas party
Thursday afternoon , at the home
of Mrs. Vincent Heise, rural
Lake City. Euchre was the entertainment. Prizes were awarded to Mmes. Morris Heitman ,
Eugene Lutjen and Henry Meincke. Mrs. Edward Bremer received the door prize. Gifts
were exchanged with secret pals ,
and names were drawn for new
pals in 196-4. Lunch was served
by one-half of the members.

RUSHFORD. Minn. (Special) Twenty-one were present at
PICKWICK , Minn. (Special)- — The following officers were the Gilmore Ridge HomeriiakPickwick School 2603 will pre- installed at the December meet- er's Club's annual Christmas
sent its Christmas program at ing of the American Lutheran party at the home of Mrs. Al8 p.m. Thursday at the school. Church Women of the Rushford bert Gernes.
The teachers, Mmes. M. 0. Hol- Lutheran Church. Mrs. Marvin Recipes were exchanged of
special holiday foods brought
land and Violet Nagle, will be Morgan
, president; Mrs. Kermit j by members and later served
in charge.
Holger, vice president; Mrs. \ for lunch.
The program •will include Norman Kjos,
secretary ; Mrs. Games of contest plus games
patterned after TV programs—
songs by the various grades D. T. Rollefson , treasurer ,
and "What's in the house"—"The
fro m one through six , readings , Mm es. Clair
Overland and Lu- Silent One, " etc., provided the
playlets and singing of all the > ther Myhro
, secretaries. They afternoon 's entertainment. Gifts
children in unison.
I were installed by Mrs. Robert were exchanged.
The children 's Christmas par- Highum , past president.
ty will be Friday at 10 a.m., Hostesses were Mrs. Bcrger
when gifts will be exchanged. Halvorson , chairman , a n d
Mmes. John Kopperud , Art
Berg, Ed Berg, Conrad Holthe ,
Junior Hi g h School
Bennie Gaustad , Melford Eide
and Rodney Hoff.
Musicians to

LEWISTON, Minn . (Special)—
The Lewiston School program
will be held at 8 p.m. Wednesday in the school auditorium.
Musical director is Mrs. H.
A. Thaldorf and Mrs. R. A.
Lingenfelter is in charge of the
program.
The program is open to the
public , free of charge , as are
the programs to be given at
the Altura School on Thursday
evening and at the Fremont
School Friday evening.
The Lewiston program will
include presentations by Grade
One of which Mrs. Myrn a Nussloch is teacher ; Grade Two ,
Miss Cecile Hagen, teacher ;
Grade Three , Mrs. Laurenda
teacher;
Grade
Brungardt ,
Four , Mrs . Elaine Nelson ,
teacher; and Grade Six, Mrs.
Georgia Satterlee, teacher.
Tie High School Chorus will
sing and the audience will join
in the final number on the progra m , the singing of "Silent
Night."

L.A CRESCENT, Minn , ( Special) — Gittens Leidel Unit 595,
American Legion Auxiliary, met
Tuesday. There was a brief
business meeting followed by
the annual Christmas party .
Mrs. H. M. McLaird , vice
president , took over the duties
of Mrs. James Farrell , president , who is vacationing in
Florida. Mrs. McLaird reported on her attendance at the
Department of Minnesota Fall
Conference and read Mrs. Farrell's report of the conference.
The Unit was given a special
membership citation for being
the second unit in the state to
have an overtop membership;
Forty-five dozen cookies will
be donated and packed by
members. Wednesday they , will
be sent to the Rochester State
Hospital. Twenty-five dollars
was given to the American Legion Fund for Hospitalized Veterans, $5 to the Forgotten Children 's Fund and $5 to the Sauk
Centre School for Girls.
Mrs. Dallas Ames was appointed chairman of a committee to make decorations* centerpieces and place cards for
the National Commander Daniel Foley dinner to be held in
the Crucifixion Auditorium , Dec.
," 21.
Mrs. Donald Frappier won
the attendance award , and lunch
was served by Mmes. Ray Dixon, Walter Huebner and Lewis
Underdahl.

Gilmore Ridge
Homemakers Meet

Rushford ALCW
Elects Officers

Pickwick School
Sets Yule Events
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700 Attend League s
Christmas Party
LAKE CITY, Minn. (Special)
1 11
— More th an 100 people gathered at St. Peter 's Lutheran
Church basement at Belvidere
on Friday evening for the an- ;
v^
| CHOOSE FROM
*
^^^^W^^f fi M^'Pflnual Parent Teachers League
Christmas banquet. A ham dinner was served.
The Rev. Walter A. Zemke
l
''
GIRLS' fr WOMEN'S '
J' ¦..> .¦ ¦
y
led the devotional part of the S
t/ ffdti ' '^ HEAVY
' '- •
FUZZY PILE
Tv
,
<^&
/
meeting. Raymond Kehren serv- S
'\ t £ m
ed as toastmaster. Christmas
songs were sung by the small
/ _^**/'
s,zes child's 9 to
children , girls' sextette, and the W
W omen 'i 10
whole assembly. Readings were «
,
'
OPEN EVERY NIGHT TILL CHRISTMAS
given by Mrs. Gerald Burfeind .g
and Raymond Kehren. MoneWi
tary gifts were presented to the
pastor and teachers from the
Tradehom. in Rochester
PTL. Teachers of St. Peter 's H
____t ___fC n____rlVl___
¦
U4 South Broadway
W i¦
Lutheran School are Mrs. Ker^e_nft .___F ¦ P^_ rPW _l__ l
0
mit Eppen and Miss Barbara
'
B
Radintz.
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In one beautiful RAMBLER CLASSIC 6 or V-8 package -

Lots of electric shavers
cost less than a REMINGTON,
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No. 1 in compact car sales-Rambler leads because Rambler listens

new excitement...big 6-footer room...standout performance...value features

so why give him a REMINGTON
for Christmas?
HERE'S WHY: Every REMINGTON* Shaver
has 348 whisker cutting edges. Made ol
surgical high-carbon steel ,they 're sha rper ,
longer lasting 1han stainless steel,
• Big s having head eats whiskers up faster
• Exclusive adj ustable Roller Combs
I r «i H ON if i lr«<1rrn i rh . S p riry 1UM t rupnui. on

• The LLKT RONlCll iscordless. Workson rechargeable energy cells. II you forget to recharge ,plug in cord and shave on the spot,
Extra touch: Each shaver comes beautifully gilt-wrapped for the easiest giving
ever. Very festive. Very conveniont.
m M I N T , i on ill ( » t i r

SHAVI

n , Ht nf > <<i

IMHI I

?, t

OHM

.

GET THE SMART RAMBLER OPTIONS!
New Shift-Commniul l-'lash-O-Malic
on V-8s (you shift it , or it shifts itself).
(ilamoroii!) new choice of scats .

¦

GET REAL STRETCH-OUT ROOM.INESSI
Solid comfort for 6 hig adults. Vet the
Rambler Classic 6 or V -8 is tri m outsitlc for easy liiiinlling ami parking.

OBT SMAPPY 6 or V-8 PERFORM ANCE
plus economy. Rambler delivers 1'iimcd
economy without sacrificing pep py acccleralion. Choice of Classic 6 o>r V-8.

GET EXTRA VAIUIS at no extra COJt:
Occp-Diprustprooflng, Double-Safety
Drakes,Ceramic-Armored muffler,Advancod Unit Construction,many more.

See your Rambler dealer—a good man to do business with for a new car or Se&cC?used car

WINONA AUTO SALES , Mankato at Ninth
—¦

¦———— Watch lhe Danny Kayo Show on CBS- TV , Wodnosday evenings
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Stockton Ladies
Aid Conducts
Impressive Rites

Hokah Auxiliary
Makes Donations

HOKAH, Minn. (Special ) Donations were made to the
Dollar Bill fund for disabled
STOCKTON . Minn. ( Special ) veterans "by the Hokah Ameri— The Rev. Clarence R. Witte can Legion Auxiliary Thursday
spoke on "The Advent Wreath " i night. At this regular meeting,
and "The Traditional Christmas
Tree" when the Ladies Aid held
I its Christmas party for memi bers and their families Sunday
• evening.
Mrs. Leo Gaulke was general
chairman and presented a can; die-lighting ceremony. She used
i a centerpiece with two tall can' dies, surrounded bv 20 smaller
' ones. One tall candle represented Jesus, the lifht of the world,
and the other the Bible.
Each member of the Ladies
I Aid narticipated by lighting the
I smaller candles from the main
_ i -¦-

—

,

—

._,

,. .—.

voted to cancel meetMrs. Verian Craig presiding, auxiliary
and July and reJune
for
the auxiliary to Post 498 also ings on the second Thursday
j
sume
donated to the Hosp ital Asso- of August.
ciation.
At the potluck lunch , LegionMrs. Phyllis Ender gave a naires were guests.
reading on Christmas in Amer- <
poultry indusica, with responsive singing of The meat and
$1.5 billion a year
is
payroll
try
carols by the group.
¦
States.
At the business session , the j. in the United
~

,

¦

:

ones.

CHRISTMAS CONCERTISTS . . . The Teresan Chorus ,
with Paul Parthus. director at left , is seen here as the College of Saint Teresa musical group appeared in. concert

Sunday afternoon. Seated beside her harp in the right foreground is Margaret Rupp Cooper, Madison , Wis., who was
gue.st artist at the Holiday Concert. (Harriet J. Kelley photo)

Guest Harpist
Sp ins 'Golden
Melodies' Here
By Mrs. -Albert H. Miller
Margaret Fupp Cooper, harp |
specialist of the music clinic at
the University of Wisconsin, was
guest artist at the Holiday Concert presented by the College
of Saint Teresa Sunday afternoon. Like the fairy tale lady j
who spun thread of pure gold , |
Miss Cooper with her harp spun !
golden melodies, at once fragile
and tensile.
IN HER progra m selections,
DAR GUEST DAY . . . Members of WeMarian Wheeler , vice regent and program
"Prelude in E Flat" by Grand- :
nonah
Chapter
Daughters
of
the
American
chairman of the chapter; Mrs. Lyman Clay,
jany, "Variations on a Welsh !
Lewiston , who was a guest; Mrs. Warren
Theme" by Thomas , and "Ro- j Revolution invited friends to their Christmas
Roettiger , Fountain City, a guest; Mrs. Stanmance " by Hoberg, grace, re- meeting Saturday afternoon at First Constraint, quality of tone combined gregational Church. Pouring at the tea table
ley Hardt , chapter regent; and Mrs. N. A.
to produce a gracious and deli- 1 decorated in the holiday theme is Mrs. O;
Roettiger , Winona , a guest. (Daily News
cate musical treat , delightful in j A. Clessler. Others, from left , are Miss
photo )
an age that judges much of ;
its music by quantity of sound. :
Holding his audience under j
the spell cast by Miss Cooper's i
harp, Paul Parthun of the col- j
lege music department directed :
the Teresan Chorus in a pastiche by Benjamin Britten.
Titled "The Ceremony of the
Carols" and explained as a cy- | Wenonah Chapter Daughters
cle for treble voices .and harp, of the American Revolution and
the work is comprised of ten
their guests were entertained
separate selections or carols
Saturday
afternoon by an engleaned from renaissance lyricsemble
from
the youth choirs
medieval
has
a
ists. Each part
quality; the sum of the parts of the First Congregational
wields the impact of modern Church in the fellowship room.
composition.
The Christmas Guest Day is a
IF THE EAR can feel, and ; traditional social meeting for
\l woTds used in different areas j members and friends of the
of criticism may be transposed , i chapter.
Britten 's cycle can best be de- The ensemble sang a group
scribed as a contrast in texture of traditional carols under the
— soiind texture.
direction of Mrs. C. Robert
Four Christmas carols by the Stephenson accompanied by
Teresan Trip le Trio, directed by Miss June Sorlien. Special numSister Marie , and accompanied bers included a vocal solo by
by! Nicole Rath , opened the con- j Sally Chappell: a Ukranian cacert. Miss Anne York , student j rol and an African carol with
at the College , gave a solo piano ;1 bongo drum rhythm aecompaperformance of Beethoven 's niment by Nicki Edstrom.
"Variations in C Minor. "
I Devotions were prepared by
Miss Leslie Gage, chaplain , and
read by Miss Mary Vance in
Hol y Name Society
the absence of Miss Gage.
The Rev. Harol d Rekstad.
;
Officers
New
Elects
MR. AND MRS. ANDREW E. BLASKO. 470 W.
'¦pastor , read "Let's Keep ChristBroadway,
announce the engagement and approach'
(Spemeditation
,
by
Peter
mas. a
CALEDONIA , Minn .
ing
marriage
of their daughter , Miss Marcia Ruth
cial ) — Holy Family Altar So- j; Marshall , former chaplain of
,
Blasko
to
Stephen
A. Hansen , son of Mr. and Mrs.
the
U.S.
Senate.
ciety of St. John the Baptist
Lorentz Hansen , 1172 W. 4th St. A Jan. 11 wedding
Church held its annual Christ- !i Mrs. A. E. Meinert and Mrs.
is planned.
mas party and election of of- ]|0. A. Classier presided at the
ficers in the club room at St. tea table at which a fruit cake ,
gift from (he School of the
Mary School recently .
Hubert Beth and John Wheel- |Becky Stephenson , Phil CarlOfficers elected were Mrs. Ozarks. was served . The School
', son. Holly and Missy Hughes,
er.
of
the
Ozarks
is
one
receiving
Dolm ac Cochran , president:
'
The program was under the ; Sally Chappell , Kim Linahan ,
Mrs, Robert C'olleran. vice pres- scholarshi p aid from lhe Mabel
Joan Pofferl and Paige Allen
ident ; Miss Mary Malay, secre- Marvin Scholarship Fund. A direction of Miss Marion Wheeltary ; Mrs. Genevieve Jahn . letter from Miss Donna Couch . er , vice regent, who had the HOME MAKERS DINNER
Bruno. Ark., student at the choir members introduce themGALESVILLE , Wis. - The
treasurer.
The Little Flamer Circle was school , was read by Mrs. Paul selves as follows : ,)on and Lee North Centerville Homemakerc
in chnrge of the lunch and en- E. Pletke , scholarship chair- Anne N'eiciig, Martha , Margaret will hold their Christmas dinman.
and Donna Morris , Carol and ner and party at the home ol
tertainment .
Mrs. Jahn asked members to Hostesses for the afternoon Martha Wynne, Nicki Edstrom , • Mrs. Ed Severson at I p. m.
make articles for the cancer were Mmes. Howard Packard , John Becker . . Debbie Huge , Nan- Thursday. Gifts will he exH. S. Dresser , F. V. Sawyer , cy Ocenhergur , Susie Becker , . changed.
home in the cities.
The Rov. Thaddeus Derezinski spoke briefly and explained
the duties of the women in offices nf the society.
Mrs Hay "Ryan received the
door prize. Following the meeting fi Christmas auction was !
hold with Vincent Strub as nuc- j
i
tioncpr
¦
!
BECAUSE:

IYouth Choirs
I Entertain
; DAR Members

'

¦

Al home at 25:i'-i McBride St..
nn > !Mr . and Mrs. Harold ~M.
Parsons Jr ., who were married
Nov r.i al tho Dpcorah down)
I.uthcr im Church. The Uov
Brunn Schlarhtenhauf on officiated find attendants wore Mr
and Mrs Jacob Piclrnei er , Winona.
The bride is the former Miss
Marlyn Poikert. daughter of
Mr. 'and Mrs . W. K . Peikert .
Clearwater , Fla. The groom is
the son of II. M. Parson , New
Britain , Conn., and the lateMrs. Parsons.
The newly weds took n tri p
Kast for the ir honeymoon.
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HE SERVICES WHAT UK SKI.I.S , nnd is well equipped and trained to
take care of your timepiece t h r o u t ' J i all the years you will wear i1.
HE HAS A COMPLETE SELECTION of all types and sty les and can answer
y our questions on each one .
HIS WATCHES WEHK CHOSEN" MTill PERFORMANCE in mind As ho
must hack up cvvry watch he .sells, your watchmaker sells (hose vntclie.s
which he knows will run a e c u i a l e l v in addition lo IXMIIR good-looking.

HE KNOWS WATC H ES , inside and out , so he avoids buying watches w i t h
inflated price tickets.
WATCH ES .ARE A Y E A U - A K O CN T ) R I ' S I N E S S WITH HIM , so he mu st
give y ou solid value regardless ol the season.
HE OFFERS YOU

Set i..
New
Her
Give
Dinette
^B
d
a

Danish Inspired Dinette

x
Round Extension Table, 42" x 42", with 18" leaf.

4 chairs covered in easy-to-care for vinyl , with
high pressure plastic backs to match the table
top. By Chromecraft.

Trillium Club Holds
Yule Flower Show

. . £ X $49.50 * $239.00
HER YLE T CHO SE FROM

LAKE CITY , Minn . ( Special)
— The third Christmas Flower
Show, sponsored by the Trillium Garden Club of Lake City,
was held on Friday at the Lake
City Methodist Church Fellowship Roam.
Despite the cold weather ,
more than 200 persons came.
Displayed were Christmas decorations , wreaths, swags, etc.
Visitors came from Red Wing
and Wabasha , as well as from
Lake City and surrounding
area. Prizes were given , and
tea was served. The name of
the Show was "Christmas Spirit". Mmes. Alvin Bremer and
Arlan Johnson were co-chairmen.

MANY
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Credit As You Like It!

IIPI

173 East Third Street

Phone 9433

"
'
'
yppppfe SPECIAL 1
plilPCLEARANCE!
' '

¦¦
*

IF YOU ARE THINKING OF GIVING - OR GETTING-A
WATCH THIS CHRISTMAS, THIS IS A GOOD TIME TO
SEE YOU R WATCHMAKER.

Harold P-arsonses
Make Home Here

Mrs. John Van Winkle read
the Bible passages, one for each
; candle. They represented joy,
! faith , hope, purity, mercy, for' giveness , miracles, holiness, unselfishness, justification, witnessing, obedience, resisting
temptation , grace, lack of envy,
; labour , gratitude, meekness and
: love.
Mrs. Arthur Wachote read
"The Christmas Story " and
; Mrs. J. C. Pfeiffer was the ac|companist for the singing of the
' hymns.
1 Ralph Benicke won the Santa
; Claus caie which was made and
|donated by Mmes. Leo Gaulke
l and Gene Schumacher.
! The Rev. Clarence R. Witte
installed the newly elected offir
cers. They are: Mrs. Leonard
¦' Burfeind , president:
Mrs.
; Claude Kratz , vice president ;
Mrs. Gene Schumacher , secretary, and Mrs. Alvin Burfeind,
treasurer.
It was announced that the
|Ladies Add will meet the second
I Monday of each month for the i
i coming year , rather than the
• first Monday.

g Four Poster Bed
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' " Bo,b "!" ,
Win, canop y co ver ,
b e d i p r .ead , pillow ,
»iatr,eii. Well mode.
A b e d l0

Paint Set

Spin Target

Checkers

Tool Chest

Pa 'ml by number to Qtt
profuj ional ' quclity oil
pictured Set contain!
all necetiitiei.

* colorlol high-impod
plait, c jungle animolt
>P'n when hit , S«l hai
p i|lol, 3 tup dorli.

Family fun with Chines*
Checken. 40 fl lan
marbli - i in 4 bri ght
tolori. 16x 16 " boord.

17 tooli, icoled down
but ilurdy, including
^ h a m m e r , io» ,
I? '
plon*. Project booU .
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I * Christmas Wra p
I * Tree Lights
I * Tinsel
I * Christmas Cards
I ' * Christmas Bows
I * Artificial Trees
I * Tree Stands
|

I
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3 Bell Cluster
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A JEWELLED WAT CH

WITH HIS OWN " (X A I U N T K E
PLUS THE WKH TEN G U A R A N T E E OF
A M E R I C A ' S LARGEST MAKER OF FINE W A T C H E S
for as little as

$-|Q.95

MORGAN'S
70 W. Third SI.

RAINBOW JEWELERS
114 W. Fourth St.

CORTLAND'S
J0 {- . Third St.

J. MILTON DAHM
in E. Third St.
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The Daily Record
At Community
Memoria l Hospita l
Visiting houri: Medical and lurglcal
pitlents: 2 to 4 and 7 to 1:30 p.m. (No
children under 12.)
Maternity patients: t to. 3:30 end 7 to
1:30 p.m. (Adultt only.)

MONDAY

Arron M» L«vy

Mrs. Frank Ladner
Mrs. Frank B. Ladner , 81,
mother of Mrs. Helen Lilla , 1283
W. 2nd St., Winona , died Sunday night at St. John 's Hospital, Red Wing,
Three other daughters, a son ,
12 grandchildren and 28 greatgrandchildren also survive.
Funeral services will be at 10
a.m. Thursday at St. Joseph's
Church,

Cochrane Co-op
Makes 817,000
Pounds Butter

DALLAS
the family
J.D, Tippit
day.
Money is

Lutheran Church , the Rev.
Bruno Schlachtenhaufer officiating. Burial will be in Decorah
Lutheran Cemetery.

Winona Deaths

PRESTON, Minn. - Funeral
services were held this afternoon for Arron M. Levy, 83,
Preston , who died Saturday
night at his home.
Services were conducted at
Thauwald Funeral Home by the
Rev. John H. Payne. Burial was
in Crownhill Cemetery .
Mr. Levy was born here Oct.
16, 1880, and spent his entire
life here except for a few years
at Cumberland , Wis. He was
employed many years by the
Fillmore County and state highway departments. At once time
he did custom threshing in the
Preston area and was a member of the Preston fire department.
He was married to Jessie
Clark Sept. 30, 1904, in Steele
County. She died in 1945.
Survivors are: One son , Lloyd,
Minneapolis, and one brother ,
William, Gays Mills, Wis. One
brother has died.

er rate than before , but every
(AP ) -Tlm fund for ma il delivery brings funds .
of slain Policeman Tipp it wns killed on Nov. 22 ,
re.ichwl $l>77,i),r)l to- allegedly by U kn Harvey Oswald , accused assassin of Prescoming in at a slow- ident Kennedy.

Son of Accident
Victim Killed
Wabasha Plans
In Iowa Crash
Yule Activities

DECEMBER 17, 1963

Two-State Deaths

ADMISSIONS
Ruth H. Hornburg, Winona
Ft. 2.
Carl D. Buck , 827 E. King
St.
Mrs. Lucy Kamrowslcl, 900%
E. Sanborn St.
Howard E. Hoveland , 68 W.
Wabasha St.
DISCHARGES
Mrs. R o b e r t O. Brandes ,
1019% W. Broadway.
Mrs. Gordon Bishop and baby, Galesville, Wis.
Kim A. Troke, 473 Chatfield
St.
Mrs. Robert F. Winestorfer ,
<77& W. 5th St.
Frank Apka , 177 Market St.
Mrs. Edmund Pozan'c , Rollingstone, Minn,
Mrs. Roy Brugger, S15 40th
Ave., Goodview.
BIRTHS
Theodore Roemer
Mr. and Mrs. Donald C, DeWABASHA, Minn. (Special)Marce , Alma , Wis., a son.
Theodore Roemer , 79, lifelong
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Hardtke, area resident ,
died at 7 a.m. to168 E. King St., a daughter.
day at St. Elizabeth's Hospital
here. A diabetic, he was a paBIRTHS ELSEWHERE
tient 19 months.
He was born here Aug. 29,
CALEDONIA, Minn. CSpecial)
—At Caledonia Community Hos- 1884, to Mr. and Mrs. Joseph
Roemer. A retired farmer , he
pital:
Mr. and Mrs. Delbert Rose, in later years operated the Idle
a son Wednesday.
Hour Game Farm. He was a
Mr. and Mrs. Arlynn Hanson, member of St. Felix Catholic
Harmony, a son Dec. 9.
/
Church.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert GunSurvivors are : His wife, Gerderson, Mabel , a son Dec 7. trude; one brother, Joseph, La
Crescent, and many nieces and
nephews.
IMPOUNDED DOGS
Funeral services will be at
None impounded.
9:30 a.m. Thursday at St. Felix
Available for good homes:
Catholic Church , the Rt. Rev.
None.
Msgr. John Mich officiating,
Burial will be in the church
cemetery.
Weather
Friends may call at AbbottOTHER TEMPERATURES
Wise Funeral Home after 2 p.m.
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
High Low Pr. Wednesday. The Rosary will be
Albany, clear . . . . . . 18 6 .. led by Msgr. Mich at 8 p.m.
Albuquerque, clear . 45 22 . ...
Two-Sta te Funerals
34 18
Atlanta, clear
Bismarck, snow ... 5 0 .06
Mrs. Minnie Drexel '
23 11 . ..
Boston, clear
DAKOTA,
Minn. ( Special ) —
Chicago, clear . .... 18 -1
The
funeral
service for Mrs,
Cleveland , snow ... 17 6 T
Denver, cloudy ¦... 50 25 .. Minnie Drexel , 68, Dakota , killDes Moines, snow .. 8 6 .10 ed when struck by a Milwau24 9 .. kee Railroad freight train here
Detroit, clear
Sunday night, will be held WedFairbanks, clear ... -4 -14
nesday at 2 p.m. at St. John's
Fort Worth , cloudy 45 39
Helena , snow
13 1 .30 Evangelical Lutheran Church
Honol ulu, cloudy ... 83 71 .. at Nodine. The Rev. William
Indianapolis, cloudy 13 -3 .. Godfrey will officiate. Burial
Jacksonville, cloudy 48 37 .. will be in the church cemetery.
Nelson Funeral Home, La
Kansas City, cloudy 27 14 ..
Crosse,
is in charge of arLos Avngeles, clear . 71 53 .. rangements.
Louis'viUe, clear ... 25 8 ..
Miamd, rain
75 64 .16
Milwaukee, clear .. 12 -9
Mpls.-St.P., snow .. 0> -7 .01
New Orleans, clear 40 32
New York, clear ... 27 20 ..
Philadelphia , clear . 28 15 . r
Phoenix , clear
68 37 . ..
Pittsburgh, cloudy .19 6 ..
Ptlnd , Me., clear ... 20 5 ..
Ptlnd , Ore., cloudy . 40 38 .06
Rapid uty, snow ... 15 4 .08
COCHRANE , Wis. - A total
St. Louis, cloudy ... 15 12
Salt Lk. City , cloudy 39 23 .. . of 817,000 pounds of butter was
San Diego, clear ... 70 44 .. produced at the Cochrane Cooperative Creamery, it was reSan Fran., clear ... 47 40
46 40 .14 vealed here Saturday at the
Seattle, rain
Tampa , rain
58 46 .45 creamery's annual meeting.
About 21 million pounds of
Washington , clear . 33 18
Winnipeg, snow ... -8 -15 T milk was brought into the
(T—Trace)
creamery for' processing, Of
this 3 million pounds was grade
A.
Munici pal Court
Gross sales from the creamery
and ,its feed store totaled
WINONA
more than $608,000, a little less
Forfeits :
Maurice G. Kroening, Plain- than last year 's total .
Elmer Bade, Alma , was electview , Minn., $25 on a charge
of speeding, 78 m.p.h. in a 65 ed president of the board at the
m.p.h. zone, He was arrested board 's meeting. Walter Ruben ,
by tbe Highway Patrol on High- Cochrane , was elected vice
way 14-61 at 3:50 p.m. Sunday. president.
Three new board members
Richard II. Kahle , Utica Rt.
were
elected. They were Rich2 , Minn., $15 on a charge of
,
driving with no driver ' s license. ard Dierauer and Rudy Block
,
Cochand
Lyle
Knospe
,
Alma
He was arrested by police at
directors are
East 3rd and Chestnut streets rane. Holdover
Alvin Bode ,
Altor
Suhr
and
at 8:30 p.m.' Friday.
Cochrane.
STOCKTON
More than :100 attended lhe
STOCKTON , Minn , (Speciu H
noon luncheon nt Fetting 's Hall .
pleuded
Two
Rochester
men
—
guilty to separate charges in
justice court here.
Water Board Plans
Maurice H. Fricke and Leo
Kerrigan appeared before Jus Near Hearing Date;
tice Ann M. Lafky Dec. 8. They Dial Plan Offe red
paid fines of $15 and $4 costs.
Fricke was charged with driv Date of an assessment hearing
ing over the center line. Kerr i- for water mains in Dublin 's
gan liad been cited for improp- Addition , East Belleview Street ,
er lane use.
will be set again , the Board of
Fricke was .arrested by a Municipal Works voted Mon sheri ff' s deputy on Highway 14 day.
nt Stockton Hill at 1:25 a,m.
The hearing had been set for
Dec. 8. Kerrigan was arrested last Thursday. No meeting was
by the Highway Patrol on High- held , however , because of lack
way 14 at Stockton Hi ll at 10:25 of a quorum and commissioners
p.m. Nov. 2.
held their postponed session
(iOODVIKW
Monday. Because hearings arc
Fred II. Beaming Jr. , 19 . 1160 legally required , they voted to
W. 4th St., was found guilty in re-ndvertl. se the1 mailer , naming
a speeding tria l in (ioodview a new date.
justice court.
I5ecau.se n favorable price is
He was tried by Justice Lew- available on extension dials ,
is Albert Wednesday and was these may now b« ordered
sentenced to pay a fine of $10 when new meters are purchased ,
and $5 costs. Ho puid the fine. the board indicated , The extenBonning was arrested by R. sion dial am be mounted on the
F, Kahoun , village marshal , outside wall of a building, muk:on ftth Street in (ioodview at infl it unnecessary for the meter
4:15 p.m. Nov. 27. He pleaded reader to enter the premises,
not guilty lo the charge Nov. The extensions cost Sli.50. Commissioners s;iid the time saved
2<l.
in reduced callbacks at selected
locutions would repay the cost
in a short time.

Ti pp it Fund
At $277,951

TUESDAY

Charles E. Steffej

Charles Edward Steffes , 48,
419 Grand St., was found dead
at his home Monday evening
by his brother.
County Coroner Robert Tweedy said he had died sometime
Saturday evening and that
death was caused by embolism.
Mr. Steffes had undergone surgery at a Minneapolis hospital
three weeks ago.
¦He was born here Aug. 17,
1915, to Nick and- Ellen Steffes.
He worked for a time in the
car department of the North
Western Railway shops. A lifetime resident, he, was a member of the Improved Order of
Red Men and the Fraternal
Order of Eagles. He never married .
Survivors include one brother ,
Robert, Winona , and one sister ,
Mrs. Gordian (Esther) Sullivan ,
Minneapolis.
Funeral services will be at
8:30 a.m. Wednesday at Fawcett Funeral Home and at 9
at Cathedral of the Sacred
Heart, the Rt. Rev.' Msgr. Harold Dittrnan officiating. Burial
will be in Woodlawn Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home from 7 to 9 tonight.
A Rosary will be recited at 8.

Mrs. Catherine Kley la

Mrs. Catherine Kleyla, 69,
1212 W. Broadway, died at 10:30
p.m. Monday at her home after
a long illness.
She was born at Dodge, Wis.,
Nov. 14, 1894, to Mr. and Mrs.
John Schade. She moved here
42 years ago.
Survivors include one son,
Norman, Mound, Minn.; one
daughter , Evelyn, S e a t t l e ,
Wash.; several grandchildren ;
two brothers, Cyril, Winona ,
and Joseph, Marshland, Wis.,
and three sisters, Mrs. Leona
Brennan and Mrs. May Behl,
Chicago, and Mrs. Ella Thompson, -Minneapolis. Three brothers have died.
Funeral arrangements are being completed by Watkowski
Funeral Home.

Miss Lydia A. Batch

Miss Lydia A. Balch, 84, a
retired Albert Lea area elementary school teacher, died at
4 p.m. Monday in Albert Lea
after an illness of several
months.
She was born July 24, 1879,
in Wilson Township, Winona
County, to John and Margarite
(Wagner) • Balch.
She had
taught in Albert Lea area
schools about 45 years.
Survivors are : One sister,
Mary Balch , Rochester, and
one nephew , Everett Balch, Witoka.
Funeral services will be at 2
p.m. Friday at Breitlow Funeral Home, the Rev, Roger
Lynn of W i t o k a Methodist
Church officiating. Burial will
be in Witok a Cemetery.
There will be no visitation.

Winona Funera ls
Susan Kaehler

Funeral services for Susan
Kaehler , 251 E. Wabasha St.,
were held this morning at
Cathedral of the Sacred Heart ,
the Rt, Rev, Msgr. Harold J.
Dittrnan officiating. Present in
the sanctuary were the Rev.
James McCauley , the Rev.
Donald Connelly and the Rev.
Donald Winkels. Burial was in
St. Mary 's Cemetery.
Pallbearers were T h o m a s
Leaf , Duniel Nixon , Ti mothy
Maloney, Pmil O'Brien , Timothy F o r e m a n and Craig
Zeches.

~
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WEATHER FORECAST . . , Light intermittant snow is forecast tonight for the northera Appalachians westward through the Great
Lales region , parts of the middle Mississippi
valley, the central and northern Plains and
the northern Plateau. Occasional rain is fore-

JOHNSON

(Continued from Page 1)
miles and it must be taken one
step at a time," he said.
He was given another standing ovation when he left the
chamber.
He asserted:
"The greatest of human problems—and the greatest of our
common tasks—is to keep the
peace and save the future...
"If there is one commitment
more than any other that I
would leave with you today, it is
my unswerving commitment to
the Seeping and the strengthening of peace...
'The United States wants anity , security, and peace for all,
and above all.
"President Kennedy, I am
sure, would regard as his best
memorial the fact that in his
thrfre years as president the
world became a little safer and
the way ahead a little brighter.
To the protection**and enlargement of this new hope for
peace, I pledge my country and
its government."
Johnson lauded the United
Nations for successes exceeding
failures. Yet he recognized that
vast problems remain: conflicts
between great powers and between small nations, disagreements over disarmament, persistence of : ancient wrongs
against human rights, tag-end
problems of colonialism.
But nations which . created
these problems by working
apart can solve them by working t o g e t h e r, the President
said.
He did not emphasize specific
areas of conflict and disagreement or suggest any specific
solutions.
He did say what the United
States wants.
He mentioned an end to the
cold war , first of all.
He sair' his country also
wants to prevent the spread of
nuclear weapons to nations not
now having them, to push on
with arms control and reduction , to cooperate with all U.N.
members in conquering hunger ,
disease and ignorance.
Johnson let it be known in polite, subdued language that
America doesn't intend to
shoulder all the load. He said it
favors an international aid program that is international in
practice as well as in purpose.
He said that "every nation
must do its share. '!

cast for the west Gulf Coast region, southern Florida and the Pacific northwest. It
will continue cold over most of the nation
but a warming trend is indicated for the upper Missouri valley and the central Pacific'
coastal region. (AP Photofax Map)

headquarters guard force to its
full emergency strength of 250
and ordered maximum security
enforced throughout their East
River buildings.
The big assembly hall was
placed under extra heavy guard
for the President's appearance.
The general p u b l i c was
barred from U.N. headquarters
during the Presidential stay.
'

.'

.
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La Crosse Restaurant
Operator Bankrupt
MILWAUKEE i*> — Louis J.
Ferrare of Raoine filecTa voluntary bankruptcy petition in U.S.
District Court Monday listing
debts of $88,807 and assets of
$9,132. He said he was an insurance agent and operator of
a La Crosse restaurant bearing
his name.

Proxmire Asks
Prompt Tax Gut

WASHINGTON on - Sen. William Proxmire , D-Wis., said
today he has proposed to chairman Harry F. Byrd , D-Va., of
the Senate Finance Committee
that withholding taxes be reduced by one-fifth immediately
upon the enactment of a tax
cut bill.
"I am strongly opposed to the
tax cut , " Proxmire wrote Byrd.
"However , if the .bill is to be
enacted , I think it should have
the strongest possible stimulating effect on the economy.
"I would suggest that immediately upon enactment of the
bill , the withholding rate be reduced to its proposed permanent level of 14 percent.

MABEL , Minn, fSpecial ) —
A former Mabel man whose father and brother were killed in
a car-truck accident near Caledonia three years ago, became
the third accident victim in the
family Sunday when the car in
which he was riding overturned.
Dead is Raymond Christopherson , 34, Decorah , Iowa , native
of Highlandville in Winneisbiek
County southeast of Mabel.
Christopherson was with Ronald Christensen, Audubon , Iowa ,
when the accident happened IVt
miles north of Coon Rapids,
Iowa. The driver -was treated
for head injuries at Carroll ,
Iowa, and released .
William Christopherson and
son Carmen were victims .of- a
car-truck collision on Highw.ay
44 on the north edge of Caledonia Sept. 23, 1960, when they
were en route to La Crosse.
Survivors ' of . Raymond are:
His wife , the former Betty "Vine
of Decorah ; two daughters, Cindy Lou , 8, and Bonnie Rae. 6;
one son , Dennis, 3; his mother ,
Mrs. Cora Christopherson , Decorah; four brothers , Jerome,
Jessup, Iowa; Ivan , Cedar Rapids , Iowa; Wallace , Burr Oak ,
Iowa , and Francis, in Montana ;
Eight sisters , Mrs. Richard
Stevenson and Mrs. Vallie Hansel , Cedar Rapids; Mrs. James
Wilson , Atkins , Iowa; Mrs.
Marvin Lundquist , Frederic ,
Wis. ; Mrs. Robert Thayer , Dubuque, Iowa; Mrs . Charles
Brown , Rockford , 111.; Mrs ,
Kenneth Johnson , Tonapah ,
Nev,, and Mrs. Ronald Bavrock ,
Fairfax , Iowa.
The funeral service will be
Wednesday at 2 p.m. at Decorah

WABASHA, Minn. fSpecial)The arrival of Santa Gaus in
Wabasha Saturday afternoon
will be just one of the holiday
activities in store for young and
old this Christmas season.
A Jaycee home lighting contest is being held; a Star of
Hope fund is being collected
for underprivileged children;
St. Felix grade school will present an operetta , "The Magi's
Gift ," and there will be special
church services.
The annual area children 's
party, sponsored by the Chamber of Commerce Saturday, will
feature free movies at the Pern
Theatre at 12:30 and 7:30 p.m.
Kris Kringle will be guest of
honor.
Entries for the annual outdoor home lighting contest must
be submitted by Dec. 21, according to Robert Loechler,
chairman.
Each time a donation is received another bulb is lighted
on the 10-foot Star of Hope on
the Foley building at Main and
Pembroke streets, Names of
contributors are published each
week in the Wabasha County
Herald.
Under the direction of sister
Mary Loretta , "The Magi' s
Gift ," will be presented at St.
Felix auditorium Thursday at
8 p.m. Mary Rivers , Joseph
Binner , Mary Lindberg, Marilyn Dick , Steven Koenig, Irene
Wolfe , Joanne Suilman and
Steven Schmidt are in the cast.
The annual winter Christmas
concert of the Wabasha and St.
Felix high schools was held at
the former school Wednesday
night.

".and especially
a new
gas ranger
Wonder why? Consider what a new gas range \offers your wife: A burner with a brain that makes t3\e
commonest pot or pan completely automatic.YArt overt with a mind that brings her completely
automated cooking. Bullseye burner control for\ cookbook perfect results. And on top of this, a new gas
ing of you too, 'cause
ranee is as pretty as it's practical. Matter of fact\ she's think- ,
y
Santa — live modgas cooking makes for better meals. So this year , be\ a super (
your gift list.
gas.
Put
a
new
gas
range
at
the\top
o
f
ern for less with
^

Johnson 's tight New York
schedule called for a one-hour
visit to the U.N ., with a brief
reception after his address to
meet heads of delegations , then
a diplomatic luncheon at the
Waldorf-Astoria suite of U.S.
Ambassador Adlai E. Stevenson .
The presidential party includes Mrs. Johnson and 11
members of Congress , most of
them members from both parties of the House Foreign Affairs Committee and the Senate
Foreign Relation s Committee.
U.N. officials stepped up the
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CLARK & CLARK, Inc.
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H. W. Clark -— Fred W. Naaj
117 Center S*.
Phone 2904
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I MOST COMPLET E STOCK
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— Phone 4970

1I CALLAHAN'S
LIQUOR STORE
^

Leonard J. Tschumper
P
l
l 119 Main Open Fri. to 9 P.M. Sat. to 10 P.M.

MAIN STREET . .
Tlie nearby community
of Dodge, Wis., had the
appearance of a typical
frontier town in the
early years -of the century. Taken in 1908,
,
;
this photograph gives a
¦ • view of a portion of
the
business section. The
photograph was furnished by Mrs. Ralph
Peterson. 619 H u f f
;
1
Street. . '
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TOBOGGAN SLIDE . . . With no U'levisi'd football (j ames lo \\ :il cli on Siind ;iv , Winoniins 40 years
or so ago , went out to Lake Winona weeke nd after-

y ) V NEW YEAR'S EVE

/4nj

Join u» New Yeflr 'J Eve nt Ibo beautiful now
Country Kitchen . . . we 'll be serving that "one
tor the road" FREE COFFEE ALL NIGHTI
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2 Under Guard
Pepin to Host Council OKs
State Junior License Renewals In Minneapolis
City Council members Monday night voted to issue the
Historians
customary annual crop of li- Police Shooting

PEPIN, Wis. — The regional
convention of the Wisconsin Junior Historical Society will be
held at Pepin May 2.
The area covers a third of
the state. Several hundred seventh and eighth graders are
expected to participate Ln tours
to historical points of interest
in the area and view historical
displays that will be set up in
the school. Items for the display are solicited.
, Harold Lunde , superintendent
of the high school, is general
chairman of the convention and
has appointed the following
committees : E.C. Newcomb,
chairman of historical displays;
I. F. Mattson and Clint Coburn,
co-chairmen of tours ; Herbert
Tatley. registration ; Mrs. Harold Klinger, publicity ; Mrs.
Clarence Wiskerchen arid Mrs.
I. F. Mattson , historians; Mrs.
Floyd Claflin , first aid stations ,
and Mrs. Jesse Jahnke , securing welcoming officials.

cense renewals. These included:
Electrician's license — J, A.
Schammel, Austin.
Roller rink , National Guard
A r m o r y — ^___
_
Leslie J. Root,
^¦•.
1224 W. 5th
ClTV
St.
t
Theater —

f ^..r%^,;\
Winona Thea- ( V>OUnCII
tre, Minnesota Amusement Co.
Cigarette-

Betty Frle, 50 W. Mark St.; A . W,
Hamernik, 177 E. 3rd St.; Prondzinskl
Grocery, 700 E. 4th St.; Hal-Rod Lanes,
401 W . 3rd St.; George Hahn, 553 Huff
St.; Mr. and Mrs. Jolnn Meyers, 123
Main St.; Leonard Tchomper, 119 Main
St.; Blanche Lewlntki, AM Buchanan
St.; Winona Liquor Stort, 157 E. 3rd
St.; Twnsters Club, 208 E. 3rd St.;
Milton Meyer. 1» E. 3rd St.
Kindt's Grocery, 477 W . Wabasha St.;
Hick Deones, Sugar Loaf; Jack 's Place,
767 E. 5th St.; Mayan Grocery, «20 E.
Klna St.; Hank. Grocery, 42? E . Broadway; Steak Sliop. 125 Main St.; Merf' i
Market, 474 W . Sarnia St.; A & P
Market, 102 Johnson St- .; Winona Tool
Co., 1430. W. Broadway; Sherman Grocery, «5 W. S*h Sl.s C«iv 0>rr,»t Bar ,
901 W. 5th St.;
E. B.'a Corner, 700 W. 5th St.; Bob'i
Place, 315 Steuben St.; Dominic Jereczek, 851 E. Wabasha St.; Klelnschmidt
Grocery, 209 Vf . Sarnia St. and Briesath
Shell. Sfh anoT Main afreet.

MINNEAPOLIS (AP) - Two
persons remained in critical
condition, under police guard at
General Hospital today, in the
aftermath of Sunday night
shootings that cost the life of a
Minneapolis policeman.
They are Mrs. Agnes Winje ,
49, at whose south Minneapolis
apartment the gunfire occurred,
and Auburn Hare, 32, alleged to
be the gunman.
Killed when he and a partner
entered the apartment to check
the earlier wounding of Mrs.
Winje was Patrolman James E.
Hendricks, 45, father of two
and a 12-year veteran on the
force.

Plainview Youth
Gets Counsel on
Car Theft Count

Johnson to Make Chamber Acts on
State College
'State of Union' Board Residency
The Winona Chamber of Comr
PLAINVIEW, Minn. ( Special)
m«rce
has urged joint action
— A 19-year-old Plainview youth Talk in Person
by cities with Minnesota state
was brought before Judge Arnold Hatfield in Wabasha Monday and charged with auto
theft.
He is Melvin Schafer, who is
alleged to have stolen a car
belonging to Ronald Rosenhurg,
Plainview, in Plainview Oct, 11.
He was arrested by Wabasha
County Sheriff Ed Lager in Carthage, 111., last week.
The court appointed Lawrence
Lunde, Lake City, to serve as
Schafer's counsel. Schafer is
being held in Wabasha County
Jail in lieu of $1,000 bond.

WASHINGTON (AP)-Presldent Johnson will deliver his
State of the Union message to
Congress in person Jan. 8. Democratic leaders from the Capitol
reported today.
Talking with newsmen after
their regular weekly breakfast
session at the White House, the
party chiefs said the present
session of Congress win end
Friday or Saturday of .this week
and the legislators will come
back Jan. 7.

They said they still have to
talk with the Republican leadership to determine, the exact
date of adjournment.
Speaker John W. McCormack
of Massachusetts said the Democratic leadershi p still is hopeful and confident that a satisfactory foreign aid appropriation bill ultimately will be approved.
Sen. Mike Mansfield of MonDALLAS (AP)-Jack Ruby's tana , Senate Democratic leadlawyers are trying to get the ! er, said he reported to Johnson
man who killed the accused as- ! that the Senate Finance Comsassin of President Kennedy out ! mittee is making good progress
of jail before Christmas. The on the tax reduction bill.
state insists he should be kept
The bill is expected to come
behind bars.
Dist. Judge Joe Brown or- up for action early in the next
dered a Dec. 23 hearing on a session.
defense request Monday for release of Euby under bond. His .
trial on a charge of murder is
set for Feb. 3 before the same ;
i
jurist.

Defense Trying j
To Get Ruby
!
Out for Holiday

Hare was wounded by Patrolman Chester Langaard, who had
accompanied Hendricks to the
Winje apartment. Police were
summoned by neighbors who
had heard the shots which
wounded the woman.
Police said evidence in the
case would go before a Hennepin County Grand Jury meetiug
Pepin Board Names
Thursday morning.
In a brief statement to police
Commission Member
Monday, Hare reportedly said
he fired on Mrs. Winje because
PEPIN, Wis. - The Pepin
she was nagging hirn about havVillage Board has appro-ved the
ing given another woman a ride
aRpo&tment of Glenn Schruth
in his car. Police said the two
to the harbor commission for
had been Living together.
on« year. The appointment was
made by President Berthel NelHare wag being held In techson.
nical
custody without charge
Motions were approved to ispending possible prand jury acsue licenses to the Pepin Hotel
During this legal activity at
tion.
) •
for holding public dances durPolice
said
they
were
mainthe
county courthouse, heavier- SUNNYVALE. Calif. (AP ing the coming year and to
MINNEAPOLIS W - A claim j taining the guard over Mrs. than-normal traffi c continued Eight days under simulated
)
Lorraine Knabe for operating a by lawyers for T. Eugene j
Winje so that she could be ques- outside the building past the I space conditions had only one
tavern.
ju
ry
Thompson that there were
j tioned as soon as her condition point where a hidden rifleman noticeable effect on a chimpanThe board extended the pay- ] irregularities at his murder warrants.
'
ambushed the President Nov. zee named Duane—he lost less
ment for the first installment trial will te heard Friday be¦
22. It was two days later that than one of his 37 pounds.
of real estate faxes to Feb. 29. ' fore Hennepin County District
Ruby shot Lee Harvey Oswald, Officials at the Lockheed MisJudge Rolf Fosseen.
j
the accused assassin, in the City siles and Space Co. plant said
Monday that Duane's heait
Hall basement.
Fosseen set the hearing MonPine Creek Women
A flag flies at half staff over rate, respiration and temperaday on the motion of Hyam j
Honor Mrs. Mrozek
a grassy parkway beside this ture were remarkably stable
Segell and William Fallen after
spot in the edge of the business throughout the test.
of
retrial
motion
for
denying
a
DODGE, Wis. (Special )- The
The chimp endured the exdistrict.
Fresh flowers appear
Christmas party of the Rosary the case.
periment inside an instrumentthere
daily.
Dozens
of
wreaths
Society of the Sacred Heart parThompson , 36, • St. Panl athang from a fence erected to ed air-tight capsule installed in
ish, Pine Creek, Wednesday
a vacuum chamber.
was convicted and sen-'
support them.
torney,
evening, doubled as a farewell
imprisonment
Originally scheduled for ju st
DETBOIT (AP ) — Stockhold- Tom Howard of Dallas., one
party for Mrs. Harry Mrozek tenced - to life
Dec. 6 for instigating the slay- ers of Chrysler Corp. today
five days, the test was continJr. She will leave with her chilof
the
lawyers
representing
Carol, 34, last overwhelmingly approved a
dren in January to visit her ing of his wife
Ruby , applied for a writ of ued for eight days and eight
March
6.
second 2-for-l stock split by habeas corpus in the move to hours when it became apparent
f ormer home at Banbury, EngThe defense based its original Chrysler within the past year. free the prisoner. The applica- the animal was capable of conland, and later will join her
husband Sp. 4 Harry Mrozek motion for a new trial on 17 More than 16,265,000 shares tion contends that Ruby. 52, tinuing.
were recorded in favor of the
Jr., who will be stationed at alleged assignments of error split with h o 1 d e rs of 29,039 owner of a Dallas strip joint , is
APARTMENT 3G
entitled to release under bond
Stuttgart, Germany, for three during the six-weeks trial.
shares
opposed.
Three witnesses were in the
pending trial.
years. A lunch was served by
The s p e c i a l stockholders' Howard also said the defense
Mmes. Mrozek , Wesley Staub- courtroom Monday and were meeting took less than half an
lin Jr., and Dominic Wozney. ordered to return for Friday's hour. The new split , which fol- staff , headed by Melvin Belli of
The president , Mrs. Paul Jas- hearing. They were under sub- lows a similar split last April, Los Angeles and San Francisco,
lewski , reported that six boxes poena by the defense but did will become effective Dec. 20. wants Ruby to undergo psychiatric examination and this canof clothing were packed for the not take the witness stand.
They were identified as HarChrysler President Lynn A. not be done properly in jail.
Thanksgiving clothing drive.
The sales of the cookhook pub- ley Olson and Robert Miller of Townsend told the stockholders
lished by the society in October, Midwest Patrol , a security and Chrysler sales for the first nine
are progressing well, it was re- investigati-ve agency, and Wil- months of this year totaled $2.2
liam F. O'Mear a, branch man- billion with profits of $100 milported.
lion.
ager of an insurance firm.
Tuschner
won
George
Mrs.
"This exceeds our profit marthe attendance prize.
Thompson was convicted of gin in any similar period since
first degree murder, the same 1950," Townsend said.
AUXILIARY PARTV
Townsend added that ChrysWABASHA , Minn. (SpeciaD- charge on which two others are
The annual Christmas party of held. They are Dick W. C. An- ler car sales for the first 11
the Wabasha American Legion derson , 36, Minneapolis, con- months of the calendar year toMARY WORTH
|
Auxiliary will be at 8 p.m. fessed slayer, and Norman Mas- taled 878,820 or 13:1 per cent of
SEOUL, Korea (AP)-ConstiThursday. There will be an ex- trian , 40. suburban Minneapolis, the market. This compared tutional government returned
change of 50 cent gifts.
who Anderson said was the mid- with 621,206 cars or 10 per cent to South Korea today after two
dle man who schooled Ander- of the market in the same pe- years and seven months of miliSCOUTS TO CAROL
son in the slaying and paid him riod in 1962. He reported that tary rule, but the soldiers still
BLAIR, Wis. ( Special) — The $2 ,300 for it.
all Chrysler operations are in had control.
Brownie , Junior , Cadette and
the black.
Chung Hee Park , who led the
Senior Girl Scouts will go ChristMay 1961 coup and has headed
The stock split increases the the military junta since then,
mas caroling Dec. 23 at 6:45 \ Cedar Valley Prog ram
number of Chrysler common was inaugurated president. He
p.m. They will meet in the city
CEDAR V A L L E Y , Minn . shares from 40 million to 80 told a shivering, rain-soaked auhall. Following caroling they
will have refreshments in the (Special) — The Christmas pro- million and reduces the par dience he would not permit dicZion Lutheran Church dining gram by the Sunday School and •value of a common share from tatorship or "the reappearance
room. Mothers are invited to teachers of the Cedar Valley $12.50 to $6.25.
of incompetence and corruption
join their daughters for the ev- Lutheran congregation will be
I masquerading under the name
ening. There will be no Decem- given at the church Sunday at
of democracy, "
ber meeting of the Girl Scouts 8 p.m. This is a correction
from a previous notice.
A few hours before the inauleaders.
guration, the new National AsNANCY
sembly convened , bringing into
force the constitution written by
the military rulers last year. It
ST. PAUL (AP) - Gov. Karl gives overwhelming power to
Rolvaag said today the new fed- the presiden t , and Park's hand
eral aid to education bill signed is strengthened even more beby President Johnson is a giant cause the military 's Democratstep in helping alleviate the tre- ic-Republican party won 110 of
mendous pressure on education. the 175 Assembly seats in elecOverall college enrollments in tions Nov. 2fi.
Minnesota are up 80 per cent
since 1954 , he said in a talk for
M The nicest selection In town! Lovely quilted Nylon — i the annual convention of the
'A Minnesota Farmers Union.
P: Cotton — Rayon , etc.
He added that state college enrollments have risen 223 per
cent since 1954, Junior colleges NEW YORK (AP ) - Santa
238
per cent, private colleges 41 Claus was cited (or raising too
"
"
|
Robes 3>i»
Gowns $l«99 $2»99
R
per cent and University of Min- much dust in Times Square
nesota 57 per cent .
Monday.
REX MORGAN,M. D.
The governor added that the
Clarence ( Slim ) Williamson,
bill will help young people from 3d . a laborer helping rebuild
rural areas.
the Times Tower. ' was dressed
"Young people , when t hey in a Santa suit and beard at the
come to the urban areas , need suggestion of his employer , the
a new set of skills in order lo Wrecking Corp. of America.
find a satisf ying life and gainHe got a ticket from Patrolful employment," he said. "It man Edward Kocienda for
is clear that expansion in post "loading building debris from a
high school education must chute onto a truck without wetcome fnst , and must come in ting the debris. '" A company
many fields in nddition to the spokesman said the water pipes
traditional libera l arts.
were frozen
"The new $690 million aid bill
ff; Brushed Nylon
jj . . .will help immeasurably in
St. Charles Masons
reaching such coals."

Hearing Friday
On Thompson
New Trial Plea

.

'

¦
¦
¦
¦

Monkey Lives
In Space Capsule

Stockholders of
Chrysler OK
2 for i Split

colleges to prevent possible
elimination of the residency requirement for state college directors.
The suggestion came in a letter sent to chambers in other
state communities in which
state colleges are situated , according to Mrs. Lucille Lackore ,
chairman of the chamber's education committee.
An amendment to the State
College Act, passed by the 1963
Legislature, makes it possible
for any resident of Minnesota
to represent any of the state
colleges. In the past, the law
required that the directors be
selected from the counties in
.which " the colleges they would
represent were situated.
The chamber's letter contended that under the new law the
colleges would lose the services
of men directly interested in
providing state college facilities
for their particular sections of
the state.
Mrs. Lackore said that the
Winona chamber manager , Donald Stone, would discuss the
problem with other chamber
managers at a-February meeting in Minneapolis.

DENNIS THE MENACE

"eoy; i

WISH AUflQAifcr COULO m %N6m
WOUIOMT SW WT 5AMW CMUS 15 WHAOi*

Air Pollution
Measure Signed

WASHINGTON (AP) - President Johnson signed today a bill
providing $95 million over the
next three years to help states
and local agencies combat air
pollution, including that from
automotive exhausts and industries.
The ceremony in the White
House Cabinet Room was attended by a large delegation
from Congress and government
officials.
Johnson said the bill will
make possible a national attack
on air pollution , which he called
a growing threat to national
health and safety.
¦
The annual payroll of the
dairy industry in the United
States is $1.3 billion .

* WE 'D LIKE TO FLY NOW
AND PAY LATEE ."
Bv Alex Kotzky

[Constitutional
Government
Back in Korea

¦

Rolvaag Hails
Education Bill

I* * LX&lj u^. * *<
l Ladies Robes - $3.99 to $8.99 i

I Peignoir Sets—

j

Flannel A Broadcloth

Rosemount Man
|Killed in Crash
W

I Special on Pajamas - $1.99
ROSKMOUNT , Minn. (AIM -Baldwin, !>7, of rural
V Blouses^^ZIZll "99'52'99 1 George
Rosemountt , was k illed Monday
night when his enr went out of
£•'

51 Gauge, 1J Denier

M

XM SS
MI
^SS

control , ran off the road and

into a barn.
K Sheer Nylons - BOx of 3 P* $2.85 Ismushed
The accident occurred

J

105 EAST THIRD STREET
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By Ernie Bushmiller

By Dal Curtis

|
|
j
1

I Granny Gowns - - - - $3.99 j
R

By Saunders and Ernst
_

I Santa Raises
Too Much Dust

53,
9
9
99
s,i
I Ps " ^TiZZ^ "$4.99 1
Orion Swjatet^^
I
|Dresses j—j— J339-$10.99
I Purses ^^j^JZ^nd
I Smart Jewelry Sets - - $1.99

ra JET sue

at the
intersection of Highways .1 and
49 about five mile.s north of
here. Uiildwin WHS ;ilono in the
auto.
Tho Intffic dcilh ww, I\linnefl .M)t;i's Viilltl. of l!>li:s , pushing lhe
toll for lhe \c ;ir lo ill 1 more than
;it this time last \e;u\

(To Hold Their 100th
Installati on Thursday

ST. CHARKKS , Minn. — The
100th installation of officers of
Rising Sun Lodge No, 4!),
AF&AM , St. Charles , will be
hold at lhe Masonic temple
Thursday at » p.m. This will
be an open meeting. An oyster
stew will follow the program.
¦
HOUSlNCi LOAN
WASHINGTON i*i - A $20 ,000 loan to Mnrshfield , Wis., to
finance the planning of 109 lawrent limnos wn.s announced Monday by the Public Housing Administration.

MARK TRAIL

By Ed Dodd

STRANGEST COACHING

EPISODE

Is Door Still Open for Parseg hian?

SOUTH BENtf , Ind. (AP ) The door may remain open at
Notre Dame for Axa Parseghian
to enter as head football coach.
But if it is closed, who did it
— Notre Dame or Parseghian?
The strangest episode in
coaching has taken place.
The Rev. Edmund P. Joyce,
Notre Dame executive vice
president , announced Saturday
that Nortfiwestern 's Parseghian
has become the new coach of
tie Fighting Irish , succeeding
Hugh Devore, who was elevated
to assistant athletic director.

A news conference Monday for
official signings of a four-year
contract never materialized.
After a delay of more than
two hours , Parseghian appeared
from a meeting with Father
Joyce. , The usual voluble, dynamic 40-year-old coach appeared distraught and shaken.
In a written statement, he
said that a story Saturday in
the South Bend Tribune naming
him as the new Notre Dame
coach touched off his decision to
agree to jthe job.
But, he said, the story was

premature and came when details of the c o n t r a c t were
not fully worked out. Therefore ,
he wanted a few more days to
have it resolved.
With that , and no more elaboration, he left by car for his
home near Northwestern University, where he has served as
coach for eight years.
All this amounted to a walkout on final negotiations with
Father Joyce , who remained
firmly noncommittal on their
meeting.
Parseghian returned home,

went to his bedroom and refused to be disturbed.
With neither side clarifying
the matter, speculation was rife.
Father Joyce had a brisk "no
comment" when asked if Parseghian had:
(
1. Wanted assurance eventually of becoming athletic director.
2. Wanted complete freedom
to name his assistants and their
salaries, including a hefty pay
check for his No. 1 lieutenant ,
Alex Agase, if Agase were not
chosen as his successor at
Northwestern.

3. Wanted an unhampered
hand in recruiting with the aid
cf more than the 30 to 35 athletic scholarships Notre Dame
now has available.
Father Joyce, asked pointblank if Parseghian would be
the next Notre Dame coach ,
said "At this time I really can 't
say. "
Meanwhile, Northwestern 's
athletic director , Stu Holcomb,
said that Parseghian never had
resigned officially and still had
one more year to go on a five)
year contract.

Warriors Topple Superior 94-92
PRESIDENT TA.LKS WITH GRID STAR
. . . Presi dent Johnson talks with fullback
Jim Brown of the Cleveland Browns professional footb all team in his White House

office Monday. Brown , who gained more than
a mile during the 1963 season, and his teammates defeated the Washington Redskin s 2720 Sunday in Washington. (AP Photofax )
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Rookey Hits
37; Kelly's
Shot Wins
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IT TOOK SOME ODDITIES, but the Daily News .100 Club
has. four new members this week and one repeater.
Evidently Ed . Zak liked his little black patch so well he
wanted one for the other shoulder. Ed, who also qualifi ed
for membershiD earlier this vear, nicked
a 398 to go with a 161 average. He was rolling in the Bay State Men's circuit at West".
gate.
-.. Then there was Gary Ruppert who
qualified the hard way in the Community
League at Westgate. Gary turned in a 130
triplicate for a 390. That with a 166 average
was all he needed for the dubious award.
AUSTIN, Tex. Ufi — A coach's
Altie Blumentritt also got one for his 389
decision and a teammate, says
and 1S4 average.
All-America Scott Appleton , are
Over at Hal-Rod , they were inducting
responsible for his being named
two new wearers of the black patch. Bruce
Monday in an Associated Press
poll as the outstanding college Morcomb hit a 382 to go with a 165 average and Don Cierfootball lineman of 1963.
zan tripped 398 to go with a 164 average. Bruce bowls in the
Gordon Roberts is the team- Legion League and Don in the Eagles loop.
mate, and like Appleton , is a
senior tackle for Texas, the naFRIDAY COULD HAVE been a worse night for the Ol'
tion's top-ranked team. The decision Appleton referred to was Swami. We picked Trempealeau 's upset at Mindoro, but
made in mid-season and it overlooked a few others. We now have hit 118 of 183 for a
placed the rugged 239-pound Ap- .645 percentage. That drops to .546 on 100 of 183 with handicaps.
pleton at middle guard as priWhat will it be for this week? Let's see:
marily a defensive specialist.
Houston over Mabel by 6, Bangor over
""It's oh defense that a line- Mindoro by 5, Gale-Ettrick over Melrose by
man gets publicity and wins 15, Trempealeau over Holmen
by 1, West
honors," said Appleton. "I also
Salem
over
Onalaska
by
3,
Wabasha
St.
feel that I help the team more
Felix over Lima Sacred Heart by 4, Rollingon defense.
• "I never was real outstanding stone Holy Trinity over Hokah St. Peter by
on offense."
5, Wabasha over Gilmanton by 2, Goodhue
His replacement at offensive over Cannon Palls by 8, Randol ph over Burnstackle is Roberts, called "Yan- ville by 2 , Blooming Prairie over Owatonna
kee" by his teammates because by 4. Fairchild over Granton by 3, Taylor
he played high school football at
over Onalaska Luther by 5, Independence over
West Lafayette, Ind.
' 'Gordon's a real fine blocker Arcadia by 6, Mondovi over Menomonie by
—better than I am—and his play 4 , Cadott over Augusta by 1, Chatfield over
helped me to concentrate pri- Preston by 2 and Spring Valley over Lanesmarily on defense,'" Appleton boro by 3.
said.
"I' m thrilled and very proud
SPLITAI.VKERS IN WINONA BOWLINO CVo 2-7 or .7-10
to win this honor ," he added
conversions
, please '!: At WESTGATE BOWL — Herb Kelm
when told of his sel ection by
eight votes over Illinois center 6-7-10, David Wayne 4-10, Dorothy Walsh 5-7, 5-7-9, Shirley
Dick Butkus. Nebraska guard Kaup husman 5-8-10, Elsie Dorsch 6-7-10. Betty Schoonover 3-6Bob Brown was third.
7-8-10, Alfrieda Fuglie 5-10, 3-7-8, Mary Jo Grulkowski 4-5,
Thelma Sebo 4-5, Helen Vondrashek 4-5-7, 5-9-7, Mary Serwa
2-7, Virginia Schuminski 3-7, Janice Daun 5-10, Cal Grabow
DOUBLE EVENT
5-6, Ann Przybylski 3-7-10, Metzie Troke 5-7, Mary Hengel 6-7,
SLATED FRIDAr
George Poza nc 6-7-10, June Eichhorst 5-7-10, Lonnie Kuhlman 4-7-9 , Joan Heftrnan 2-7-8, Joyce Brandt 5-10, Sandy
\ ic Gislason, high school
Walsch 2-7-10 . Una Mathison 4-10, Ral ph Hutchinson ' 6-7. At
athletic director , announced
today that because both the
HAL- HOI) l.ANT.S - Marveen lining 5-7-9, Winnie Sheridan
Winhawk swimming and bas- 5-7 twice . El lie Criesel .i-9-10, Dorothy Wantock 5-7-!) ,
Annaketball teams will be at home
belle Jenni fjes .w-il , Henrietta Smith 5-7-9, 3-7. At KK1) MEN
Friday , tickets will he sold
CLL'It — Kdfiar Lynch 3-7-10. At ST. M.AItTIVS — Mary dirtonly at the main or Fifth
ier 5-7, Fern Cirtlcr 3-7, Harold Ziegenbein 3-7, Mike Roffler
Street doors of the Auditor3-7, Howar d Bradley 3-7-10, Gene Narcli ni 4-6-7 . At WINONA
ium.
ATHLETIC CI.l'H - Ruth Werner 5-fi-K) , 5- 10, Liz Slorlie
The price of a basketball
5-7-!J . Grace Orlowske 5-7, Alice Pruka 5-10.
admission ticket will admit
the purchaser to v iew both
events.
TIIK KKGIO.N O.M<; basketball tour nament will a^iln be
The "1!" squad swimmin g
;it Koch ester 's Mayo Civic Auditorium March 10 U and
held
meet will get under way at
13.
0 p.m. wit h the basketball
District Two wi ll meet Di strict Three with District One
preliminary beginnine , at (i: ,"10
squaring off against District Four in the first round.
p in

Appleton Is
AP's Greatest

1963 Lineman

REDMEN DRAW
LA CROSSE

By GARY EVANS
Daily News Sports Editor
When is rookie not a rookie?
The answer to the riddle is
easy: When his name is spelled
Rookey and he is a 6-0 sophomore who specializes Ln making
taller opponents look bad.
Rookey Monday night , using
a combination of under-theboards tactics, scored 37 points
for Superior and nearly kept
Winona State from notching victory No. 3 against four losses.
Thanks to some individual
heroics on the part of reserve
Jade Kelly with 14 seconds remaining in the game, the Warriors took a 94-92 victory in a
rough and tumble contest at
Memorial Hall.

WITH THE score tied 92-92
and 20 seconds remaining in the
game , Winon a State gained possessoin of the ball following a
field goal by Jeff Youngquist
of Superior that tied the game.
leaps to score in the waning seconds of the first half. Trying
The Warriors moved down
WARRIORS IN ACTION . . . Winona State Monday night
the floor and fed to Kelly stato block the shot is Libby with Mike Finn looking on. Kelly
ran its 1963 record to 3-4 with a 94-92 victory over Superior
tioned near the free throw line.
gave a repeat performance of this shot with 14 seconds reState at Memorial Hall. At left ,-Noel Paulson (in white)
After looking for someone to
maining and scored the winning basket in the 94-92 victory.
defends as Jay Hill tries to control the ball for Superior.
pass to, Kelly leaped into the
(Daily News Sports Photos )
Art
Libby.
At
right
,
Jack
Kelly
Looking
on
is
the
visitors'
air and fired a line drive that
went through for the winning
basket.
HONORS STILL ROLLING IN
Superior had another try for
the equalizer , but a jumper by
Marv Ross bounded off the rim
and skittered off guard Jim
Sevals' hands to give the Statesmen possession with one second remaining.
Dr. Bob Campbell, Winona
NEW YORK (AP ) - Honors Bork of Northern Illinois State, i Staubach , in his junior year , I dies to a 9-1 record and an inState cage coach, appeared continue to pile up for Roger j the top college passer, big and j smashed all Navy passing and j vitation to a Cotton Bowl clash
displeased after the victory.
Staubach.
little. Bork had a fantastic rec- scoring records. He piled up 1,- ' with unbeaten and top-ranked
When told that . Rookey had
Navy 's All-America quarter- j ord that included 244 comple- [ 890 yards in total offense while : Texas. Jolly Roger's 67.3 passing
totaled 37 points, he said, "We back and Heism an Award win- ; tions in 374 attempts.
i piloting the second ranked Mid- percentage topped the nation.
certainly didn 't do a job on ' ner who attained nationwide re- j
him. He got position on us all '¦spect for individual prominence
night."
I in gridiron skills, in character !
THE WORDS the coach spoke i and dramatic appeal , was voted
were true as the pudgy 6-0 |the outstanding college backfield
guard was content to . sit under j performer of 1963 in a poll conthe boards and put the shots |ducted by The Associated Press.
The slender , handsome quietup. He consistently beat the
Warrior pivotmen although giv- spoken field general from Cining away as much as six inches cinnati was an overwhelming
in the height department. To choice, receiving 57 of the 107
stop him, they had to foul him. votes cast by a panel of sports
And when they did , he was dead- writers and broadcasters from
ly from the charity line , hitting every section of the country.
15 of 18 attempts .
Nineteen other backfield stars
"We nearly threw it away, " attracted attention with Billy
said Campbell. "We played a Lothridge , Georgia Tech's "Mr.
pretty fair first half , and then Everything, " topp ing the alsowe started to forget about what rans with 11 votes. Baylor quarwe were trying to do and they terback Don Trull , the nation 's
closed it up. "
leader in passing, was third with
Using a torrid shooting at- eight votes.
tack that featured the jumpers
Sherman Lewis, the p int-sized
and drivin g shots of Gary Peter- Michigan State halfback who
sen, who finished with 25 points had five runs of 80 or more
to pace six men in double fi- yards this past season , was nevt
gures, and the hook shots of with six votes. Jimmy Sidle ,
Lyle Papenluss , who had 12, Auburn ' s great runner and the
the Warriors drove to a 49-40 nation 's second leading rusher ,
half time lead.
had fou rvotes. He was followed
A balanced scoring attack by Mel Rcnfro , Oregon 's trip le
kept the margin at 10 points threat , and Terry Isaacson , the
until five minutes remained in star quarterback of the Air
the game.
Force Academy, Each had three
votes.
WITH TIIK score Rt-74. the
Two votes each went to Gayle
(Continued on Page n )
Sayers of Kansas , the nation 's
w.Mtiiums
third leading rusher , and George

Staubach Top Collegiate Back

HAWKS , LEAFS INVOLVED

20-Mhute Brawl
Costs $4 ,925

After Thursday 's MIAC contest with Augsburg in the
Twin Cities , St. Mary 's will
take a full week off from
¦I^Whid
ere ^^^^ r lSame
competition
before tnkine part
^-r
^S
^
^
M
ivaslj Uj ^ ^Min the Holiday Tournament in
^Hget
d you ^nitfV iJfl^
La Crosse Dec. 27-28,
Campbell called the affair
¦^
^¦
MONTREAL (AP ) -A record
^xtra
^
The Hedmen will play La rumble worth $4 ,925 resulted ! "the worst dnnny brook that the
^^^^^
1
^
^
^¦fCash for^^BB P>ace
State College Friday
league has experienced in many
j^^^ H Crosse
night , Dec. 27 in a 9 p.m. from the old , old hockey feud years."
^^ BHoliday
tflH
^^^ H game. The opening game of between Reg FleminR of th» Toronto won the game .1-0.
the evening will have Luther Chicago Black Hawks and Ed- In addition to the fines
die Shack of the Toronto Maple slapped on the coaches , ChicaCollege fncing Ri pon.
go players fined were Fleming,
BOND FINANCE , of course !
Saturday, Dec. 2K , the los- Leafs.
Fleming and Shuck , who have $200 ; Murray Balfour , $100, and
ers of the two opening round
Thousands of shoppers are picking up their extra
games will batt le nt 7 p.m., had a I OIIK , undeclared war , ¦ Stan Mlkita and Cliico Maki ,
Holiday Cash now. You can, too! Just tell us how
and the championshi p will be were singled out by National $25 each. Toronto players fined
determined in n 9 p.m. fiame. Hockey League President Clar- were Baun and Larry Ilillman ,
much you can u se. $25, $250, $500 or more .Our
All games will be played in ence Campbell Monday as' the $150 each , Carl Urewor $!><) each
same day serv ice puts money in your pocket
the M«-iry E. Sawyer Auditori- p layers who triggered « free- Carl Brewer $r>(> and Ron Slew
quickly, Call or come in today and assure your
swinging 20-minute brawl in a art , $2f> .
um.
Chicago-Toronto game Dee. 7.
family the Happiest Holidays ever!
I (' »iii)»li«'ll also levied a fine of
SORANO
LEAI>S
mornings.
After
viewing
films
of
the
re
open
Saturday
$100 against e«ch player who
'
We
M,MB,fl /^l* '
CHICAGO M ~ Jerry Soruno fight and receiving reports from left the bench during the brawl ,
Stop in as you shop.
Ijj L
of Milwaukee , with 1,583 pins , officials, Campbel l released n
Campbell Said the severe
^
led the 54th Petersen Howling 1,000-word prepared statement fines — heaviest ever imposed
Classic Monday niter the f irst in which he announced the rec- f ar a single incident—were deweekend
of play. The $411,008 ord total of fines , including jolts signed lo discourage another
C O R P O
R A T I
O N
marathon
tourney will lure a of $1,000 each to couches Bill y such incident hut "if not , most
WI N ONA
Open Friday Until 8 PM
record 15,8011 men and women Rcay of Chicago and Punch Im- drastic penalties can be emPhone: 8-3603
, 129 EAST THIRD STREET
lach of Toronto.
ployed. "
from 47 slates nnd Mexico.

flHE

HB Shopping: JH you did ! nHHI

BOND

The real beauty of it
is what 's inside. A taste
preferred by far to
thai of any other whiskey .
G i ve Seagram 's 7 Crown
and be Sure.

FINANCE

5UGRJM Ol SHUlRK OMP W r . II. Y.C. BUN D1 D ftttlSn lr if , M'« fc. „ tMik ldUl HH JPi dllt

Eng
Betty
Tumbles
lerth
601
Share Pitching
Ford,Peter$

Honors in AL

This Week s
Basketball

BOSTON w — Rookie Gary
Peters of the Chicago White Sox
and veteran Whitey Ford of the
New York Yankees , both leftTonight
handers , s h a r e d American ROOT RIVER—
League pitching honors in 19fi3 ,
Houston at Mabel
the
final
official
averages COULEE—
Bangor at Mindoro
showed today.
Melro se at Sata-Ettrlck
Trempealeau
at Holrnen
Peters captured the earned
Onalaska at Wast Salem
run title with a 2.33 average , BI-STATE—
Sacred Heart al Wabasha St.
edging teammate Juan Pizarro , i Lima
Felix
|
another southpaw , who finished
Hokah St. Peter at Rol ling stone Holy
Trinity
with 2.39. Peters , who had a 19-8 i NONCONFERENCE—
record , is the first rookie to win
Gllmanton «• Wabasha
an AL ERA championshi p since
Cannon Falls at Goodhue
Randolph at Burmville
Gene Bearden of Cleveland in
Owatonna al Blooming Prairie
1948 .
Fairchild at Canton
Onalaska Luther *l Taylor
Camilo Pascual of Minnesota
Arcadia at Independence
was third last season with 2:47. Mondovl at Wenomonie
Augusta at Cadott
He was followed by two young
Thursday
Yankee pitchers , Jim Bouton ,
2.53, and Al Downing, 2.56. Then MAPLE LIAFChatfield at Preston
came Lee Starigfc, Minnesota , Spring Valley at Lanesboro*
2.62 , and Ford -with 2.74,
Ford won the most games, 24 .
and had the hi ghest won-lost
percentage, .774. The Yankees'
ace lost only seven times. He
also was the league's workhorse,
WASHINGTON (AP ) - Bill
p itching 269 innings.
Pascual struck out the most McPeak moved ahead with
batters for the third straight p lans for 1964 today with a vote
season, 202, and shared with of confidence from his bosses
New York's Ralph Terry the and more authority than any
lead in complete games , each Washington Redskin coach in
'
with 18.
history.
MePeak was rehired Monday
as coach and general manager
of the National Football League
GOPHERS FALL . . . Bradley's Rich Donley (44) bounds
team with authority to spend
any amount he thinks necesfrom the court during fi rst half action Monday night in Peosary for player talent and to>
ria as the Braves went on to defeat the Minnesota Gophers'
make any changes he sees fit
P\>-75. Minnesota players are from left : Terry Kunze (42) ,
to build a winner.
Don Y'ates (30), and Louis Hudson ( 14). (AP Photofax )
Elaine Thode aaid Pete Marr
far outdistanced 68 competitors
MINNESOTA IN FIRST LOSS
Saturday and Sunday to win the
Westgate Mixed Doubles bowling tournament with a score of
1,230.
The second place finishers ,
Elsie and Frank Dorsch , were
99 pins back with 1,131. but only
10 pins separated them and the
seventh place team.
Jan Wieczorek had the high
single with 230 and continued
on for a 549 series. Esther Po- By THE ASSOCIATED' PRESS left , then fouled two Bradley t half , 45-27. The Cobbers pulled
zanc socked 569, while. Alice
The M i n n e s o ; a Gophers men, both of whom made two within six at 61-55 in the second
Weaver hit 525, On the men 's dropped their first basketball free throws.
:
half.
side Orval Hilke hit 221, and game of the season Monday- Lou Hudson hooped 17 points . Frank Johnson led Concordia
John Sherman waxed 584.
night , 78-75 to Bradley after tak- lor the Gophers, who have with 27.
Bemidji damped Michi gan
Other top finishers were : Jan ing a commanding lead during won four and lost one. Bradley
has five victories and on defeat. Tech 87-70 in the Northern InWieczorek and Bob Stackowit2 the first half.
Augsburg 's defending cham- tercollegiate c o n ference as
1,130; Evelyn and Pete Wolf ,
The Gophers had forged out
pions
of the Minnesota Intercol- . Dave Sjoblad scored 15 for the
1,129 ; Beverly and Quentin front 38-25 with less than six
Schmitz 1 ,124: Shirley Gehl- minutes left in the first half , legiate Athletic Conference won well-balanced winners.
Buena Vista turned back Morhaart and Gene Sobeck 1,123 ; then Bradley surged. It was 41- their second straight in the loop,
87-74 over Concordia, which ris 84-74 with the aptly named
and Jane and John Sherman 41 at the half.
Dick Point scoring 29 for the
dropped its second in a row .
1,121.
Minnesota closed the gap t«
Dan Anderson scored 37 points Iowans. John Raw topped Morone point , 74-73 with 55 seconds i for the Auggies, who led at the ris with 19 points.
Bethel defeated Eau Claire ,
86-78,
BANGOR BATTLES MINDORO
Tonight' s schedule has Duluth
V.F.W.
at St Thomas , St. Cloud at-St.
W
L
Hal-Rod
Joseph , Ind., and Michigas Tech
...11
J
Gold«n Brand Foodi
11
7-Up ' . . '
at Moorhead.
*

Hotel Winona
Powers 3,034
For 4th High

Basketball
Scores
EAST
Duqucsnt 101, Bildwin Wlll»ct »1
Columbia 75, Ladyett* «>
Cirnaglt, Tech rt, Thitl t!
" SOUTH
Dukt 77, South Carolina 71
No. Carolina 1», Tulant I
I
So. Miss, i f , Miss. Sraft i»
Miss, n, Louisiana T«ch 7»
Memphis SI . 1M, Alabama 71

Ky . W«sleyair M, B iyto r 77

Maryland Si, Clemson At
Ceo. Wash , lot, Tht Citadel 11
IMfrw Orlaani Loyoli it, North Texas
St. SI
VMI H, Furman SI
MIOWEST
Chicago Loyola 112, South Dakota »l
Bradley 71, Minnesota 71
Wichita 7«, T exas 57
Crelghton 77 , lowa 72—ol
Indiana 110 . Detroit M
St_ Louis 1 1J, Lamar Teth t>
lowa St. 77. Utah St . al
Drake 7f, San Olego Sf. it
Miami , Ohio 71, Depauw 41
SOUTHWEST
Rich 8<, Ga. Tech 7f—of
Tex . Western »1 , Centenary It
lex. ' A*M n, Sam Houston «1
. FAR WBST
Colorado »3, Aril. Statt 7«
Seattle 71, Jr. Miry 'i , . Call/ . 79

For the second straight night ,
a Winon a woman kegler has entered the national honor count
circle of 600, and in addition ,
the men held a hot hand in
Monday night pin action.
Betty Englerth came up with
the 10th women 's 600 of the
season in to-wn,
as she rifled a
601 for Main
Tavern in the
F ij i Topplers
:ircuit at West- :
g a t e Bowl . It
w a s B e t t y 's
• ' . I
second 600 of
the season. She
firetl a 621 for
the same team
in the s a m e
league on Dec.
Betty
9.
Esther Pozanc scored a 221556 for Watkins Mary King 's
957, Vic 's Bar raced to 2,628.
500 keglers were : Henrietta
Young 555, Marge Moravec 555,
Betty Schoorover 528 . Jean LuMINNEAPOLIS w - The
binski 520, and Leona Lubin- Minnesota Vikings have put the
ski 512.
lid on their most successful seaThe men came up with a trio son in three years of battling
of 60Os, along with a 276 single the established clubs in the Nagame and a pair of team scores tional Football League, and the
which broke into the top 10. Al- improvement of 1963 is reflected
lyn Ruppert nailed the 276 sin- in the final club statistics.
gle as he led Sunbeam Bread
Most not able accomplishments
to 1,016-2,826 in the Community p robably,
were the facts that :
League at Westgate. The single put hirn in sixth place in
The Vikings ontmshed their
the season 's listings. Floyd opponents 1,852 yards to 1,733, ¦
Broker had the top set with and
593 for Schlitz Beer.
The Minnesotans held their j
A pair of the 600s and the opponents under 400 points for
two high team totals came from the first time. Viking foes scored \
the City loop at Hal-Rod Lanes, 330 points, an average of 27.1
Hotel Winona gained the group a game after yielding around 30
honors with 1.082-3,034. The points a game their first two
game is th' rd and the series seasons. The Vikings scored 309
fourth on the season . Vince Su- for an average of 22.1 a game.
chomel laced 244-618 for WalIt was these small, but vital
ly 's Fountain City for the top improvem ents which contributseries in the leagu e, and Jerry ed more than anything to the ;
Turner followed him up with fact the Vikings won as ma?>y; . .
a 612,
I games ( 5 i as they did in the
Corvaif
H
The highest series in town 1961 and 1962 seasons together
The opponents had a 258 223
cariie from the VFW circuit at
HaJ-Rod. Harold Skroch scatter- edge in first downs and led
¦_ M 6.50x13
ed 216-206-214-636 for Bernie s 2,998 yards to 2.169 in pass 'ng
Comet
I #¦
6.50x14 Buick Special ¦
¦
_ lance*
¦
DX. dies Tarns bagged 220 | Over-all , the 14 opponents had*
^ ——
I M
Chevy M
7.00x13
¦
for Winona Milk. Fountain Brew a 4 ,731 to 4,021 edge in yards,
7ioox i4 ?art, "
registered 997. and Blanche 's but it was the fi rst time the
; Vikings had passed the 4 ,0-10Tavern , ripped 2,753.
Cher. Wa|o« H
i
Chevrolet
I
WINONA AC: Go Getters - yard mark.
^
Donna Langowski zipped to 457 1 Tommy Mason didn 't even
¦
Plymouth
I W' "
#¦
¦
Chry. Newport ¦
to pace Winona Plumbing to 898- Iplay in the finale Sunday at
¦
Mercu 'T
i n 7 50x]4 ¦
2,524. Ruth Kukowski hit 177. i Philadelphia but still set a club
m *\ 08 OOJ I 4 Dodge V-8
¦
T-Bird
¦
¦
Rambler
^^
Monday — Philli ps 6S ripped rushing record. He gained 763
¦
¦
Olds 88
Amb
1.009-2.954 ' behind John Cier- yards in 166 carries for a 4.6
¦
¦
<
Pontile
¦
zan 's 599. Ed Dulek cracked 234 average. Bill Brown wound up
for East End Coal.
with 455 yards in 128 tries for a i
HAL-ROD: Park Rec ,!r. Girls 3.5 mark , while Tommy Wilson
— Suzanne Laak led Hal-Rod had 282 for 73 carries and a 3.9
All Stars to 645-1.179 with her average.
Fran Tarkenton. who also sat
153-263 two-game set.
out
the iinale as rookie Ron
'
WESTGATE: Alky Gater s Shirley Squires clicked for 553 VanderKelen got his chance , finfor Curley 's, while Elaine Wild ished with 170 completions in
ALL SIZES AVAILABLE
297 pass attempts — a 57.2 Der
was busting 232-508 for Taverna
Non-conference games again for the top. but at least one of
cent completion mark. Tarken'
Barber Supp ly s 947-2.573.
AT SIMILAR SAVINGS
rule lhe roost in prep basket- them will fall toni ght. Bangor
ton passed for 2,311 yards . ar.d
Ladies — Mary .Jo Grulkowball tonight , as the area teams and ruindoro . both 3-1 , will bat15 touchdowns. VanderKelen hit
ski slapped 504 , and Peggy Jastart to taper off for the holi- lie al Mindoro. Trempealeau ,
27 of 58 aerials for 376 yards,
days.
also 3-1, will have its h ands j LOS ANGELES <AP ) — Jim cobson socked 192, both for and a 46.6 completion percentSECONDS • NO BLEMISH ES
Only three conferences have full at Holrnen, 2-2. Gale-Et- i Brown , the first National Foot- Grulkowski Beauty Shop. Wino- age. He hurled one scoring pass. I
N S
900,
na
Chick
Hatchery
tumbled
action. The Coulee loop has a trick . another 3-1 team , should • ball League player to gain more j
Rookie Paul Flatley set a dub
full slate in an effort to try have an easy lime when Mel- than a mile rushing in one sea- and The Oaks totaled 2.589.
! record for pass receiving, snarST. MARTIN ' S: Ladies - l ing 51 aerials for 867 yards and
to sort out the top teams. Cur- rose (0-4 ) comes to town. West son, will make his seventh apEleanore
Loshck sparked Type- four touchdowns. Mason was
)
rently there are four teams tied Salem ( 1-3 will host Onalaska pearance in the NFL Pro Bowl
j
( 1-3) .
game at the Coliseum Jan . ]2. j writer Service to 2 ,414 with her next with 40 catches for 253
The great Cleveland fullback ,; 180, while Irene Bronk was belt- yards , while Jerry Reichow
The Root River 's lone conyards.
chosen
Pro Bowl Player of the ing 456 for Coke. United Ruild - caught 35 for 479
fers! will find Houston ( 2-2 ) at
¦
ing Center spilled Jt2!l .
Game
the
past
two
years
,
is
one
(Continued From Page Ni)
i
Mabel Ml-4 . The Bi - State
RED MEN- : (lass B — Bob OLYMPIANS
League has two games on tap. of 34 players named to the East- Nelson Jr. slammed 234-548 lo
GRAND FORKS. N.D. (A P l Yellow Jackets ran off four
ern Conference team Monday by
Wabasha
St
.
Felix
will
get
its
GENERAL TIRE NATION-WIDE
The
touring U.S. Olympic hoc'
points on llookey ' s patented
' pace Sunbeam to 983. Doerer s
first taste of conference action the seven conference coaches.
key team counted two goals
laced 2,676.
short jumper and two free
The
Western
Conference
team
-NO LIMIT" GUARANTEE
when the Yellowjackcts ' host
¦
in the final period Monday night
throws by Jay Hill to make it Lima S:uTcd Heart ( M S . Rol- will be announced Wednesday. I
Former
relief
Luis
Arroyo
to
eke
out
a
3-1
victory
over
*ce
84-7R. Dave Gocde wbo got 11 limj st one Hol y Trinity ( 1-1 ) will
Quarterback Y.A. Tittle of the
No limit on months — \n limit on miles — No limit as to
'
I Eastern Conference champion now scouts for lhe New York Morth Dakota before 2 ,800 at the
points a.s did Rog Kjom and
roads — No limit as to speed — for the entire life of the
entertain Hokah St. Peter ( 1 - 1 ) .
Universitv Sports Arena.
. New York (Hants also will play |Yankees.
Dave Meisner , hit a pair of
.... . i
trend design.
i
In non-title bearing action Gil- [ in (ho post-season event for the j
f ree throws to make it 80-78, bul
All N F.W CFIX KHAL AI 'TO TIKES ARE GUARANTEED
Superior counted on two free manton will travel across the seventh time.
j
aga inst defect s in workmanship and materials and normal
throws by freshman speedster river for n fray wilh Waba' road hazar ds , except r epa irable punctures.
Sevals and a one bander by sha. Cannon Falls of the Flia M
Fun cuni .sTMA s
i
iWike Finn. That brought it to wnth:i V ;illev is ;;| Goodhue ,
IF ,\ C K N K I i . U . TIKi: FAILS I 'NDF.ll THIS fil.'AlMMTEE
current lender in lhe CentenIl( i-fl2.
AND i;\ r.R AFTF. n
\
,
O'KN K I t A L T I K E dcal'T in the t' nited • States and
find
Randolph
travels
outnial
any
Meisner pushed through »
( Rt: MlvVS YOU.KYIJ.M.l,
Canada
will make allowance on a new tire based on original
Ksf
long jump shot to pull the War- side (he area to do battle w i t h
.
n.izv
w
l
i
i
t
«
in
n
e
w
d
r
i
i
R
i
i
l
i
n
ft
J
j
§
j
e
w
e
l
r
y
i
i
i
'
l
l
e
*
j
X^k
W L
W I
in
riors out front at 8(1-82, bul Burn.svillp .
remainin g and cuiicnl "General Tire Price."
tread
depth
St , Mary 's
] 4
(
l
i
I I St, John 's
set
and
i
a
n
snp r r l )
ysiaN b
Aii-l i
i ff
^V
No 1 7 ? St . St.in' t
1 7
Hookey sandwiched two gift
In Wisconsin , Fairchild t ries Cathedral
Cotter Faculty J 4 Ot hrdral No. 1 j 7
tosses and a driving shot around tn remain unbea t en when it
>3jk
m n i i n i i i i i ! * . . . n i l n i i i dr w i t h n r i e b
1?S $l
a jumper by Jeff Youngquisl noes lo Granton , Taylor enterSt. Mary 's hung onto a slim
NEW WHEELS 1or SHOW TIRES
ov e r l a y nf I t K I. w l i i l f R olil.
^«k
Jj ^^>
lo tie the score at Hll-llll with tains Onalaska Luther, Arcadia lend in the Catholic Recreation
u)
1:.'!() left. State led on two free is at Independence , and Augus- Center Men 's Volleyball League
^
^
throws by Goede , but Superior ta tries for revenge at Cadott. Monday night, Ink ing t w o o(
w, t n von buy any N«w GenU I iL'ji
^ 1M
tied it on a long one hander by Monriovi t a k e s the trip to Me- Hire*1 from I be Cotter Faculty.
l£\ '
m/ m fi
^F ^J / w
"al r i i t or K r a f l Tn-.id Snow WjBiH^^ / if
Hill. Peterson nnd Youngquisl nomonle in the onl y other ac- Cathedral No. 2 moved into coneach hit goals in the final :i.ri tion.
tention by sweeping three from
seconds lo set the stage for
St.
Stan ' s, and St. John ' s capThursday n i g h t , the Map le
Kelly 's shot.
Leaf Conference has two games tured two of three from Cathe"If I his group would just
set. Preston ( l - | i hosts Chat- dral No. 1.
make up il .s mind lo take com St. Mary ' s won (he first two
field , also l-l. In a battle- of
mand ," said Camnhell cf his
games
from the. Colter Facultv
suit your driving n«»da
(
1-1
)
enthe powers. Lanesboro
team , "we could start rolling.
. ,.
^flflSSES j^k l( retreads
IS-1( 1 and 15-12 , bul fell in the
tertains Sprint; Val ley ( 2-0 ) .
Hut it lakes us so lonR to ado|>!
finale 17- lfi . It was the first
to our opponent' s defensive patloss for St. Mary ' s. Cathedral
terns . "
Loyola
Again
No. 2 swept its set by scores
Winona State Thursday (raof ir.-0, I.VKl and 15-B. St.
vels to Stout for another nor»- No. 1 Cage Team
John ' s took the first and last
conference (est,
l' ir ' i ' ,;i S I * ' ') p' . 'l m*
Mr / . ' (1 , « . V 'd
games hy scores of !(i- U and
Darrell Schuster w a s the sk- Hy Till') ASSOCIATKD Pltl'.SS I f i-I U , but dropped the s«vond
the Warrior in double figures ,
,r
r Ia9%
Loyola of Chicago had to go lilt I.V4.
txchann
vL^lHw^V "" "! * " "cl '0 I
ri«. T «
I
scoring It ) points before fouling into overtime to heat Dot roit
jon lyI
VKw ^;
out wilh lfi:r >0 left in t h e second nnd just managed to down W estMlltaga. Parlomunca— at a iracj K ES BE f NPwTIra
if
MK> 'Mgj tiSm
Ar« you gathalf. Sevals hit 14 (or Superior , ern Michigan by three po ints
Hill 12 nnd Youngquisl 11 ,
tin? tho most ; ,^^^W|>
I last week. That faili> d. however ,
Winona IN)
Superior |«)
"M the Sign o/ xhe Street Clock"
protection tor
lo dim the admiration of lhe e\It II pi lp
Iq ll p l l p
m «tf'>j |
^
Open 7,00 n,m. to 4:00 p.m., Saturday* MU S:00 p.m.
P«|icnliui 4 0 in Ynungq 't
s I 4 1 1 , per ls who once aga in voted the
yoor
auto
;•*?
) 1 4 II
Peleisen 10 1 711 Mill
^
1 ) 1 1
M l) ' Kamblers lhe nat ion 's No. 1 colInsurance)
"~\jKfv
Rcienau
Bernard
Meisner
11 11 111 lege basketball learn by a wide
* 1 1 1 1 Ronkiy
dotUr?
Ootid.
17
1 1 1 Sevals
I I )H |
•jtai'lF^saW
4 1 1 1 0 Finn
Schuster
1 0 J < margin .
¦
Compart your cost and proKelly
10 14
Libby
0 4 1 '

Vikings End

McPeak Gets
Full Power

Thode, Marr Win
Mixed Doubles

_S>WE MONEY |

Bub»

Beer

T CVJS

Gar.ine

10
*
»
I
...... 7
•¦ 1
7
*

5
<

'
'
I
•
•
»

4

11

I N
Himirs Beer
ST. MARTINS LADIES
W
L
St. Martins
Winona Typewriter Service 2V'i 11'*
.
3
0
15
Coca-Cola
. 54' i IB 1 '*
United Building Center
¦
21
n
Breitiows
15
30
Farm » Garden Supply
10
33
Deep Rock Rockctttej
GO GETTERS
W
L
Athletic
IB
11
E B. ' s Corner
18' "
Kramer Ptumborettei
15
15
Gr,.ir>am & Mc&aJire
Wincna

Warnkcn s

"

'*

'5
REC JR. G1RL5
W

>•

13

Plumbing

PARK

H.ilRo i l

Mal-Rod All Stars
P n smashers
P .irrondi
P n oustrri

Li cky Strikes
Sn .iro M.v.tcri
Power nulls
Alley Cats

CITY

Beer

'
.*

7

- -

7

J

* ''

¦• • *
3

7

*
J

J*
rts.
«
"
3" j
35' I
M
'3' '
33
33
,
" 'i
"
33

W
IB
l'
17
I«
13

'•

L
I!
'3
13
14
IB

30

10

ALLEY GATT R5
Wcln.ito
W
30
Curlnys Floor Shop
3»
r.'.ohani Window Co.
/¦Aon nomoiy Wa nts
33' j
13
Nas hs
Tavpma Rarhor Supply
30
1»
Winona riaity iw ews
Buds Bar
l»
Williwinll Ho ' el
17' l
COM MUNITY
VV
Wes liate
.11
Sunbeam II ICHCI
Schmidts tleei
31
Pilirn
11
Boh*
Schl.li ' Befr
3* i ?
Cnca Cola
34' i
Hacktiarlh Fo«cl Mill . . .
3<
Oasis
31
Millrr Hlflll Lvlc
70
Erdmann Inrliing
16
Blumtntiltt stjor<16
IMN T O P P L K R S .
Wc ilfmtf
VV
34
Main Tavem
35
Lnkcilrlf Cillc*. Servlc«
Vil.ilkins Mary King
3)' i
l.inccln lnMir;»nce
77' i
37
Winona Paui l «, Glass
Wnlly s
31
It
l l a m e i n l k s hi*
Viu Bar
H
wrsrc .ATr i A D I ES
The Oaks
17
V
GrtiiKowskl n^-aiily Shop
Winona Chick Hatchery
33
Sieve ' s l.nunrgc
31
\T
Taii '.tlKis
Country Kitchen
1J
R r . D M C N S CLASS B
W
Rrdml'll
Sunbeam
7»
Dner«rs
35

fUlh s Olilliiiu i 1
Schmidt.

1-

10

Ha I Rod
W.illvs Ft . City
Merchants P.nik
Ko ' ej Winnt M
Lneod Wa -.h
H.H Rtd L.ines
Llna twm Cale
Bunkos Apcn
KWNO Radio
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billion WHS bet on legali z ed
lioi\s(» races by ,rvl. :i7:i. :il!'i persons (lurin g l%;t , both yearly
record I II I JI I S . mi anniml survey
by The Associated l're.ss showed
today,

Coulee to Sort
Leaders Tonight

GENERA!
MUD SHOW

TIRES

Best Season
In 3 Years

$H10

Braves Stop Gophers ,
Bemidj i Tumbles Tech

Wasoni Supper Club
Bernies DX
Blanches Ta«rn
Abrams Furnace Co
Fountain Brew
...
Bunkes Apco
Winona Milk Co
Bakken Con. Co

FAMOUS

HP

'- I1* 10

^H

1795 c2l'"«»l

\T th I ©75' 1 0n 55 ss.*I

Brown to Make
7th Appearance
In NFL Pro Bowl

All First -Line
Construction

WARRIORS

DOUBLE WARRANTY

St. Mary 's Keeps
Volleyball Lead

lU

C t\tri 0FF

(nTr ' ml

SAVE EVEN MORE
JH
^ famous GENERAL

fSKii KRAFTREAD
Iflftp MUP A SNOW

Dlllry
Leahy
Paulson
Klome
Andt it nn
Totals

10
0 0
1 1
4 1
0 0

11
1 0
1 1
4 11
o 0

»74i;t4
Score by

WINONA
SUP1RIOR

Rosi

Tot el*

quarter n :
41
. . ..
40

10

0

1

II )0 11 el

4 1-14
)!-- »

IIIH1-; 1 WIKSK
I ' H I I .A D K I . I ' I I I A ( A P ) The
Philadel phi a. Phillies announced
today tlv>y have hired (iiover
Froc.se, 47, former major lea gue
ump ire , ns a scout.

tection with Hardware Mutual* NEW Sentry Auto Policy.
Call today I

DUANE RINGLER
. Phone 72M

UNTRY INSUftANCI

JEWELERS

^Q/

SINCE 1162

KALMES
TIRE SERVICE

V/inoiiA 'i L/irgsst & FiriMt Drive-In Tiro Sarvlc*
108-114 VV. 2nd St,
"Sine* 1917"
Phon* 5147

Taylor After
Stra i g ht
Catching Tit le

Day Winds Up 4th

With 6 Fouls;
New Record?

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
The collegians are sinking
baskets so quickly, the official
scorers are having trouble keeping count.
Now along comes Lou Day.
and presents still another problem.
Day. who pl ays for Lafayette,
has quick hands. They only
scored two points in a 75-68 loss
to Columbia Monday night, but
they set some sort of record for
fouls. Before the official scorer.
caught up with Day he had six
personals—one more than the
limit.
Day got the extra foul—and
was charged with it—before the
official scorer could signal Day 's
disqualification for his fifth foul.
They 're still checking the record books on that one .
The record books, meanwhile ,
are doing a slide-rule business
in the scoring department with,
top-ranked Loyola of Chicago
leading an assault in which major college teams are scoring
over 100 points with startling
rap idity. Seven went over Monday night.
Lov ola brought its record to
5-0 — they 've hit 100 points or
more four times—with a 112-68
wallop ing of South Dakota. Four
starters accounted for 99 points ,
Ron Miller hitting for 31, Les
Hunter 27 , Vic Rouse 21 and
John Egan 20.

NEW YORK (AP) — Denver
Bronco end Lionel Taylor , the
American Football League 's
three-time pass-catching champion , appears to have a fourth
straight title at his talented
fingertips.
Taylor , who set a league reception record of 100 in 1&6L ,
caught 10 passes in last Sunday ' s Broncos-Oaklan d Raiders
aerial circus to overhaul Buffalo 's Bill Miller.
The only chance Miller , who
completed his regular season
schedule last Saturday, has of
overtaking Taylor is the remote
possibility that the AFL will
count figures compiled in the
Buffalo-Boston playoff for the
league 's Eastern championshi p.

Va ndals Try
For Dark Yule
At Plainview

PLAINVIEW. Minn. (Special)
— Christmas bulbs have been
disappearing from home decorations in Plainview. So far, they
have been taken Friday nights.
Their theft , apparently for no
reason than the fun of taking
them and then probably smashing them, may mean that some
homeowners will not receive a
home decorating prize this year.
MR. AND M R S . Vernon Zarling h ave suffered the grea test
In other 100-pointers, Memphis loss. It occurred between 10:30
State ' s Bob Neumann scored 33 and 11:30 p.m. Friday. Fifty
points in a 108-75 trouncing of bulbs were taken from a tree
Alabama. Charlie Shaffer scored near their house.
32 as North Carolina over- ;¦ "There are four bulbs left ;
whelmed Tulane 109-81, Dick , whoever took the others can
VanArsdale collected 28 in Indi- j have them too." Mrs. Zarling
ana ' s 110-92 triumph over De- ! said.
troit. Willie Somerset hit for 33
Also taken were the reflectors
in Duquesne 's 101-81 victory over on the bulbs ; the bulb on top
Baldwin-Wallace. S t . L o u i s of one of the candles outside
crushed Lamar Tech 113-63 and the door , which had been
George Washington whipped The smashed on the doorstep, and a
^
Citadel 102-81.
[ box of wiring and outlets in
the garage. They were missing
when workmen from the Bartz
Electric Shop arrived Saturday
morning to do some wiring in
the house.
At none of the places was the
cord holding the bulbs missing,
probably because they were too
NEW YORK (AP ) - Frank securely strung on the trees,
Ramsey, proud co-captain of victims of the thefts said.
SEV ERAL BULBS were missthe world champ ion Boston Celtics, heard a football playei ing from decorations at the
praised for committing a "strat- home of Mrs. Neil Lance , a
egy foul ." The Ramsey reac- widow. Her son , Kenneth , 13.
tion: "Why is there a different won first prize in the contest
standard for basketball?"
last year. Kenny, disgusted -with
Known for years as the off- the loss, decided to leave a
the-bench firebrand of the five- string of lights at the top of
time National Basketball Asso- the tree only, but even there
ciation kings , Ramsey is fum- the bulbs were missing. There
ing over the censure he has re- were indications an effort had
ceived from Walter Kennedy, been made to take the cord. He
President of the league.
found tracks leading from the
The public wrist slap followed street to the tree, indicating to
a story in a national magazine police that probably all the bulb
under Ramsey 's name describ- snatching had been done by
ing the art of drawing fouls.
young people having use of the
When first baited on the subfamily car on Friday night.
ject Ramsey whipped ; it back
Robert Johnson also has relike a hot pass on a fast break :
ported
bulbs missing. Police are
"No comment. Definitely no
investigating.
comment. "
The question seemed logical
enough. Since the story broke
and the censure followed. Ramsey fouled out of a game for
only the second time in the
season at Philadelphia Friday night. Then be was charged wilh
five fouls p laying Cincinna ti in
Boston Saturday night .
The Celtics have been idle
since then awaiting Tuesday
opener
night ' s doublcheader
R> WILLIAM L. RYAN
AP Special Correspondent
against Baltimore al Madison
Premier Khrushchev appears
Square Garden.
After more questions. Ramsey to have won only a partial victory with the new Soviet- budvolunteered :
possibly
through com"All my fouls , all that stuf f get,
promise after a clash in the
In the article is strategy . "
An ancient basket ball tech - Kremlin hierarchy.
The battle may not be over.
nique is to foul and lake a
chance on giving up a point in Some oddit ies about the Soviet
order to get the ball and i\ budget session suggest t h a t
Khrushchev is encountering opchance to score two .
position.

Ramsey Fouls
Out Twice

Aldermen to Study
Housin g Ordinan ce

City Council members decided Monday night to do some
home-work before tackling a discussion of a proposed housing
ordinance.
Aldermen will meet 45 minutes early Jan. 6, their next
regular meeting date, to begin
consideration of the bulky, 11p a g e code. ^______
^
_.
The move to I
lay the matter
CllV
o v e r was
•¦
m a d e after / ¦
Aid.
James LOUnCJl
——
Stoltman act- *:—'
ing council president , and Aid.
Steve Morgan said they doubted
the wisdom of hurried action.
Copies were given to aldermen

for study in .advance of the
January meeting.
Other council business:
• Received without dissent
were assessments for curb and
gutter installations totaling $9,263.46.
Benefited
properties
would be assessed at the rate
of $2.60 per fromtage foot . Public hearings on the assessments
will be held Jan. 6.
• I nstallation of a 10 ,000-gaIlon gasoline tank underground
at the West End Texaco Station ,
Gilmore
Avenue and
Vila
Street , was approved, subject
to the passage of an ordinance.
The applicant was Robert W.
•
Stein.
.
his-annu
al
In
report
to the
•

SENATORIA L SALUTATION is received by the 1964
National March of Dimes Girl , Mary Lou Graves , 5, Flint ,
Mi ch., as she meets Minnesota Sen. Hubert H. Humphrey,
majority whi p, during a recent visit to Washington. Contributions to Lhe traditional January March of Dimes will help
birth defects victims as symbolized by Mary Lou and will
also fight arthritis and polio.

Police Report
City Asks Stale
|3 Crashes; 2
To Shift Funds
j In Parking Lots

council , Harbormaster Arthur
L. Brom said five barges we^
loaded and four unloaded at the
commercial harbor in 1963. A
total of 8,595 tons was handled .
Receipts for the season were
$859.50.
• Aldermen decided not to
order installation of traffic signals at the intersection of Sarnia and Huff streets. Engineer
James Baird said traffic density at the junction does not approach the minimums used by
the Minnesota Highway Department to determine signal needs.
These minimums are: 500 vehicles per hour on major street
approaches and 150 vehicles per
hour on the minor street approaches.
• The second" and final contraqtor 's estimate of $837.10 for
the city parking lot addition , at
2nd and Center streets, was
paid to Ralph Scharmer. Total
price Was $17,289.95.
The sixth and final estimate
for Broadway widening, from
Sioux to Vila streets , was voted paid by aldermen. Amount
of the full contract was $93,823.90. Paid to Ralph Scharmer , general contractor, was a
final installment of $18,173.15.
The second and final estimate
on 1963 curb and gutter wo, k ,
submitted by Ralph Scharmer .
contractor , was approved. The
estimate was $5,162.21. Total
contracted amount was $9,263,46.
• Aid. Steve Morgan said
downtown businessmen are "delighted" with the expanded municipal parking lot at 2nd and
Center streets. It has been extensively used in recent weeks,
he said. Aid James Stoltman
predicted the city will have to
build a parking ramp there in
less than five years.
• Traffic and pedestrian safety programs,. .. if undertaken ,
should be organized after the
holidays . Stoltman said. He reported on conferences with Police Chief George Savord relative to instituting educational
campaigns for better law observance . Aid. Morgan suggested : regulating vehicles instead
of pedestrians. Control of automobiles is easier than controlling foot traffic , he said, so
drivers should concede right of
way to pedestrians.
• Saturday traffic c o u n t s
made by police show as many
as 400 cars headed for the sanitary landfill disposal area between 10 a.m. and 4 p.m., Stoltman said. Most loads are suitably covered , he said, but littering still is a problem on the
old Highway 61 route east of
the city . Some arrests have
been made, Stoltman said , and
conditions have improved somewhat sinee.

Commission
Asks FBI
For Evidence

1 P. M. New Yo rk j
Stock P rices

58, Int'l Ppr
All'd Ch
Als Chal
1534 Jns & L
Arnrad a 72'i Kn 'ct
42Vk Lrld
Am Cn
Am M&F 18Vi - Mp Hon
18-ls Mn MM
Am Mt
AT&T
139% Mn & Ont
)
After
WASHINGTON <AP Am Tb
28 Mn P&L
preliminary study of the FBI's Ancda
43V4 Mn Chm
report on the assassination of Arch Dn — Mon Dak
Armc St
65% Mn Wd
President John F.. Kennedy,
Armour
441 i Nt Dy
the Presidential Investigating A-vco Cp 23 N Am Av
Commission is calling for ,the Beth Stl
30»g Nr N Gs
36 Nor Pac
evidence on which the report Bug Air
lOli No St Pw
Brswk
was based .
48 NW Air
Chief Justice Earl Warren , Ctr Tr
Nw Bk
heading the high-level board of Ch MSPP 13»i
273 4 Penney
inquiry, announced its decision C&NW
Monday night and disclosed that Chrysler 91^ Pepsi
62' 4 Phil Pet
the commission is buildixg a Ct Svc
Cm
Ed
49!i Plsby
it
scan
the
legal staff to help
Plrd
547i,
Cn
Cl
[
evidence.
<. ¦Cn
Can
42% Pr Oil
Warren told newsmen the '.Cnt Oil
567 s RCA
Rd Owl
perfectly
normal
"a
Cntl
D
1101-2
mov^was
72 U Rp Stl
thing." But it was clear that Deere
21 Vi Rex Drug
the commission intends to scru- Douglas
tinize and evaluate the TBI's i Dow Chm 69' 4 Rey Tob
work on the case instead od tak- ' du Pont . 239 Sears Roe
ing the FBI findings . at face East Kod 119'i Shell Oil
j Ford Mot .50 3i. Sinclair
value.
'The still-Secret FBI repcrt is : Gen Elec 85s g Socony
understood to indicate that Lee |Cren Fds 87 ' Sp Rand
Harvey Oswald, 24, was the Gen Mills 397's St Brnds
hidden rifleman who killed Ken- Gen Mot 81 St Oil Cal
31 St Oil Ind
nedy on Nov. 22 in Dallas and Gen Tel
' 31 li St Oil NJ
to dismiss, by omission, the the- Gillette
ory that Oswald had help or ac- Goodrich 53 Swft & Co
Goodyear 425s Texaco
complices.
Gould Bat 35V2 Texas Ins
The Warren commission. It Gt No Ry 563 4 Un Pac
appears , wants to sift every Gryhnd
46 U S Rub
scrap of evidence available Gulf Oil
47' 2 U S. Steel
which might resolve , one way Homestk 43Vz Westg El
or the other , any suspicion of IB Mach 481 Wlworth
collusion or conspiracy. Such Int Harv 58'i Yg S & T
talk gained circulation after the
captured Oswald was shot dead
in a Dallas police garage by
nightclub owner Jack Rur>y, 52.
After a 2 l 2-hour meeting of
the seven-man commission and
its general counsel , J. Lee Ranking, Warren told reporters he
felt that "no statement oi any
kind should be forthcoming al
this moment. "

Earnings Up,
Swift's Sales
At New High

32V4
65'i
69'i
46
139
66
21%
CHICAGO - Swift & Com4iv4
63% pany 's operations in 1963 produced an increase in earnings
35
33-14 and an all-time high in sales
657 B tonnage , President Porter Jar49 v2 vis disclosed today in his an51'.'» nual report to shareholders.
51% ! Net earnings, tor the fiscal
36 i year which ended Oct. 26, to72'i |taled $17,111,430, compared with
51Vz the 1962 net of $16,313,927 — an
43 n 4 increase of $797,503. Per share
50'i earnings were $2.85 compared
48% with $2.72 in 1962. The 1963 net
52-'14 ! average 7/10ths of a cent for
l78li each Swift sales dollar.
42"4 j
96% ! MORE SWIFT products were
23% ' sold in 1963 than in any pre40 j vious year , surpassing the pre39^4 ' vious peak in sales tonnage
41% ' reached last year. Total dollar
' 98Mi l sales in 3963 of $2,473,450,029
44% j were slightly under a year ago,
43 'i due to lower prices in some bas70^ i ic product lines.
20 "4 ' "Results in the first six
74 i] months of fiscal 1963 were great60'6 rr than in the same period a
63 j year ago ." Jarvis reported.
75'i I "0>ur business continued good
43% through May but earnings de67% clined in June , with very dis70!i appointing results in July and
41
August."
45%
"In 1963 there were record
53'i marketings of livestock and
33% ! production
of
fresh
meat.
78 i Prices of live cattle and dressed
126 I beef declined sharply. This decline was more pronounced in
fed cattle . The marketing of
hogs was 4 per cent more than
a.year ago. Pork prices worked
sharply lower during the last
quarter of the year. This general condition , in both beef and
pork, resulted in a narrowing
of gross margins, and a squeeze
on profits in the fresh meat end
of. the business."

[Stock Splits
Factor in

Burg lars Get
Gash, Popcorn

Market Rally

NEW Y.ORK .(AP)—The stock
market rallied with Chrysler
and Xerox leading the way early this afternoon .
Trading became heavy after
an uncertain start.
With stockholders having apsplit ,
proved a 2-for-l stock
Chrysler advanced 2 points.
General Motors made a gain of
almost as much ,

SALES OF ProTen , Swift 's
pre-tendered beef; increased
about one-third over a year
ago, according to Jarvis. Processed pork operations , such
as ham and bacon , showed
gains in sales and earnings
Other divisions of Swift' s business generally showed improvement this year.
"Progress in both sales and
earnings was recorded in the
table-ready meats , frozen foods ,
grocery products , products for
industry, ( adhesives , gelatin ,
chemicals for industry ) and animal protein feed departments,"
Jarvis declared . "Cottonseed
operations showed an improvement, but soybean earnings were
not quite as good as a year
ago. Swift' s agricultural chemical business was profitable.
Overseas operations continue to
be favorable. The A. C. Lawrence Leather Company division had a satisfactory year. The
business of Swift 's three insurance affiliates continues to
improve. "
Swift 's capital expenditures
in 1964 are expected to be somewhat higher than the $23,572 ,654 spent this year .

ONTARIO , Calif. (AP)
-A
drive-in theater is . short- two ' essential items today—cash, and
popcorn.
Detectives said burglars covered floors and concrete walks
with popcorn kernels to make
things
e a s i e r when they
wheeled out a 350-pound safe
Trading was halted for a
containing $6,000 from the thewhile in Xerox—when issued—
ater office.
The kernels acted like ball which was much in demand in
the wake of stockholder approbearings.
val of a 5-for-l stock split. Xerox regular soared 21 points to
LIVESTOCK
a new high and then fell back
SOUTH sr. PAUL
SOUTH ST: PAUL, AAinn. ifi - USDA) about 5 points.
—Cattle ^ ,500; calves 1,500; tr ade on
Tobaccos , w h i c h gathered
slaughter steers and heifers moderate- 1
ly active, strong to 25 higher ; cows strength Monday on the likelisteady; bulls mostly steady; load av- ; hood that the government will
erage and high choice V186 lb slaughter steers 21 .75; other choice 1 000-1200 | not press for punitive measures
lbs 20.75-21.50; mixed high good and ; after a U.S. Public Health relow choice 20.25-20.75; good 18.50-20.25;
choice 2850-1075 lbs - slaughter
heifers port on smoking, continued to
20 .00-20.75; good 18.00-19 .72; standard and j advance. Phili p Morris gained
low good 16.00-18.00 ; utility and comn
mercial slaughter cows 12.00 to 13.50; 2 4 and L i g g e t t & dVIyers,
utility slaughter bulls 17.50-19.00 ; com- : American Tobacco and
Lorilmercial and good - 1 7.00-16.00;
vealers
and slaughter calves steady to weak lard were ahead by sizable frachigh choice and prime vealers 27.00- tions.
30 .00; mostly
27.00-28.00; good
and
choice 23.00-26.00; good
and
choice
The Associated Press 60-stock
slaughter calves 18.0O-24.0O.
average at noon had advanced
Hogs 15.0O0; fairly active on al I classes;
barrows
and gilts . fully
steady .8 to 286.0 with industrials up
wilh Monday 's average; other
classes 1.5 ,
rails up .7 and utilities i WINONA MARKETS
mostly steady; load 1-2 221 lb barrows
Reported Dy
and gills 14 .50; most 1-2 190-240 lbs 14 .25; down .3.
Swift & Company
mixed 1-3 190 240 lbs 14 .0O-U.25; 240-270
The
Dow
Jones
average
of
30
Listen to
market
lbs 13.25-14 .00; 1, 2 and mediu m 160quolatloni over
190 lbs 13.00-14.00; 1-3 270-400 It sows industrials at noon was up 2.78 KWNO «! 8:45 t. m . end ll:« •.m.
Buyinq hours are -from 8 a.m. to 4
1 1.25-12.00; 400-500 lbs 10 50-11.25; choice
at 764.42.
p.m. Monday through Friday.
120 160 lb feedetr pigs 12.50-13 00 .

l Slate construction and maintenance funds for street purposes in 1963 will equal almost
Damage amounting to more exactly the cost of major street
than $110 resulted from a two- improvements this year , the
car collision at West King and City Council learned Monday
Dacota street s at 8:45 a:m. to- night.
A resoluti on , passed at the
dav .
request of City Enginee r James
Ca rs driven bv Miss Joelyn
Baird , will ask a transfe r of a
M. iMoller . 21 . Rochester , and
$2,284.50 balance from maintenMrs. Helen E. Barum, 522 Sioux
ance to construction funds by
St.. were involve d! Damage was
the State Highway Department.
about SI0 to Miss Moller 's car
The city has
A long standing claim against
and more than $100 to Mrs. received
' the city for sewage backup dam$98,- 1
\
Baru m ' s car.
?74.50 of its
ages moved a littl e closer to
CitV
Police said that Miss Mol ler '
o t a 1 allot'
settlement Monday night at the
was travelin g oast on King and ment of $101,.¦
—
City
Council meeting.
There will be no call market durlnfl
Sheep 3,500; trade fa irly active; slaughMrs. Barum south on Dacota. 159, B
Steels failed to join the rally. the winter monlhs on Fridays ,
a ird
L O U n Cl l
Appearing was John Gierok, ter lambs ttoady to mostly 50 lower than
Miss Moller 's car skidded 50 said.
rtiese quotation? apply aj' o) noon
/Monday's
average;
slaughter
ewes LI S. Steel and
Republic were loday.
'
' 1069 E. Broadway, who blames steady;
feeder lambs weak to 25 lower;
feet on packed snow before hitThe total cost of Broadway allegedly faulty city sewer main atbout a double deck choice and prime ahead by minor fractions while All livestoc k arriving otter closing timi
ting the right side of Mrs. Ba- widening, from Sioux to Vila grades for preventing
10 lb wooled slaughter Inmb* 19.50;
i l l be properly cared for, weighed and
Jones & Laughlin was off slight- w
his sew- s>0-l
most choice and prime 90110 lbs 18 .50priced the following mornino:
rum ' s car , sa id police.
Street , was $93,823.61. The age drain from operating prop- 19.00; good 80 95 lb 17 .00-18.00; cull to ly.
HOGS
Two t'vo-cir traffic accidents Broadway sealcoat , applied this erly. Although the claim has good wooled slaughter ewes 5 50 7 50;
The hog market ii steady.
AT&T and Du Pont showed Slnctly meat
choice and f nncy 60-80 lb wooled feeder
type additional
!<>¦«
occurred - Monday in parking year , cost $6.89-4 and bituminous b e e n turned .
lambs 16.50-17.75
cent- ,; lat hogs discounted 20-40 cents
losses of minor fractions.
]
CHICAGO
per hundredweight.
lots i n the city. Damage in those inspection cost $642.50 . These o v e r to the
*-».
IBM advanced 5 points .
CHICAGO l.fi - (US DA) - - H o c j s 8,0(1; I
Good hogs, barrows and gills—
accidents was more than SIM add up to $ IO1 .360.11 . Baird city attorney
butchers steady to 25 Inv/er; m o'l l y 13
HO-100
vJty
1J.O0-15.7J
Up
about
a
point
were
Inter200-220 lb butchers 15 35-15 65; m i x e d 11
HO-JOO
in one ;:nd more t h a n $100 in noted , or $201.11 over the total and insurance
13 . 75-13. 7S
190 230 lbs 14 75 15.50; 2.10-2.M lbs 14 00- national Nickel , Eastman Kod-O0 2?tl
,3.75
the other.
allotment in both maintenance company
for
1 4 7 5 ; 2 3 240-270 .lbs 13.50-14 ,00; 1 3 400.
1125-117S
ak, U n i o n Carbide , Control ™- "ll
450 lb sows 11 25 11.75. 2 3 450- 500 lbs
Damaged in an accident In and constructio -n categories. The e x a m i n a- [ Council
v«vm i^- n
-I " ' 7 "
17.80-1325
TO. 75.1175.
Data
and
Illinois
Central.
^n-M
1I . 75- 17 .S0
the National Food Store lot were $201.11 excess will be paid from t i o n . the in~
Cattle 3.000;
calves
10O; s: ,»ughter
11 . 50-11.75
Drugs were mixed with Merck ¦'<l°-333 (l0
steers steady to weak; couple load*
cars driven bv Mrs . Esther N. the citv ' s general funds.
3 3°surance
11.25-11 50
company
may
not
be
'
prime 1,191 1,300 lb slaughter ste ers 23 .- losing a point and Pfizer gain- Good lows—
'
Miller. 411 W. 4tb St., and Ri chLooking forward to the 1964 liable since the damage was 23-23. 10; hlah choice and prime 1 ,1201, ?>0 30fl
, 7J
ing a fraction.
gro tto
ard N. LaP atk a, 21 , Virg inia. const ruction season , aldermen not caused by an accident , Aid. 220 Ihs 22.7 7-J 3.00; choice 950 1.250 Ihs
1 1 . 5 0 n j?
.Jersey Standard inched ahead 330-3 A0
71.5022.50; good 900 1.250 lbs 19 50-21 00;
II 2 5 1 1 , 5 0
Minn. The accident occurred at adopted a reso lution authorizing James Stoltman said.
couple part loads mostly high choice 9?V to a high for the year.
™- m
10 , 7 5 - 1 1 . 2 5
lb heifers 21.75; choice 90 I .075 lbs
the city engineer to request
.'l:5;i p.m.
tOO- 'M
Stolt m an , who brought the 975
10 50-1075
United Aircraft , Boeing and /-S°'5I"1
20.50-21.25; good 19,00 20 25; util ity nnd
10, 25 10.50
Police said tha t LnPalka had needed engineering and techni- matter up several months ago , commercial cows 1 1 7 5 13 00.
Slnns—
Douglas were off slightly.
Sheep BOO;
wooled
slriiiqhler
lambs
450 down
parked his car and was open ing cal services from the State says the city should reimburse
j 5o
Texaco , Royal Dutch and tv> U P
steady to weak; choice and prim* 80-110
7.50- 8 50
his car door a.s Mrs. Miller Highway Deport ment. Regula- Cierok $0(16.!)!"> for costs of dig- lb wooled slaughter lamhs 19 50-70 .00, Standard Oil (Indiana )
Thin
and
unfinished
hog*
posted
discounted
good and choice 80 10(1 lbs 18.00 19 00;
drove into t h e stall next to his tions of the department provide ging up and relaying his sani- cull
CALVES
to oood wooled slaughter e w e s 4 50- small gains.
Th« veal mmket li steady
that all state-aided street or tar y sewer lead.
car
.
The
rcur
bumper
of
her
6 50.
The big a r g u m e n t seems to
Prices on the American Stock Top rhoice
j B oo
¦
road construct ion be u nder sur h o i r, !
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Sewage Damage
Claim Discussed

Khrushchev
May Be Having
Budget Trouble

Mira Captures
Total Offense
Mark for 1963

Youth Injured
Al Plainview

Doctor 's Won 't
Remove Bullet

STRICTLY BUSINESS

Wa nt Ads

CLEAR
THAT SNOW!

Start Here

-WE HAVE —

NOTICB

BOLENS

Thl» n»wipap<r will bi responslbl*
for only on» Incorrect Injertlon of
any claultled
advertisement
published In tht Want Ad section. Check
your ad end call 3331 if i correction must be made .

POWER PROPELLED

SNOW CASTER
to clear sidewalks or
driveways
or we have

BLIND AD4 UNCALLED FORE-17-, 31, 35,

48 Coal, Wood, Other Fue l 63 Special* at the Store

Farm Implements

B-l ALUS CHALMERS

26, 21, 29, 31, J2, 1J,

to clear roads or driveways

'
,

Card of Tliank*
~
;

Snow Plows for tractors
& plows. .
-u—
1st of the week shipment
Minnesota single-beater
Spreaders

PE OE—

I wish to thank everyoni for the cards,
gifts, visits and flowers received during my stay at Community Memorial
Hospital. Special thanks to Dr. Roemtr
and lha nur*e»,
Mn. J. L. f . Dillk*

GRAIN
MINNEAPOLIS CAPI-Wheat
receipts Monday 283; year ago
115; trading basis unchanged;
C«rd of Thank*
prices 3/_ higher; Cash spring
wheat basis , No 1 dark northern JASZEWSKI—~
to txpress my sincere thanks
2.31% ; Spring wheat one cent toI wish
all ray relatives and friends tor
premium each lb over 58-61 lbs; fhelr prayers , visits, gifts, flowers .and
. Also thanks 1o rny doctors and
Spring wheat one cent discount cards.
those wto took care of rh» et St.
each hi lb under 58 lbs; Protein Francis Hospital; Father Sulik , Father
Elchman and special thanks to Father
prerns: 11-17 . per . cent 2.32 I 4- Gatza
for his daily visits and bless.
2.41%. .
ings. God bles; you all .
Mrs. Ben Jaszewsk l
No 1 hard Montana winter
Lost and Found
4
¦2.18%-2.38 V ..
Minn. - S.D. No 1 hard winter MAN'S TOPCOAT " tekerrby~ mlstak~$aT.
averting »f the. Teamster 's Exchange
2.18%-2.33'4.
No 1 hard amber durum , _ by calllnj J-U7I.
7
choice 2.35-2.38 ; discounts , am- Personals
ber 5-7; durum 7-10.
MEMO ' TO EVERYBODY T wV 'cfoli 'al
5:30 on Christmas Eve and do not
Corn No 2 vellow 1.11.
reopen until the 26th. Get your Tom &
Oats No 2 white 59V.-631.; No Jerrys
early. Ray Meyer, Innkeeper,
S white 54^ .-62'/.; No 2 hea^y _ WILLIAAtS HOTEL.
white 63$7Vi ; No 3 heavy white SANTA SAVES on budget-priced toy» ~Vt
ROBB BROS. TOYLAN D, 576 E. 4th.
62-65.
Dolls, doll buggies, pedal toys, games,
Barley , cars 146, year ago kits, iverything to delight the hejrls
ol girls and boys.
158; bright color 94-1.24 ; straw TWINKXE J E W E L R Y to match the
color 94-1.24; stained 94-1.22; twlntele In Santa 's eye. Rainbow rued
pendulums, earrings, cuff links,
tie
£eed 84-94.
bars, tie tacks, bolo ties, bracelets.
Rye itfo 2 1.42!H.46' !_ .
Sold txclusfve iy af RAfNBOW JEWELRY, 11 i W . ^Ih.
._
Flax No 1 3.05.
feel and appearance at modSoybeans No 1 yellow 2.65 V*. LUXURY
erate cost with a WARREN BETS1MG(Flnt Pub. Tuesday, Dee. 17, 1963)
STATE OF MINNESOTA
COUNTY OF WINONA
IN DISTRICT COURT
T H I R D JUDICIAL DISTR ICT
SUMMONS
Ileanor Butler ,

ER tailor made suit. 66V; W. 3rd .
^
^
"
DURING THE BUSTLE of holidajT' shopplng take time out to relax with a
quiet cup of coffee or nourishing noon
meal at RUTH'S RESTAURANT
, 126
¦

__ E._3rd .

. _
.
^
BATHROO^yrwalisriook dlngy? Sparkling

CERAMIC TILE will make them gleam.
CURLEVS CERAMIC TILE CO.. 420

Plain flff ,

w. am.

.

ARE YOU A PROBLEM DRINKER?-vs. Man or woman, your drinking creates
Lew renca Elsesser, Alice Ramfrenr,
numerous problems. If you need and
Percy Hansen, Mildred Hansen UtHansen,
Unknown
Helre
want help, contact Alcoholics Anonymgard , Harry
ous, Pioneer Group, Box 622, Winona,
ol Harry Bonstadt , Amelia Miller,
Minn,
Louis Homrnan, Glen Whetstone, end
all other persons unknov/n having or
LOSE WEIGHT safely with Dex-A-Diel
claiming Interest In the properly detablets. Full week' s supply only 98c
scribed in the complaint herein,
Ford Hopkins .
Defendants.
~
~
THE STAT E OF MINNESOT A TO THE
OUcTfTER GufTER-S 1n7 26 ga usiT
ABOVE NAMED DEFENDANTS:
"K" gutter, prime coated. Machine
You, and each of you/ are hereby
made on lob - any length.
required to answer the complaint of the
Julius Pellowskl .Tel. Lewiston 286«
plaintiff , whicti Is on file In the office
CONTINUAL HOUSE GUTTER CO.
Stockton, Minn.
of the Clerk of the above rraTned Court,
and which, as to all defendants personalTRUSSES — ABDOMINAL BELTS
ly served is herewith served upon vou,.
SACROILIAC SUPPORTS
and to serve a copy of your answer ft
said complaint upon plaintiff's attorney
with in twenty (M) days after servlca
274 E. 3rd
Tel . 2547
of this Summons upon you, exclusive of
the day of service. If you fall to do ' so
Sarvice,
Repairing
10
Auto
judgment by default
will be taken
against you for the relief demanded In
~
"
the complaint.
YOU CAN SA^E BaT"byrkeeplng your
STREATER & MURPHY
ffrt pressure up to snuff. Soft tires
By /i/
R. P . Brosnahin
create more friction against the road.
You can iav» money by having repair
Attorneys -for Plaintiff
work done at GOODVIEW TEXACO,
tie East Fourth Strait
1650 Service Drive.
Winona, Minnesota
Business Services
14
Notice of Us Pendens
(Same parties as In Summons ImmeDON'T LET CHRISTMAS get you down.
diately preceding th is notice.)
Tel. 372? for fast, efficient rug cleanNOTICE IS H E R E B Y GIVEN, That
ing service . WINONA RUG CLEANING
an action has been commenced In this
¦
SERVICE, 1U W
3rd.
named plaintiff
Court by the above
against the above named defendants for
the purpose of securing tudgment- of Dressmaking, Sewing
16
this Court for a partition sale In the real
estate hereinafter described.
The real FASHION holiday
pillow
tablecloths,
estate affected In plaintiff' s action Is
covers, aprons from our gay Polnjettla
situate In the County of Winona, State
and Holly pattern Indlanbead material,
ol Minnesota, and described as follows,
54" wide, lust $1.« yd. CINDERELLA
to-wlt:
SHOPPE, 214 Mankato.
^__
The Southeast Quarter of thi Southeast Quarter (SE'/i of SE'Al end the Plumbin g, Roofing
Northwest Quarter of the Southeast
Quarter (NWV< of SEV4 ) of Section JUST LOOK at this lineup of high quality
Two (2). Township One Hundred
fixtures, A. O. Smith, Crane, Delta,
Seven (107), Range Eight (t), West
Olsonlte, American Standard, Trane,
of tht Fifth Principa l Meridian; and
Koh ler, Church to name a few , with
alsa Lota Fifteen and Fifteen and
these quality fixtures goes quality work.
One-Half (15 and 1 5Vj ) of Minnesota
City Outlots In the Village of -Minnesota City , Minnesota .
PLUMBING i. HEATING
STREA TEK A MURPHY
207 E. 3rd
Te '__i™L
R. P. • Brosnahan
By /*/

GOLTZ PHARMACY

21

Frank O'Laughlin

Attorneys for Plaintiff
«8 .East Fourth Street
Winona, Minnesota
"
"
(First pub Tuesday. Dec . 17, 1963)
State of Minnesota ) as.
) in Probate Court
County of Winona
No. M.612
In Re Estate of
Lydia M. Weir, Decedent.
Order for Hearing on Final Account
and Petition lor Dlilrlbuflon.
The representative of the above named
estate having filed his final account and
settlement ana allowance
petition (or
thereof
and
for distribution to
thi
persons fherrunto entitled;
IT IS OR DERED, That the hearing
thereof be had on January 10, 19M, at
10:31) o'clock A .M., before this Court
In the probate court room In the court
house in Winona, Minnesota, and that
notice horoof be given by publication
of this order In the Winona Dally Newi
and by mailed notice es provided by
law .
Dated December 12, 19«3
M A R G A R E T McCREADY.
Probate Clerk.
(Probate Courl Seal)
Wllllnm A. Undoulst,
Attorney for Petitioner.
CTIrst Pub. Tueiday, Die. 10r i»«S3)

"
ELECTRIC ROTO ROOTER
For clogged sewers and drains
1 year guarantee
Tel . 9S09 or 6436

CALL SYL KUKOWSKI

Septic Tank & Cesspool
Cleaning Service

27

~
~

LOCA!TAREA

Train for PRINTING
¦ft Hand Composition
Linecasting and Presswork
Write
GRAPHIC ARTS
Technical School
for Catalog.
Approved for Veteran Training
1104 Currie Ave., Minneapolis
Help—Male or Female

28

^
COUPLE WANT £D~Tclm») n) a)n coln-operaled laundry. Man should be mechanically inclined and ,woman willing to
do light cleaning. Write E-32 Dally
Nevw.

Business Opportunities

37

FOR
LE A SF£^2
stall
service station
downtown Winona. Excellent opportunity for mechanic. For details write
E-29 Dally News.
_________
~
STANDARD OIL STATION - Fountain
City, Wis., ava ilable for immediate possession to right party . Building and
stock can be purchased with a minimum of downpayment. Call Bill Johns. rud, Cochrane. . Wis. Tel . 248-2502 for
•
full details .
_.

THREE, USED sewing mechlnes, reconditioned (or many years of sewing. Domestic portable, »35; Kenmore
with walnut cabinet , J4S; Newhome
portable, fully automatic, 179. Tel. s4180.
COMMERCIAL bumper model pool ta ble
tor sale. Tel. 43O0.
_
"
BIG LOUNGE CHAIRS, f7~u.ed7 MO
eatch ; 2 tables, S10 each ; dining .table
ano; 4 chairs, $50. Sterling Motel.
~
'
JUST X FEW laflf~ GE port _t>!e geVbege
disposers. No extra plumbing or wiring
needed. Just $19,95. B & B ELECTRIC,
155 E. 3rd.
~
G7R L'S INDOOR roller skste», size 10;
new Items, nice tor gilts; rummage.
Afternoons this week. 1114 W ., 6th.
_
~
r—
"
BbV'S BICYCLE—34"T"small slie oil
healer, two
7:40x15 snowtlres
and
wheels. 168 High Forest.
'
"
AT IC' BTT orEIUott's SupiTsVtin Late», mixed with "Elbow G rease", gives
your walls and woodwork that "Luxury
. Look ". P. S. Do it quick before Christmas. Paint Depot
~~
CASH REGJST E RS^eTectric o manually operated, ring up to $99. Write
P. O. Box 204, Winona, Minn.
"
"

'
SINGI.F MAN ' wanted lo heliT orV' cta lry
(ar m ,ind with Installation o» harn
equipment.
OAK
RIDGI
SAI .I' S «.
SE R V I C E , Tel. A ltura 78114.

AAAM W A N T E D tor clean-up work and
tilling coolers, Wrlt a K. 28 Dally N«ws.

Chrysler - Plymouth
Open Friday Miles

1960 FORD
Country Sedan
4-door, radio, heater ,
V-8 motor with automatic transmission ,
tu-tone finish , and
one owner . Extra
V clean and special
priced at

Closed Saturdays

FLOOR
PROBLEMS?
Free advice from our floor
experts. See our large "in
stock" selection of

Armstrong's V inyl
Sheet Corlon.

WANTED SCRAP IRON & /AETAL,
COW HI DES, WOOL 8. RAW FURS.
HIGHEST
PRICES P A I D
M 4. W IRON AND META.L CO
307 W 2nd, across Spur Gas Station
For your Convenience
We Are Now Again Open On Sats.
'
HIGHESf~ PRICES PAID
tor scrap Iron, metals, rags, hides,
raw furs and wool.1

Sam Weisrnan & Son

INCORPORATED
3rd
Tel . 5847

450 W.

Rooms Without Meals
KING t.
5315.

Also all types of floor and
wall tile. Ceramic tile and
counter top covering. Call
2871 for free estimates.

H, Choate & Co,
Good Things to Eat

NYSTROM'S

PAYS CASH

If you are selling your home
"
Wanted to Buy
81 and have trouble financing,
"
contact
USED REGULAR Americeri^Tyer train
tet wanted . Tel. 5049. ¦
TeT
DRAFTING
MACH IN E
wanted^
"Hank" Jezewski
¦
¦
._
__
_ 6673.
"'I pay cash!"
"
"
WM. MILLER SCRAP IRON » META L
CO . pays highest prices for scrap
Tel. 6388 OT 7093 or
Iron, metals, hides, wool and raw fur
". Tel. 2047
Write P.O. Box 345
232 VV. 2nd

FURNITURE MART
East 3rd and Franklin

57

~"
CHEVROLET ^riW0 4-door, overhau led
last year; hog crate, In good shape ;
heat houser lor John Deere A or B
tractor, like new. Alton Albrecht, Rt .
1, Winona. Tel. 8-42 96.

MAYTAG AND F R l G I D A i R E — F a s t , expert service. Complete stock ano) parts.
H Choate S. Co. Tel. 2871.

65

-"
~
LARGE WHITE: DUCKS, live^dressed.
White rocK roosters. Joe Wlerchlewltz ,
Tel. Lewiston 284J. (1 mile N. ot Stock'
ton)

LARGE SELECTION orThrlsfmas nuts,
cardies and trull baskets. WINONA
POTATO MARKET, 118 Mkt .

127—large sleeping

86

room. Tel .

Rooms for Housekeeping 87
ROOWS
FOR ME NT with or
kitchen privileges. Tel. 4B59.

without

Apartments,Flats

90

'
SIXTH, E. 478—downs talrs apt., living
room, bedroom, kitchenette, bath. Heat
and water furnished. Tel. 30M or 6960 .
" ™
EAST CENTRAL, ' 5tfi st
immediate
possession. 5 room apt., partially furnished, hot end cold water; 2 room
apt.,
partially
furnished.
Reasonble
rent to reliable
¦ ¦ ¦ ¦ party, c.¦ SHANK,¦ 552
¦
'
.
,
_ E. 3rd . .

THREE ROOM upstairs unfurnished apt.,
ladles preferred. Tel. 8-2733 after 5 p.m.
EAST : LOCATlON^w nstalrTlr ont apt.,
2_bedrooms, heat and hot water furnished, $75. Contact Frank S. Grupa,
Trempealeau, Wis. Tel. 534-7716.

Loti for Sale

10O

&OODVIEW-5 lotsTlietween 45th and
46th, along north side of 7th. St.
Tel. 8-2079 .
__________

Sale or Rent; Exchange 101.

PLEASANT APT., close 'o downtown,
drapes, carpeting, stove and refrigerator furnished . Not suitable lor children.
Tel. 8-3011.

$995 .

IAARK W. 874—house for sale or rent.
3 bedrooms and bath upsteirs; living.
dining, kitchen, breakfast nook, screened-in porch, and "j bathroom downstairs. Also full basement, oil heat.
. For more Information Tel . 2396 and ask
for Bob Olson .

Wanted—Real Estate

VENABLES

75 W. 2nd
Tel . fl-27il
Open Mon., Fri. Evenings

102

~
~
~
~
~
WiU PAY HIGHEST CASH PR ICES
FOR YOUR CITY PROPERTY

25
CHOICE
USED CARS

"HAN K JEZEWSKI

. (Winona 's Only. Real
Te l. 0388 and 7093

Estate Buyer)
P .O. Box 343

Boats, Motors, Etc.

106

IF IT'S , fiberglass add you have tht
pieces, we can repair It . WARRIOR
BOATS . Tel. 8-3866.

Motorcycles,Bicycles

FULLY RECONDITIONED
AND WINTERIZED

107

BUY NOW & SAV E

LIFE IS FUN, full of adventure when
you ride a Triumph Competition Cub.
ROBB BROS . Motorcycle Shop, 576 E.
4th. Tel. , 4007. •
""
USED BICYCLES—™«ny cjood blkes to
choose Irom. KOLTER BICYCLE SHOP,
402 Mankato. Tel. 5645.

WA LZ

26" BICYCLES

Girls' and Boys '
Guns, Sporting Goods
66
LaCROSSE 20 case bottle cooler, LaPriced from $34 .95
¦'
Crosse direct draw beer tap, :h h.p. DISTRIBUTOR for Howett & Black WIcT
Also a tew Television sets leftcompressor. Reasonable, excellent conow bows, complete line ol archery
priced at only
dition. See ef Hugh Orphan Upholstery
tackle. GILCHRIST'S , 879 W . _tb . Open HEATED 3-rooms, kitchen and bath . May
SH 9.95
Money to Loan
40 Shop, 250 Mankato, Tel. 4104 .
week nights 'till 10,
be seen at once, available soon. Tel.
4O07 before 6 p.m.
WE HAVE a large assortment of ap?00 West 3rd
Tel. 6060
Household Articles
67
pliances. New and used at prices you
went to pay. Come In and
look KEEP carpet cleaning problems smallTrucks,Tract's,Trailers 108
around. FRANK LILLA 4 SONS, . 7*1
use Blue Lustre wall to wall. Rent
Ground floor. Large carpeted living
~
"
E. 8th.
electric shampooer, SI. H. Choate & Co .
room with beautiful fireplace. AttracBUSTN E SsHsTlsbb O Proick bod Ies r i
~
"
"
tive kitchen with latest conveniences.
paired, painted, lettered by BERG'S,
SNdw PL0WS^Meyer7Tn<) Aiirs ChaT175 Lafayette St.
Tel. 5240
68 Ceramic tile bath with shower . Two
3950 VI. 4th, Gdvw. Tel. _ 4933 __
rners, straight or V-body. Will fit every Jewelry, Watches, Etc
( Next to Telephone Office )
bedrooms. Draperies throughout.
make front end manurt loader. Will
JEEP—4-wneel drive, lock out hubs, reaa Iso (It Jeep or other 2 or 4 wheel
sonable. LuVerne Malerus, St. Charles,
drive Trucks, f . A. Kreuse Implement
Minn.
Co. "Breezy Acres. "
PLAIN NOTE—AUTO—FURNITURE
"
MAN'S NAVY BLUE PEA coatTnewl
170 E. 3rd St .
Tel. 2915
large oil burner, suitable lor gar age;
Hrs . 1 a m . to 5 p.m., Sat . » a.m. to noon
u sed children 's clothing; alt Items very
Tel . 2849
601 Main St .
reasonable. Tel. 9151 between 5 and
7 :30 p.m.
Apartments, Furnished 91

Buici - Oldsmobile - CMC
Open Friday Nites

FIRESTONE

Loans — Insurance —

DON'T WAIT

Luxury Apt.

Real Estate

until a breakdown causes
you trouble during
this busy

FRANK WEST AGENCY

LOANSToI'c?
Quick Money . . .
on any a rt Ida of value . . .
NEUMANN'S BARGAIN STORE
D1 F, 2nd StTel. 8 ,133

Dogs, Pets, Supplies

42

Make That Something
Up Your Sleeve A

WATC H

OKTKEDTOTNiTUEESTORE
573 E. 3rd St.
We Buy — W» Sell
Furniture — Antiques — Tools
and ether used Itemj
Tel. 8-3701

Ladies' Men's ,
Children's
100s to choose from.

STEREO

FEEDER PIGS—17, average weight 80
lbs. Wnv Kelley, Mlnnelska, Winn.
" "'" "~
FEEDER PIGS-125, we Igor 60 to 70
lbs, M. H . Treder, Altura , Minn. Tel.
Lewiston 2741.
~
FEEDER >"lGS
44r7xcellent quality,
weight 40 to 50 lbs. Tel. Houston 896320S or 696-nt2,
'
CHOfcE quallt-y Hereford he lfenT 18,
approximate weight 400-425 lb*. Tel.
Winona 3630 .
FOR SALE OR TRADE^^af nicT~
Sheflend colts,
would make wonderfu l
Christmas presents. Will trade for any
kind of livestock end will hold pony
until Christmas. Tel. Galesville 216.
PONY— black arid white with saddle anil
bridle. Alfred FeulinQ, Alma, Wis.
PUREBRED DUROC BOARS and gilts
Also, Landrace boars and gills. Clifford
Holt, Lanesboro. Minn. (Pilot AAound)
PUREBRED
Bills. Also
China sows,
ry Holmen

CHRISTMAS
TREES

TV

Wreaths

-fr Roping

ft Boughs
HUFF & BELLEVIEW

DAILY NEWS
MAIL
SUBSCRIPTIONS
May Be Paid At
TED MAIER DRUGS
"Take a walk with me "
Invites
Our lovely

WALKING DOLLS
24" size

$4.44

36" size

$8.88

TED MAIER
DRUGS

Wanted—Livestock

Farm Implements
Sec t lio Now 12-Lh.

48

Nomeli le XL-12 Chuin Saw
Soon At

AUTO f I FCTRIC S F RV I T E
Tel 5455
2nd 8, jiilin'.nn

USED
TRACTORS
McDeeiing Model -100 with
new power pnek and power steering.
Alii:; Cha Imers Model WD45 with wide front.

Case 412 "with 2-16' mounted
plow , Case-0-Mat.ic , 2-way
hydraul ic.
IMcDcor inR Model H.

KOCHENDERFER
& SONS
Fountain City, Wis,

63

46

HEREFORD heifers or cows
BRED
wsnlod. Tel . 8-3775 fltler 6 p.m.
"
~
LEWISTON SALES BARN
for
your
market
A reel good auction
livestock . Dairy cattle on hand all
week, hogs bought every day. Trucks
available. Sale Thurs , 1 p.m. Tel. 7667

SANTA'S SPECIAL
Save $700

TIMEX or WESTCLOX

CHRISTMAS PUPS — German Shepherd
and Collie cross. Mike Waletikl, C/o
George Deley Rt. 2, Lewiston, Minn.
-^_
BEAUTIFUL MUSIC by a Motorola stereo
DALMATIAN PUPPIES tor Ch7lstmas
hl-fl. We hava the flneit selection ant
dellvery . Clarence Craven, Stockton,
largtit supply of sets In the Winona
Minn . Tel. Lewiston 37W.
a rea. Come In or call WINONA FIRE
&¦ POWER CO.. M E. Jnd. Tel . 5065,
Horses,Cattle, Stock
43 (Across from the new parking lot.)

. SANITARY

Unusual
opportunity
for y<> "ri£ girl with top
skills and :j to f> years
experience to stop into
t his exceptional position in a large nationall y known company.
Excellent salary . This
position is available
immediately. (Jive f u l l
details in your con fidential reply.
Write P:-26 Daily News.
~ '
Hel p Wanted—Nlele
27

BURKE'S

South on New High w ay 14-61
Closed Saturday Afternoons
Articles for Sala

-

$49.95

F. A. KRAUSE CO.
"BREEZY ACRES" '

ONE, married man who can meet the
public and work unsupervised on a e>
day basis. Prior route experience not
neceisary. Send resume to E-30 Dally
News.

Jerry 's Plumbing

SECRETARY
to President

Stisle of Minnesota I ss ,
County of Winona
I In Proline C m i r l
Nn . 15.S53
In Re Estate of
William C. Hoiteftler, Decedent.
Order for Hearing on Final Account
and Petition for D/sfrlhutloit .
The rcpn'M-nintlve ol the nlinvn named
eitate havlnq fllml lis final arcounl and
and allowance
sett lement
pellllon tor
thereof and for distribution In the per
ions tlinrcunln entitled .
IT IS ORD ERED, That the hrai Ino
thereof lie had nil January 3. ISM, at
10-45 o'clock A M , he-lnre this Courl In
lhe probate courl room In tht courl house
In Winonn, Mliinesnln, nnd (list notice
hereof he nlven hy publication or title
oretir In the- Wlnnna nallv Newi and by
mnllad notice as prnvlrtnl by law .
Detrd Drcemhor ,s , 196.1,
E . D. I I IU-RA.
I' rolinle Juaoe.
(Probate Court Senl)
Streater a. Murphy.
Attorney! lor I' ellllniv er.

~~

Poland China boars and
12 bred 2nd litter Poland
due last of February. Henend Son, Lanesboro, Minn.
^
PUREBRED BERKSHIRE BOAIRS^-good
ones,
come
see
them.
Wm. H aedtke,
Odorless
Special truck. Sanitary S,
Lewiston, Minn-. Tel. 2711.
G. S . WOXLAND CO.
~
"
"
TWO HIGH GRADlT Holsteln bulls, serv.
Tel. B44-9245
Rushford, Minn.
Iceable age, from artificial breeding,
1 Irom 600 lb. dam, 1 f rom over 500
lb. dam; also 2 Poland China boars,
Tel. 9394 ,
W7 E. "4th
from purebred stock, about 275 lbs.
~
Al len Peterson, Lewiston. Tel. 4770,
PLANNING A NEW HOUSE? Choose
~
~
your plumbing as carefully as you PUREBRED HAMPSH1RE B0AR — " 16
choose your lot. Call
months old, S75 . Elmer J. Wirt & Son,
Lewiston, mlnn.
"
GUERNSEY BULLS—2. registered, servPLUMBING J. HEATING
iceable age and priced to sell. .CMmt
Tel. 3737
168 E . 3rd St.
both classified very good with records
over 12,500 rnllk, 601 tat, 305 days acHelp Wanted—Female
26 tual with very good daughters over 498
fat, 305 as 1 year olds. Elmer J. Wirt
~
""
"
'
& Son, Lewiston, Minn.
EXPERIENCED LADY — under *] for
short day secretarial work and as62
44 Business Equipment
sociated duties , 9 a.ril. lo 2,30 p.m. Poultry, Eggs, Supplies
"
~
Must be prollclent In shorthand and
0UrNEYD7Tljsed'" com mil.
2Tweek old pullets, fully
vac- W>t^"b"0^"
DEkALB
on
typing . Pleaie do not reply unless you
clal lountaln equipment tor sale. Comslat
cinated, light controlled raised
ere Interested In 12 months per year
^
plete setup or dlsfiei, mixers, utenslli,
floors, Available year around
. SPELTZ
on a ihort day basis. Give all data
appliances,
you name Itl Write P.O.
CHICK H A T C H E R Y . Rolllngitone,
In first reply, age, education, experBox 204, Winona .
Minn. Tel 2319 .
ience, family Information, etc.
Write
E-3-4 Dally News .
Coal, Wood, Other Fuel

State of Minnesota I ss.
) tn Probate Court
County of Winona
BABVS1TTER—wonted In my home for
No. 13,all
2 children. Preferably elderly day. Tet.
In Re Estate of
8- 3O80 after 4 p.m.
Peter Vnuk, Decedent .
Order lor Hearing ton Final Account
WOMAN WANTED to alternate In carend Petition for Dlitrlbutlon.
ing lor semi Invalid Indy In her home .
The representative of the above n*med
Must stay
nights. Write E-33 Dally
estate havlno filed her final account and
News
petition for
settlement
and allowance
Apply
thereot and tor distribution lo the pw- W A I T R E S S W A N T E D day work
f r nnk Cunningham, Steak Shop or Tel .
lons thereunto entitled .
3150
I T IS O R O P R r -E) , that the he arlnn
Ihereol he had on .Jnnufl iy 3, 1W4 , at WAN IT 0 COMPANION Inr HflVrly Urly,
livr In nnd hHp Willi rnnkinq mri
10 .30 n'rlork A M , hr.-lore Ihls Courl In
hoi.>.tnvork, Wnlo £ - 3 1 Dally Mews.
the prohflfr 1 court room in lite rnurl house
In Winona, Minnnsnln^ and that notice
hereof be rjlvon by publication of this
order In the Wlnnna Daily News nnd
by malliul notice as provided by l<w.
Dafert December J, 196 3
E , D I. I 0 F R A .
Probate Jursrje.
(Probate Court Seal)
Streater K Murphy,
Attorneys for Petitioner ,
(First Pun, Tuesday, Dec. 10, 19«3)

H.lp Wanted—Male

Think Again!

20 x 42 in. plastic top. Walnut or mahogany desk: with
6 drawers. Center drawer
locks.

Many other new & used
Spreaders priced right !
. ——- rt '
New & used Balera
Specially priced to move
this winter.

Tuesday, December 17, 196

109

DESK AND CHAIR

¦

i-r

74

—
~
"
' ~'
DRY BIRCH W0OD f)repiac» n»fls EaTl EXTRA, EXTRA—La<llBs Sunbeam hair
dryer, Reg. $35.95, Christmas Special
£nd Coal and Fuel OH Co., WT E, «th.
99 Used Can
119.95. BAMBENEK'S, 9th end ManKa- Houses for Sale
IN TRYING to supply our customers
—
to.
E?7~GOOD West Mark Street location.
with tht greatest variety ol fuels at
the lowtst possible cost, wt have again
Rig corner
lot.
3-bedroom, 2-story
TOV CLOSE-OUT SALE I
put In a supply ol "RED EMBER"
50»7» to 50% Ssvlngs
home. 24x24' new gorage. Oil heat.
coal. "Red Emb«r ", the economy fuel
Shop »ml save now art SHUMSKI'l
Close to grocery store, laundromat, In
Tel. 8-3389
so popular during the war days, sells
It you don't think station wagoni
Lincoln School district. 1 block to
58 _ West 3rd,
for only JU.50 p«r ton delivered. Haul
are daisy enough. Juit coma In and
bus. Low price of 18,100. AB.TS AGEN75 CY, INC., Realtors. 15» Walnut St.
It yourself and save $2 per ton, Try Stovei, Furnacei, Part*
look at a couple of thee* wagons,
a !o _ d today I East End Coat & Fuel
""
Tel. 4242 or after hours: E. ft. Clay
Co., 901 E. 8th . "Whert you set more OuO-TH£R« o!rt>urner with fan, good
8-2737, Bill Zlebell 4154, E. A. Abtl 19« CHEVROLET Bel Air station wagon,
condition, reasonable. Te l. 9413.
heat at lower cost!"
9-pass.enger, V-e motor, automatic
~
_ 31B4.
_____
transmission, power steer Ino, whlt%
GAS Oil OIL heatars, ranges, water C. NEAT, 2rbedroomr"i-floor home. All
OMCrwOOO
Service.
complete
lldewall tires, seat belli, tlr eondlhearers,
Installations.
Ooad oak ilabi sawed in itova lengths.
floors tiled. Nice kitchen with ample
tlonlns, radio, heater/ luggage rick.
parts RANGE OIL BURNER CO., 907
Suitable tor rantji end furnace. Price
cupboards, Located tn Goodvlew. ConSandstone body with matching In.
E. 5th. Tel. 7479. JWolph Mlchalowikl.
reasonbalt. Haul It yourself or we will
venient to Warner Swasey plant. Vilterlor . Local on«-own- <h '>'^riC
deliver.
water and sower now in the home.
tr with low mlleegt. J_ / / V 1
Typewriter*
77 lage
BRUNKOW SAW MILL
Full lot, 50x150, priced
et C8,000.
"T*- *- ' * *
Just ilka new . . . . .. . . . .
Trempealeau, Wis.
ABTS AGENCY, INC. Realtors, 159
__ Tel. 514-tVi
ONLY AT Winona Typewriter Service do
Walnut St. Tel. «42 or after hours: E. l«63
CHEVROLET Bel Air station wagon,
Furn., Rugs, Linoleum
64 you get a lull 1 year service- guaran.
R. Clay 8-2737, Bill Zlebell 4.54, E. A.
V-J motor, automatic transmission,
tee on new and used machines. Buy
¦
~
Abtl 3184.
USED FURNITURE-3 pcr^eTn_rbedwhite ddawall tires, radio, heater,
now—during our Big Port. Typewriter
room suite, J45; walnut chest end bed,
blua exterior with metchlng Interior.
IF YOU WANT to buy# nit or trade
WINONA
Trade-In
Allowance
Sale.
S30.
BORZYSKOWSKI
FURNITURE,
Ownad by local own- (T'ri JrtC
lure
to
i»e
Shank,
HOMEMAKER'S
TYPEWRITER SE RVICE. . M E. 3rd,
b*
302 Mankato Ave. Open evenings. _
tr and Is In axcellent J >/4 / J
EXCHANGE, 552 E. 3rd;
"~
TYPEWRITERS and adding machines
>^
condition
DIN1MO ROOM SET-solid walnut , 175)
I. WEST MARK Street, Ineoma properfor sale or rent. Reasonable rates,
Olite rug Pad, 12x13. 625 Dacota.
ty In Madison School district. 5 rooms 1959 CHEVROLET Impale <-door eedan,
tret delivery. See u» for all your of.
"
and bath down, 3 rooms and bath
flea supplies, desks, files «r office
WALWU TT OR BL.ONDE cocktail tabieT,
V-S motor, automatic fransmlsilon,
chairs. Lund Typewriter Co. Tel. 5223.
up. New roof last year. This proper55 95; 3 table groupings, Including 1
. powe r ate«rlng, power brakes, radio,
ty Is low priced jt »9,O0O.
ABTS
step end matching cocktai l tables,
heater, white sldewall (t» 1 Of_ C
519.95. BORZYSKOWSKI F U R N IT U R E , Washing, Ironing Mach,
79 AGENCY, Inc., Realtors, 159 Walnut
tires end tu-tone ro»e ?S I /V )
St . Tel. 4242 Or after hours: E. R.
*** * *- '**
302 Mankato. Open evenings.
and belgt
Clay 8-2737, Bill Zlebell 4854, E. A.
GENE'S APPLIANCE & TV SERVICE
Ab1s 3184.
.
1052 W . Broadwey
All Wlnterlied and Reedy to Sol
Tel. 8-1787 (Karl' s Rente! Service)

Let Us Keep
You Warm!!

FILL UP NOW !
it Commander Cool
Four sizes of America 's
finest household coal.
Large Lump, 6x3 Egg,
3x2 Range , I" Stoker.

10% off

CENTRAL LOCATION—smal I attractive
3rd floor apt ., IMng room, bedroom,
kitchenette, private bath, »itl lilies furnished. 1 or 2 girls. Tel. 7702.

Tlmex guaranteed for one
year. Westclox guaranteed
by G o o d Housekeeping.
Prices start at $6.95.

~
OFFICE SPACE^601 MairT SfT Heated
and air conditioned. Contact Al Haddad. Tel. _ 2301.
~
~"
PR IME
DOWNTOWN LOCATIONS-R»^
tall and office space. Available now.

TED MAI ER
DRUGS

52V_ E. 3rd
Te l, MIA or 2349

Musical Merchandise

70

Radios, Television

71

ZENITH TV-19 in., used only 2 months.
Lloyd Van Vlcet, Ccntervltle, Wis.

Needles and Service
AJI Makes of Record Players

Hardt 's Music Store

118

E . 3rd

Winona

Refrigerators

72

Ed's Refrigeration & Supply j
$5$

Commercial and Domestic
E 4th
Tel . 553J

Kris Kringle Krockery!

MELMAC
DINNERWARE
Service for 8 plus bowl , platter , sugar and creamer.
White plates with lovely
floral pattern , cups solid
color to avoid ugly stains.
$14.95

TED MAIER
DRUGS
A GIFT
FOR YOUR LADY
From 111 to BO

it Petroleum Coke
it Mobilheat Fuel Oil

Wostinglinuso

Cleans ns It b ums.
Berwincl Bri quets , Winter
King lump and egg, Petroleum Briquets , Eastern Ky .
lump,
Focnhontas
egg,
Uuby-Glo Stoker , Kciglcr
and Orient Stoker. Dry Oak
Block Wocid.

East End Coal &
Fuel Oil Co.
mi K ftth St..
"Wicre tyou yet trio t e heal
al lower cost. "

hair dryer

hair dryer
Tropic Aiip

Stixnemar.-Selover Co.

95

~
~
~
"~
FOURTH E. 862—For s«"ia"Tr rent, _ bedroom house . Tel. 5751 or 2290.
"
'
BELLEVIEW w7" 510—large "j -b edrootri
fully modern horne with garage. Inquire 500 W. Belleview or Tel. 6740.

~~~

Wanted toTRent

96

"
R^'sP^NSIBLlF'
PARTY* desires to rerst
4 bedroom home. Contact Dennis Jaclcj r- Bay State Milling Co. Tel. 8-15B1.

i c\ 0^
I Q

V-

Tel. 2349
120 Center St .J
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Cathedral Ceilings

give a feeling ot spaciousness to Ihls
Soe
lhe.
three-bedroom
rnmbler.
unique treatment of mahopjnny ponding nnd grill work between the convenient kitchen end living room, en|oy the beauty and case ol denning
in this ceramic bath, all new . . ,
ready tor you lo move Into.

$10 ,900

buys this two bodroom brick home In
a good east location, corner lot, wood
paneled living room plus carpeting,
lerge single car garago.

You!

will be the first to live In this substantial three-bedroom rambler now
being completed. Oak flooring, large
living room, both with vanity, built-in
range and oven, birch catilnels plus
nltnched garage . . . be lotllrd before the holidays.

Down Payment
Low

WB
have
soma
ve ry
altracllve
ramblers now available or» minimum
FH/u down payments and thirty year
nmort liatlon, This may be your opportunity to own « good home with a
minimum down payment, lot us olve
you the do lnlls .
AllFII HOURS C A L L :

$15.95

I.no «. Ilr-c Koll 4S.01
W. I I Will I IM/f.T B-21II
M » Sdovcr imr

l.mir ,i l ! l \ k J l l l i

-ROM
\>i. Q
J \^
^

.o
Tel. 2340
120 Center St .

Tel. 51102
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Used Cart

1 960 FALCON
Deluxe

$895

VENABLES

75 \V. 2nd
Tel. 8-2711
Open Mon,, Fri. Evenings

Last
Call
1963
Models

Trade now for one of
our fine used cars!

1959 CHEVROLET

Standard shift , radio , heater, tu-tone gray and white
body.

1959 RAMBLER

Station w a g o n , standard
shift with overdrive , radio,
heater. A nice clean car.
Come in and talk with Bob.

WINONA
AUTO SALES
RAMBLER —DODGE

3rd St. & Mankato Tel. 8-3649
Open Monday & Friday Nights

CHRISTMAS IS
J UST
AROUND THE
CORNER
A NEW OR
LIKE NEW
USED CAR
WOULD MAKE
A WONDERFUL
GIFT.
WE HAVE 23
NEW CARS
AND 30 USED
CARS READY
FOR
IMMEDIATE
DELIVERY

V-8 G a l a x l e 500 4-door ,
Cruisomatic , vinyl interior ,
w h i t e sidewalls, rocker
mouldings , radio , 2-speed
wi pers and washers , mirror , wheel covers, less than
800O miles.
$2738.75

\^^C^ZU
tWC^<
H! VR IET i<4
o
<y\a.

6 Falcon 4-rloor , 650 black
6ldewalls , 170" engine , Fordomatic , heavy duty battery ,
backup lifihts , radio , less
$20l)<).7O
than 5000 miles.

Mobile Homos , Trailers H
I

6 Comet Custom 4-door wagon , fi50 while .sidewalls,
Mcreomntic , luggage carrier , radio , mirror , heavy
duty battery , backup lights ,
less thnn 5000 miles. $2674.90
V-B Mercury Monterey Custom 4 - d o o r , Multi-drive ,
w h i t e sidewalls , driven
around the block . $2870.40
-,*v« A .lvprllie Uur

Prlcos

,^^

Tolophone Your Want Ads

to The Winona Da ily News
WINONA ELECTRIC
CONSTRUCTION CO. Dial 332 1 for an A.d Taker.
110 W. 3rd

3HCTRUCK SALES
& SERVICE
65 Laird
Tel . 4738

Radio , heater , automatic transmission ,
6 - cylinder motor ,
Houses for Sale
99
_
tu-tone finish , 2-dr,,
FO U N TA IhT CIT Y - l ar _ e Tf roornHbutlid•
Ing on N. Shore Drive. Suitable for
extra clean throughaptwarehouse or store. For sale or
rent . Also large modern mobile homo,
V out. Lots of troublesacrifice lor quick sale. C. SHANIC ,
free m i l e s left.
Homernnkcr 's Exchange, 552 E. 3rd.
Priced within your budget at

$lil.!)5

hair dryer
$11.95
Toastmaster toaster $14.95
Hamilton Beach
toaster
$14.95
UDICO can opener with
knife shnrpener .
,v i n\ f) ,r>
Westinghou.se
can opener
$10 .95
West inghou.se
greenhoiiso
$1(1.05

tfOtrnn

Winona Truck
Service '

X^
74 ! |
•*

Specials at the Store

Santa 's

Business Places for Rent 92

""

~~
HAMMOND E L E C T R t C OR GAN—Spinel
model with high quality speaker. $1,095,
like new. Tel . 8-3377.

New International 4-wheel
drive walk-thru Scout Cpt.
with new International 6%'
snowplow.
List Price $3200
$£D \JU
Special
All winteri2ed , licensed
and ready to go.

Houses for Rent

Dominion suitcase hair
dryer
$24.95
Wc-slinflhouNe hat box

No smoke — No nsh!

NINTH E. 451—3-room furnished apt.,
utilities furnished. On bus line.
~ ~
"ACROSS FROM WSC—l, 2 or 3 men
to share furnished apt.,
204 W. Bill.
¦
Tel. «58.
_
'"
TWO BEDROOM furnished rno biie home»,
42 ft ., for rent by the month. Tel.
8-3626.

•

HOLIDAY
RUSH!

:il) years in Winona
Li ncoln—-M t-ixrury—Falcon
Comet—Fairla ne
Open Mon. & Fri. Evenings
and Saturday p.m.

105 Johnson
Tel. 2396
Open Monday & Friday Eve.

PRICES S L A S H E D on all UM -<I mnblli
homo. Snvo tlOQ' i now . Rod Top Mo
_ bU»_ Hom« So los ,

Auction Sato*
A L V I N KOHNEIJ
AUCT IONEER, City «nd sUto llcunied
and bonded, 352 Liberty V
IC.ornar
E . :5lh and Liberty ) . Tel . ^VQO

Minnesota
Land & Auction Sales
[: v t: r <:tt

i

K n l in i 'r

_ 1SB Walnut. Tnl. .37I0. alter hours 7JM
'
'
"
DEC. 18 wod. T ' p. m, 11 mllo% E of
Ch/itlloW on Hwy . 30, Marvin Bornia n,
own«r ; Knudson S. Hrlckson , auctionurii Thorp Saloi Co., clork
DEC. J0-Frl., 12:30 p.m . I mile e.
ol Blair ami v< mllM S . Clarnnc^ El«
lantl , ownor; Rny Arnoj on. aucllnnMri
Nort horn ln« . Co., clork.
DEC . J l- Sal., <S mllos S. E. ol 0-.seo,
Wis., on llwy. 27 to Soulli ll«rl Rlv«r
¦!! ",
Church, (hen Hi milt 's C. on
thon Hi rnlla S Norrunn Nnvr> 'M> nf
ow n«r; \AI. A. leek, allctll>n^1r, Noilhtrnj nv. Co., clork.
^

Telephone Your Want Ads
to The Winona Daily N IMVS
Dial 3321 for an Ad Taker.

WDJOISA DAILY NEWS
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DICK TRACY
'

Tuesday, December 17, 1963
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By Roy Cran«

BUZZ SAWYER

^^—

By Mort Walker

BEETL E BAILEY

By Hanna-Barbera

THE FLINTSTONES

DAN FLAGG
By Chic Young

BLONDIE

STEVE CANYON

LI'L ABNER

By Milton Canniff
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TOY DOGS |
ABSOLUTELY

. By. Al Capp .
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Rhapsody 's luxury Estron ilusfpr
(|iiiliril wilh light, w MI in kmirl'

j

J'ull-Bwecp dufil cr in colorful print washable
Kstron Acetate Satin quilted with KODEL»
fiherfill. Lined with color-cont rafstod trk-bt , slit.
pockets , poly-penri button s.
Colors : Roynl tones and Cranberry tones. < T4 * no
Sizes : Sniall , Medium , Large, E_ trn LnrgeT 1^**'"

g JI .
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„ DR,VE -IN PA,"<,NG0UR
! Bu^NGr"
| USE OUR CONVENIENT

j

I

'

„«_ ,O «T^,OH s
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ffi/_\filfr/Anit^
^r
s
1
s)
^ ^!L,ItAuJ Ll/i -li I a I
Uru,
/ HBI/

164 Main St.

-

so nice to come home to . . .

I l!li!|iMiil\ 's iliwjr (lii\h'r i|iij||n|
I wilh rlniiil uifl kmlH

Kodcl (i iiill satin shift . wilh side slip
Kasy-fitlin g ulioath in Kodel quil torl luslrous
\ Ksl ron surah satin , fully lined in color-accented
Iricol. side-slii.s. Washable.
£
f fU QO
"
Red Pink tones and Royal /Blues tones . ^ll.JO
$2 I
Jf
relitp , Small , Medium , Larpo

mov ahlc ej cs.

|

so nice to com* feme to . . .

g!l

\

Phone 230 1 | J:

M
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60 We .t Third St.
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